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- . Sixteen award-winning teacher-developed programs,
projects, courses, and'materials in economics education ate
presented. The projects ire designed for use in.primary,-
intermediate, junior high, -and senior high schools and are .organized
'into four chapters: Chapter'I suggests ways to teach.econowic
concepts in grkdes K-3. Projects include an auction conducted by

,

students, classroom toystOre in which items are purchased with playNi
money, a fi td tri-p based on the.story, ',The Little Red Hen," -iind a

year-long th rd grade project tot teaching basic economic ideas
through communication. Chapter II, for grades 4-6, iocuses on

'establishing a classroom."city,,I an economic gtudy centered around'.
energy, a study of industry, and a study of the ecbnomic history of
the Brandywine River in Delaware. Chapter III offers projects for
junior hiTh school studenti through incorporation of the
inistructional television series Trade-offs, an interdisciplinary
program in social studies and mathematiCs, a ',disco survey', of the
,economic impact Of American teehagers in the marketplace', add
'4OrMation of.4 business in a classroom of physi.cally handicapped ,

students. Chapter IV, projects for high school students, includes
marriage an0 chivldrearingiimulatlions to help students learn how to
design ational goals for living, a joint educational (Afort by
'ftnkers and educativrs, a mocFdrporation formed by students, and.an
inquiry apprbach tO,the Great Deprtssion. For.each project the grade
level, project background, time allotmento objectives, actiyities,
and evaluation are provided. (KC) .
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Foreword
The need for economic educationthe need for a*much beffer comprehenSion
of basic economics and how the American economy functionsis almost
universally acknowledged..The vast majority of Aittericans, including educa-
tors ranging from classroom teachers to top school administratoCS, 1441ers
from the business and financial sector, spokesmen from organized labor,
representatives from government, and officials .of interest grqups, all have
voiced agreement on the need for economic literacy, and during these times, the
voices have been increasing both .in number and volume.

At least two important 'questions immediately emerge as one disc sses the1
need fbr economic education. The first of these, the "why" question, se s to be
answered rattly!. consistently, 'with such expressions as responsible citizenship
and effective decision-making indicated as intended Outcomes.

The second question, "What is economic educationT seems far more
difficult to resolve. To some it mayte defined as efforts to develop among our
young people the ability' to understand and analyze economic problems and
issues facing themselves and sdciety, and as individuals and members of society,
to make reasoned judgments arid rational decisions. .

- It may be, however, that the most significant question relates to what
happens in the clas400rn in the nameof economic education. In the space and
timexermitted, it would be most difficult to provide answers which areboth
precise and satisfactory. A more appropriate response would be to recommend
reading Economic -Education Everiences of Enwprising Teachers: Volume

..17., Ai..tew brief examples may serve to provide illustrations of the highly
creative and imaginative:approaches developed by outstanding teachers:

4
.

tormation of productive enterprises in the classroom, including the formad
tion of corporations as legol ehtities on a1L,four levels of the Awards

'competition, .Students organize (Le., elect officers, members of board of
directors, etc.), raise capittil through the sole of stock and borrowing,
manufacture prOducts, conduct Market research, deterMine prices, and
incur profits and losses.
Effectiye utilization bYall grades of community resources with focus on the
study of the local economy, e.g., polyester industry of North Carolina,i
fishing in Massachusetts, export-import in the state of Washington. ,
Ihfusion and integration of fconomics into the existing curriculum of such
subject§ a4 language arts, science, math, and social studies. It is not unusual
to,find t`teams" of teachers, each of whom is responsible for a specific
subject, working ,in cooperation to develop a coordinated program in
eeonomics.. . 4 . \
While Volutne 17 was being planned, an important decision was made in

keeping with our efforts to continuously improve nd stimulate interest in all
aspects pf the National Awards Program. For t e first time, awardwinning *
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projects 'submitted by college and university.professors will not be included in

. this volume but will be presented in4a new publication designed to expand

involventent anCI intereit in the Nat' nal'Awards Program by those in highei.

education.
The Joint touncil on Econo c Education is pleased to extend its

appreciation and recognition to the op Landing individuals who serve tuPjudges

-foil. the National Awards Program. task of reading through each projeet

and -determining awards recipients is a extremely difficult responsibility, rid

we extend our gratitude tO 'George L. Fersh, Regional Representative, Joint

Council on Economic EducatiOn; Myron L. Joseph, professor of economics,

Graduate Scheol of industrial Management, Carnegie-Megou University (on

leave); Laurence E. Learner, director of the Center for Economic Education

and Public Policy, State University of-New York at Binghamton; Delmas F.

Miller, visiting professor of education, West 1Virgir0 Universif; Edward' e.

Prehn, social studies consultant and economic educadon editor, New York City

Council on Economic Education; R'odney Tillman, professor, Sthool of

Education, Geqrge Washington" University; Henry Mud, professor emeritus

and former chairman, Econprifics Department, The City University -of New

York; Philmore Wass, formeit chairman, Departmerit of.Foundations and

Curriculuin, School of Education, University of Connecticut. We expect that

their attention will make up for the fact that this volume has been exempted

from the 'customary review by the Publications Committee of the Joint

Council. 1

Several individuals on the goint Council staff hive been of considerable

assistance in assuring .the success of the National Awards Program. We are

pleased to acknowledge the excellent mipport provided by Michael A. Mac-

Dowell, president of the Joint Council, as well as the efforts of John DeVita,

research associate, and Barbara DeVita, secretai, in the Affiliated Councils

Division. We also take this occasion to extend our appreCiation to Edward

Prehn for' hig special assistance.
r We also commend' Andrew T. Nappi, director of research, development,

and community service at St. Cloud State. University, for his editorial work in

making 'this publicatio possible. Aided by 'his dedication to the Awards

Program, we are always âsured that we are p lishing an exemplary product. '

Filially, we offer our special thanks an predation to the International

'Paper C9mparity Foundation through its vic president a'rnd direc'tor of educa-
.

don programs, Sandra L. Kuntz, for its support of the National Awards

Program. We are gratified by their commitment and interest in econoMic

educatibn and the National Awards erogram.

Anthony F. Suglia
Director, Affiliated Councils Division
Coordinator, National Awards Program

for the, Teaching of Economics
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Editor's.IntrodUctiori
,

It nsver c,eases to amaze me how tea0ers who have received recognition
through the A*wards Prograrii continue to develop innovative and imaginative
approaches to the study of economics. There appears to be mi unlimited sppply
of creative and dedicated teachers committed to the,goal Of imProVing student
understanding of basic economics. Over the years, the award-winning teachers
have demonstrated their ability to incorporate key economic concepts, princi-
ples, and Practices/into their curricula. As I revieWed the projects that have
appeared in this annual publication, I was impressed with the variety of
instructional- methods, resource materials, and learning activitiestmployed by
teachers to enhance economic understanding.

The quality of the 1978-79 entries, toomia gratifyingly high, Indeed, there is
little doubt the teaching experiences summarized in this year', engwetition will
help to stimulate continuous improvements in economic education. We can
certainly anticipate that next years program will provide many examples of
how teachers add new dimensions to the teaching-learning process.

It is hoped that the example ,of the teacher efforts published here will
encourage other teadbers, not presently involved in the economic education
movemeht, to formalize and submit descriptions bf their classroom experi-
ences. It must be remembered that the rports pUblished in this book. are'
condensed versions of the original projects and that some of tA material
canpot be presented or even summarized easily. Readers of Volume 17 will find
brief descriptions of the* winning entries whin capture the essence Qj the
teaching experiences. J an confidenuthgt teachers who are contemp7ting
submitting an entry to the Xwards Program, and those ho have submitted
projects but failed to win, will gain from S generalize, descri tion of. the
witining entries. The characteristics of a prize-winner are um arized below:

I. The project contains a succinct statement of the oals or learning
objectives. It is important to stote the specific cognitive an'd affective Outcomes
that the teaching experience is directed toward. It is not necessary to prepare a
long list .of objectives. Rather, the objectives should be tlearly articulired an !
related to the instructional program. How can a reader judge a project unless
the important economic facts, skills, and generalizations are defined?

2. The learning experience is related to economic understanding. The
judges want to know how each Unit, lesson, method, or activity included in the
project will help to,develop economic concepts and generalizations. That does
not mean that math, writing, reading, or other communication skills are not
important; but simply that.awards must go to those who focus on the teaching
and learning, of economics.

3. A well-organized and clear description of the steps; procedures, and
sequenceLof activities is presented. In ,this seaion of the report, the emphasis
should be on the materials, the time scIttdule, initiation procedures, assign-
ments given, activities or strategies used, and culminating exPeriences. The

LP vii
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length of time required to teach the materials should be stated. Motivational

techniques MUst by spelled out and instructidnal activities described in detail.

How did the teacher get the pdpils interested in ideas to be 4aught? How wasItie

lessdn, unit, Coin. Se, or subject initiated? The reader should'be told at the very

beginning whether the project describes a year-long or a semester-long course, a

fiye-week unit, a special study lasting two weeks, a single lesson, or whatever. If

it is less than ar fullicourse, the author should shoW how the project fitted into

the course or Curriculum being taught and how it was related to material that

preceded or followed it.
4. The instructional environment and class situation are clearly described

in the winning entries: The judges want to know What ages, ability levels, or

ecial characteristics apply. If the project was deyeloped for a particular

ocioefa ic or ethnic group, the judges need to be informed.

51 -step account of teaching techniques is given. It must be

remembered th basic purpose of the Awards Negpam is to help other

teachers. These serve others only if the author gives the details of

the methods employed.' ough simply to say that a resource speaker

was used-Lche reader shout underAand exactly how the speaker

presented economic ideas, what..follo ctivities were conducted, how 'this

activity..fitted into the total project, hO t was' evaluated, and so on. Where

appropriate, sampleksson 'plans should-be included, onl with such items as

"'assignment sheets, instruction sheets that 'might have en prepared for the

, students; 'and the like A cornplete'd'escription .of the human and material

resources used should te included in the seport.
6. The project Show§ originalitynt should be more ttin a rehash of

someorte else's work. At the' least it shotild,give an entirely new "twist" to an

idea deieldped !t1 a Rivkin's Stag) Ideas Aiat capturtd awards in years past tend

035 to becorne ,:)Id tat." This does, not mean that they are not godd,. but simply

tha(the awaids alit St t 0 thoSe Adidev6lop'freth approaches to teaching

eionomics. A
Q

lihotOgraphs or Samplds of student Work aye included.-Photographs aitk

bulletin board arrangements, %able displays, Murals, and other itemivhat

cannot beshipped re welcome. It is not necessary to subrrlit large posters or

bulky,linjects if ; Otograph :will 'suffice. Neither is it necessary to send in

eyerything re stud hav`e done., A few examplesone or two ,typical term

papers,Igt ifistafic:, doi
" 8. me culmination brthe Unit projectis explained. Good wiling units

haVe three filisic Tarts!. (I) initiatoty (and Motiv ionai activities, (21 develop-

mental activities., tcnis.e(3):Culrninating activiti . he first help4 to get the pupils
; .

rsted, In the unit, -project,. or lesson; the second develops the ideas,

cepts, skill, Understanding and attitudes listed in the goals; and the third

nringS.the Operieheeto a close by summarizing and applying what was taught.

'Plays;aolsembly,' programs, displayS, field trips, the making of films or film- .

Op's, simulations, and many other activities can be used as the culmination of

a unit.
9. 'Evaluation technique are always given. Thesegenerally include tests of

144
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all types (short-answer, essay, and performance examinations), but can also
include less formal activities, such as self-evaluations by individuals, groups, Dr
the class; written or oral evaluations by outsiders; and observations of puil
,behavior. Sa Mroles of testing instruments should be submitted with the reports,
along with the results. .

1,0. Finally, attention to the requirements set forth in the Awards Program
application form, an orderly arrangement of are material; and simple neatness
are appreciated.

The educator whose submission has all ten cparacteristics outlined above
will have a good chance of winning. It should bg noted, however, that the
competition is keen, and that each year it becomes more difficult to win than in
the year before. Prospective entrants would be well advised to seek the
comments and criticisms of others befote submitting their projects. In particu-
lar, the teacher whose .formal preparation in economics is minimal should
consult an economist regarding the accuracy and appropriateness or the
economics contained in fhe report. Many projects that represent an enormous

. expenditure of time and effort, and.that contain superb ideas and maierials for
teaching, fail to capture an award simply becaUse they contain little or no
economics or because the economic content is inaccurate.

_1 Prior to writing the application, it might be well for the contestant to
review the outline below. Almost any logical and descriptive outline for writing
the narrative section of the teaching project will do. The important thing is to
have an outline in mind and to write the narrative from it.

Preparing the Application

1. Introduction. This section of the narrative is intended to introduce the
judges to what is to follow. It sets the stage, sd to speak, for the rest of the
project description. The introduction should be brief and should etntain
information about the overall purpose of the project.

2. Background information. This part of the' report may be used to give
the reviewers an understanding of the following points: Purpose and philoso-
phy of the curriculum; school locition and physical facilities', background and
capability, of students; brief history of the project and other information that
may inform the' judges of the applicant's readiness to teach the project.

3. Overall goals apd specific objectives. Whereas the overall goals of the
project can be given in a rather generalized statement written in narrative style,
the instructioal objectives should be very specific and are usually presented in
list form. The overall goals may be thought of as long-range results. It is like
saying that once the specU1c objeCtives have been achieved, the overall railts or
goals will be met.

4. Program description. Basically, the kinds of things reviewers will' want
to learn from this section of the narrative are (a) what is to be done, (b) how it
is to be done, and (c) who will do it. The procedures should be ex.plained fully
and in great detail. It can 49 a serious mistake to assurne that the judges will

20
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"undeistarid the details gf what, toAhe applicant, is a welevderstood economic

. concept or instructiohal technique. Theteacher should assume the judges'know:
nothing 'whatever about what is being posehted in the project. The sequence of
stelis of tfie procedure should be Presented in logical order. However,..lenkthy.
digresqions, no matter how interesting to the writer, ure to be avoided at all
times.ICIarity implies concisene§S.

5. flogram evaluation..lt is helpful so show the reviewers objective
evidendlrof whab.was accomplished in the teaching experience. Therefore', a
seetion on evaluation should be incorporated into the application. Some
systematic Method. of provtding objective evidence of the ,extent.to which tke
instructional aims-were achieved must be used 'and it must be described in aie

narrative. Specifically, 'what thethoOs or techniques did 'the teacher use to
evaluate students'economic understandieg?

.

The editor hopes that .this brief summar-y oL what constitutes a good
project will be useful to educators. He sleeply appreciates the work of those
teachers (nonwinners as' well as winners) who are contributing so much to the
elimination of economic ignorance in our society. It is hoped,that more and

more teachers 411 enter the Mvards Program in the future, sharing their
knowledge and experience with others for the good that this can do as well as

for the possibility of financial rewards.
The editor acknowledges with sincere thanks the .cooper ion of the

teachers whose ideas appedr in this volume. Tny have been mo t patient and
understanding in permitting us to use their material and in agreeing to our

many editorial revisions.,

Andrew T. Nap i .

St. Cloud Siate Universid

Lv,
st,
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TO OUR READERS

The repoits publisjied ttlis boDk are condensedver-
sions of. the original projects. In fact, some of the
materials teachers submitted caninot be presented in
print form or even summarized easily..The complete
reports can be obtained from

National Depository for E0o omic
Educiltion Awards

Milner Library 184
Illinois State University
Normal, IL 61761
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:Primarytevel: Grades K-3

I CHAPTER ONE
f

I Hear Twenty-Five,
Who'll Bid Thirty?---:fhe
Economics of Auctions
A Secnnd-Grade Econoinics Unit

.ff

S.

.
Betty Muench

.Fulbright lementary School, Little PlockArkansas

-introduction arid4:Irganization-\\
In February the P.T.A. of Fulbright Priinary Schobl in' Little Rock decided to
haVe a silent auction as a way of raising funds for our new schol. thir schI
opened in AuguSt with ihe'carperirs and painters still working On the cafeteria
and library.. There was ifrio playground. Funds were needed itb provide play-

" ground equipMent for the children:
. .

My interest inadetions was stimulated as I watched the P.T.4. plan their
auction. This seemed like in excellent way to teach economics to .my seconc1,-',
grade, children. Mdst 'of ME children planned to be'at the auction because the,

isectind-grade classes were schedulekto present the P.T.A. program.
My. general goals were Se help he children acquire an understanding of

somebasic economic principles that affect their daily lives and to develop the
children's ability, to think analytically about esonomic problems.. Through
group discussions as well as by driming pictures, making posters and charts,

A designing pruLdisplaying bulletin boards, writing stories, role-playing, and
'41 taking a prl- and pdst-teSt, the children demonstrated anyunderStanding of the

following generalizations:

Tliere are not -enough productive resources' to satisfy the wants Of the
people -The Problem,df Scarcity.
It take's people, tools, raWmaterials, and manageti'lent to produce the goods

sand serviewhich satisfy our wants and needs-- Productive Resources.
Decisidns toncerning what to produce, how to produce, and for whom to
produce are made in the marketplaee-- The Market Econdmy of the United
States.



, People go out of their households to sell their productivepsourcei to
business and return with family incoMe paid tp therp by business for their

productive soods and services; they theq go to the marketplace as consum-

^ers to buy goods and services to satisfy ffneeds and wants of their

There are not enougtt resources ro produce all of the goods and. services

people want. Sdciety trttempts to extend these resourcps through,specializa-

tion and technologyResource Extenders.
The need for trade develows people become more interdependent throug

increased specialization orTtll pwductive resourcesInterdependence
Trade.
The core of most eco nomic issues in a market economy is tOe need tionake

intelligent choices amNreoLpeting alternativesEconomic AnalysiS.
Economic are organized ways of gettings. things dRne more

smoothly-1.Institutio \ 1
4

'Plan of Study
Duringitome of my :past graduate studies, I learned. about Hilda Taba's
Instructional. Model, 4 consciously planned program witrspecific ste/is de-

s'igne o teach childyen to think effectively. In the initial 'planning for this

ecano icq unit of strldy I kept these specific steps (cognitive tasks) in mind.

'TaalAtep§. are:. ( l)''concept formation; (2) interpretation of' data; and (3)

application.
I chose to correlate the unit with Taba's Instructional Model. I believethat

children may be taught to think on higher levels if.they have a consciously

planned program which allows them to pikeeed through specific steps in the

thinking process. All children do not lain in* the samemanner. It was,
therefore, necessary to use a wide variety of learning activities in the hope of

reaching each child in the way he/she learned best. We made charts, posters,

bulletin boards, and booklets so that concepts would be before us and we could

.easily review what we had learned..We read books, newspapers, and brochures.

We saw films and filmstrips. We had resource people come into the cilassr,00m.

Each. activity enhanced the unit of study in a special way. t'

Launchl9g ihe Study

Our unit Of study began in March after the P.T.A.'s. auction. Before that time

the children had become familiar with economic ten* such as "consumers,"

"wants,",."needs," "goods," "services," "durable and nondurable goods," and

"capital resources." I used four basic .references to deVelop the economic

concepts in the unit of study. These w442: Economic Education for Arkansas

Eleinentaiy Schools;,A Framework for Thching Economks: Bask Coilcepts,

Part 1; Pan IL ,Str9tegies Or Teaching Economics; and Economy Sin. In

addition, our socit9 studies book, ,ONE PLUS ONE? Learning 4bout Commu-
.



nities, reinforces many of the topics including interdependence, technology,
government services, taxes, and government. (A complete citation of these and
all other resources used during this unit of stu y listed in the full report.)

The children kept a notebook of the economic erms and definitions they
were learning. Poems were written by the students, ari added to the bodklet to
reinforce the soncepts. The film The Owl Who ve a Hoot taught the
children .the importance of being wise consumers. e children discussed the
concepts covered in this film and wrote creative stojies to demonstrate their
economic understanding.

Scarcity had been discussed with theshildren since the first day o3f school
when we talked about the reasons for taking care of our books and not wasting
suptdies such as crayons and papey). Classroom discussions helped the pupils
understand that scarciv is caused by unlimited wants in a world of. limited
.resources.
. Sihce.resources are scarcewqliave to make decisions as to how they will be
used. The poem The Forester hel ed the children see the importance of making
choices. This poem led to the making of a booklet which.described the way
prodtictiin resoUrces are used jn the economy.

The children were weaving,w.all hangings at this time, so a bulletin board
was made to show the factors of production being used to complete this project.
As individual posters -Were complete(' they were displayed on the bulletin
board. News of our weaving project was reported in the Fulbright Flyer, the

. school newspaper.
A%dp-

The children were then intrpduced to the study of the Americati economy.
.Comthunity resource people vide invited to the claSSrOQM to discuss economic..... .
topics such as private ownership, consumer choice, profit, competition, govern-
Anent intervention in the market, and Astable government by Iaw. Bulletin
boards and paters were made to reinforce these ideas.

TwoOooks, The Toothpaste Millibnalre and The First Blue Jams, were
read to ace children. These, books were about people who went into business
and the problems they encountered. The stories provided an excellent review of
productive resources, production, competitiop, customer satisfaction, profit,

... and other economic concepts. Next, the children diseussed the recent Three
l

Mile Island incident. They wanted tO knOW the cost of cOrrecting the situation. ,
One of the children asked Markham Howe, from the Arkansas' Power and:
Light,Company, &consumers, government, or the owners of Three Mile Island
should "pay for the near disaster. Mr. Howe told the children that ihithe long
run the consumers always pay the costs in the form of higher prices.or higher

4taxes. .

+ The' scarcity oroil and , natuval. gas has made it. necessary for Arkansas
Power an Light Company to look al. new.sources of energy. They are now
relying ye heavily on nuclear energy, with one plant in bperation and another

plant to completed sometime in 'August. Atter the children had learned
about scarcity and how it effects busiOsses- they were ready to learn how people

' Nve.attempled to extend resources through specialization and technology.

6,
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I stimulated interest in ()iir study by 'preparing a bulletitLboard with the

caption "Earn Your Income for the Auctieh." I put this up a day (Sr two before

I told the children about our plans. Wh?n they asked questions about. the

bulletin board I tokNtleth I would answer their questions ou. Aiday.. Their

excitement was very high by Friday as they eagerly awaited the ending of lunch

, receis. They were even more excited after I told them about the auction that we

were going to have in aur classroom. ' h'

When our auctioff was just two weeks away I sent letters home to the

, parents. I wanted the parents to know thore about our auction, how the

children were earning Their "money" (points), and how'many points each ahild

had earned as of that date. I also askedthem to take their children to an euction

if possible so our classroorniauction in May couid be more 'meaningful. ,

Many parents supported the study by taking theii children to auctions.'

The children learned auction terminology and that it takes just a nod 'of the

head or a raised finger to remain in the bidding. They wrote reports and shared

what they had learned with the rest of the class.

The P.T.A. give our class all of the cards which showed what pebple.had

bid foreach item. We used the cards to study supply and demand. The children

,could easily see 4at there were 150 items auctiona that night which repre-

sehted-tfte supplf We made a graph entitled ",Consumers at ..the Market Tell
,

Producers What to Produce or Sell." .
, .

We fdutit that there was a lot of planning which had to be dombefore the

. auctioli if wetiwere going.tb do, things properly. Our planning involved the

joybwing steps: read auctiom ads; make a sign-up sheet so that people attending

eauction could. register. and make numbers to give the'children'ho were
...s,.............M .

able to attend the auction.
The children also had some banking matters which needed to be taken care

of before .the auctiOn. Matt's mother A:slunteered to help the children check to

see that their 4vings account balances matched the total oft our chart. When

the chilOreyransferred their nioney ffir a savings to a cheeking account they

had to recount their money to make certain that they had the correct amount. It

was not unusual 'to see groups of children sitting on the floor as they worked

together to Wilt some of the math problems. ,

Fridayley 4, finally itrrived. This was the day for the auction, and the

children coul hardly contain their excitement. In the morning We let the

children discuss the pu pose otauctions and their function in our society. The

children understoad t t the auctioneer is in business to mut a profit. Profit is

what. remains after i e costs of production have been, deducted from the

revenue derived/Troni the sale of goods and services. a .
When Dell on-Dailey, Our auctioneer, arrived in our classroom, hefound

forty-four anxi ini second-grade children seated and ready to being the auction.

Fle Was very iiipressed with our red sign announcing the liuction and the fact

that thi children were already registered and had their numbers with which to

lxidli
Before the auction began, Mr. Dailey answered a fr of the children's

questions. They wanted to 'know, what the requirements Were to be an

4
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atctioneer, how he had received his training, and what it meant to be licensed.
They learned that Mr. Dailey had received training by wor,king with another
auctioneer and that he had been an auctioneer for twenty-nine years. Mr.
Dailey told the children there were two requirements for being anSuctioneer
you Nive to learn how to detelmine the value of things and youmust purchas6 a
license.

The auction was an excellent way for the children to learn that money is
only as good as its ability to purchase goods and services. The children had
worked for twenty-four days to earn their "money" for the auction with Mr.
Dailey. The chpren who did not get to purchase something ;were left with
"money" which had noCtnmediate-value. r., '

Our auction received excellent news coverage. Carolyn tonig of Channel 4
covered the auction, and we were on the 6:00 news that same evening. Judy
Glover, fryn the Arkansas Democrat, stayed for the entire auction, interviewed
some of ihe children, and then wrote an article. The news of our auction was
also pripted in the West Little Rock News, the SteMemo nd the Full/right
Flyer.

Our auction was a tremendous success. T4pe children lJad learned a.lot and
were well prepared for Mr. Dailey. The children, visitors, parents, and teachers
all 'had fun. After \the auction some of the children talked with our visitors
abotit their exferiences/while other children played with their toys.

Culminating Activity

Our culmihatitig activity for this unit'of study was to allow the children to
----condueetheit-awn-auetion. One-of -the-studeuti_wa&_choseft4o_he_anctioneer.A

poster' was made,.paptioned "Intelligent Buyers Get Mote Value for Their
. Money." We discussed the need for planning What the childrh wcre going.to
buy and listed the following ideas: shopping to compare prices, knowing when
and where to buy, carefully reading the guarantee or warrankx, not letting
people pressure you into buying something you do not want, and beiniaware
of different types Of advertising. Some of these rules did not apply to auctions
but would help the children &come intelligent consumers. At the auction the
children could look over the* merchandise to ,see what they needed. They could
also be aware that the auotioneer Wants to get the price for each item as high as'
possihle.

A few of tile children who did not have many points (money) became
rather frustrated when the bidding would go quickly past the amOunt they had.
They were.good sports about it, though!

We read the book How to Turn Lemons Into Money to review the
economic concepts we had'studied. After we read the book, Erick said, "Now I
see how you turn !lemons into money. You sell them." My happiest moments as
a teacher are when a child says, "Now I sep."

Teaching economics helps me as a teacher. I learn'something new every
time we do a project. I also want to see my students involved with what they are
learning up to the very last minute of school. When I asked the children to tell
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me wh t they had learned irt economics this year, Matt said, "I could write on
this f revee

E aluation
%

ormal evaluation of the children's progress was done by administering the
Primary Test of &mimic Understanding (PTEU) published by the Joint
Council on Economic Efludation. This test was administered on a pre- and
post-course basis. The test was read to the children and they recorded their
answers on a separate answer sheet: The results revealed that the pupils
increased that knowledge of basic ,economic concepts.

Informal evaluation was used throughout the study to test elle progress the
children were making in their understanding of 'economic concepts, This was
done through observation, written assignments, and discussion. Listening to 1.

the children *using economic_cpncepts in their 4eryday vocabulary pr6vided
--. evidence of their gain ireeconomic unclerstanding.'

I could see how utilizing Taba's Instructional Model had enhanced the '

learning pro4ss. Taba believes that in order to learn to Chink, the child must do '..

the thinking, ilistead of absorbing the products of thought processes.performed
either by the book by the teacher. Throughout this unit of study the children
were involved in, the own' decisiOns daily. Taba also states that"cognitive
skills are seen as products of a dynamic interaction between The individual and .

the stimulaijon lie receives, rather than.as a resOlt of passive absorption of the
information." During tlie auction, Onamic interaction between.tlie children
and the auctioneers was taking place. .p. t 1

v,Communication Is Big
Business \
A Third-Grade Economics Study .

lutroduftion and. Goals

4.

t

Niatrallf Glynn and JoelYn Walk
Course Elementary School, Akron, Ohlo

'At the beginning of. the school year we discussed the possibility of teaching
beic economic ideas through the stu Of communtcation. As the projectc
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began to take shape, we developed learning activities designed to achieve the
- following objbctives:

To ftimulate the students' interest in economics;
To help children understand that they make econoteic decisions every day;
To demonstrate hOw the market economy allocates scarce productive
iesources;
To show children that because money income and productive resources are
scarce, they ,must decide how to choose good4 and services they want from
among many alternatives;
To develop an understanding of the economiC importance of communica-
tion;
To build a background of economic understanding to use as a springtiotut
for further study based on everyday experiences of sixth graders;
To recognize that specialization an4 division of labor increases efficiency
and leads to interdependence.

Our overall goal for the project was "to make the students 'aware of the
importance of ecoripmics in their lives. We wanted to show them where and
how communicati& is used in the economy. Flanngl boards, films, Ames, and
filmstrips were used to teach economic concepts such as opportunity 'Kist,
inflaiion, demand, supply, specialization, and interdependence.

Learning Activities s'

-----. --We-began our stpdy byacting_out_the_play_Gudbrand Qn the Hillside. This play
is based on an old Norwegian tale about a farmer who wanted to tradeoor sell
his cow for the best deal he could make. Unable to sell the cow, the farmer had
to niake many decisions on the wq home. He traded the cow for a horse1441
horse foil a pig, the pig for a goat, the goat for a sheep,, the sheep for a goose, the
goose for a rooster, and finally, the rodster for food. The children rewrote the
story and played a game to illustrate how in modern societies people have a
wide variety of wants for goOds and services.

We-read the story_ The_Five_Chihese &others and used a filmstrip eufitled
What's Your Spgcialty? to introduce the pppils to the. concepts Of specialize-
tion, comparatiVe advantage, and division of labor/fho children discussed (he .

goods and services whieh they would specialize in producing, -given their
° particular skills and endowment of resources. We concluded this part of the
, unit with the realization that specializaticin is the basis of both domestie and

international. trad$, Next, we discussed the history of conimurfication, how

.
'people communicate, communication around th6 world, Sid how communica-

tion affects the economy.
Now we felt that wef needed additional information before studying

economics and communication in more deptlr. We sent a letter home to parents
asking them how much money they spent on different forms of communication.
A large chart was prepared to show the results of thetsurvey. The children were
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surprised to discover the number of telephonesradios, television sets, and
stereos found among the households in the study. This activity led to a
discussion about the number .of books, records, tapes, .newspapers, and
magazines that were purchased in their homes, during the year. Some of the
pupils conducted research to learn more about\ coTmunication during colonial
times. The cbildren found it difficult to, believe that in early days peddlers
traveling from town to town were the sole carriers ot\the news. They just could
not comprehend a time when there were no radios and televisions. Through
role-playing, it became clear to the students that life ilithe colonies did not
offer people as many choices for goods and services as today. Students really .

had trouble understanding what life would be like without mbdetn communica'
tiOn.

e

We went a 'step further in discussing wbat it cost the community (taxpay-
ers),to provide textbooks used in the eletnentary and secondary schools. We
found'oUt that more than $200,000 ivas spent by the school district to purchase
'new reading'books for the forty-five elementary schools. It was now obvious to -

the pupils that a decision to, use tax revenue to purchase school supplies means

giving up the possibility of purchasing something else. Thus, the opportunity
costwhat could have been purthased with the money insteadis the real cost
of purchasing the new reading books. The clhildren were amazed at the number

of chokes and trade-offginvolved in making deeision't A representative from
the school district's textbook adoptioocommittee was invited to the classroom
rci, explain him textbooks are selected. The students were surprised to leakn
how much money 'it would c2)st theii' parents or guitrdians to pay for all their
schotl',supplieg if the school did not provide the materials. We took the
Opportunity to explaitv,bow the school district's budget is determined and
financed. M oit ofthe- yourigsters-reeognited"the difficultythecommunity_fac'ed
.4n deciding what goods and services to provide among the many available '
4iternatives. . -4

Now the classr played the game "I'm Spoutinr 011'EWcause Communication

IS .a 'Whale' of a Big Buainess.".The idea4yas to use a magnet to catch a
.cardboard fish with an economic (oncept on it. The game helped reinforce the

understanding'of many of the economic idea?Oreviously studied such as
scarcity, production;resources," money, tincome, and specialization.

In our discussions, sitte tried*, to relate the study of ecbnomics and communi-
pation to the past, present( and fiTture. The children*ere very interested in the

, one-room ithoolhouse and Were quicji td observe its lack of facilities. They did
hot think that they would like tc; be in a school where everyone, no matter what

Ograde level, was in the same mon?. They liked it even.less when told that there a.

a ,\Were no textbooks and that thOkkould have to write their Work on slates. The

hildren maiie booklets, collages, and chartS, drew illustrations, and cut out
cturas to show,.changes in communication arid economic:life made since the

eikrly days. Essays, reports, Alipes, murafs, dioramas, and models wer'imeans
Owhich we shared facts.

I In learning about the U.S. Postal System and its reltaionship to communi-
%

eatiAn, a great deai of discussion centered around the cost of Providing this

0/
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service. A few children remembered reading abourthe pony express, but few of
them could recall the penny postcard. We talked about the rising cpsts of mail
delivery today as compared to years ago. This discussion led to ikstudy of rising
energy costs and gasoline shortages. The pupils came to understand that mail
delivery was going to cost-mere because of higher gasoline prices. This sittlation
made the children think more about communication and transportationhe
problem of scarce oil and alergy shortages was discussed again 14ter in the unit

en the children readsin the newspaper that the price of diesel fuel was rising
truckers were marching on Washington to demonstrate the importance of

problem.

Concluding Comment
.

"Communication Is Big 'Business" was a year4ottg, continuous project about
people and their attempt to satisfy economic wants. It was an interesting story
about consumers, producers; and entrepreneurs who developed_new forms of
communication to meet aieir changing needs. The participation and role
playing of the children durig our study allowed us to witness people making
economic progress. We didsnot anticipate the tremendous amount of "over-
time" we wOuld have to spend in preparing to teach economic ideA,.but ik was
well worth the effort! We definitely feel that our students learned a great deal
aboul economics and communication.

_

The World of Marielle
. An Economics Unit fol Kindersarten Students

Introduction

liorothy J. Yohe
ern Hill Hementary chool, West Chester, Rennsylvan

The project ikas.fik igned to help kinckergarten childpen underitand the basic
economic plioblem of scarcity and, how households ch8ose which ofthir many
wants for consum r goods and sefvices they will satisfy. My main objective was4

4o integrate econ mic concepts and principles into the existing curriculum, in
which reading, math, spelling, aud science received major eMphasis. I used a

,
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variety of teaching approaches for developing.the concepts and their applica-.

tiOris,
The following specNbjectives were incorporated into the. project:

To help children understand that because income ot.a.household is l.imited

and its -wants for goods and services are unlimited, it must choose which

goods and services will be consumed
To provide pupils with first-hand expNences in production and consump-
tion dimensions of economic actNity;

410, To demonstrate theimportance of finding new and more efficient ways of
using existing resources (specialization and division of labgt);

. .

40. To involve stodents in activities designed to develop their criticAl thinking

skills and abilities;
. To children understand the meaning of opportunity cost and trade-

offs,

,

, Overview

There-may not be anything more distressing to a parent than having a small

child run free through a rtoy store. But allowing twenty-five. kids to roath
throtrgh a toy shop might be norse. It sounds like,a perfect headachmaking
situation. But I've found a way to make it an educational ex'perience,,I rune
toy store in the, back of the classroom, Operating muctil he same as real retail
outlet, the store is designed to fit into an ecodinic education program for the

children. -41"

'Many children, if given tlid chance to wander through a thy stot4, cottId'

-mpageto accumulate whole armfuls of playthings. Much to their.parents'
horror, they often seem to want everything in sight. And few a( kindergarten

age hawe any regard for the price. Economic education for small children may

aHay at least some of parents' fears.
We set up,the "Merry Christmas to All Shoppe" to help the children learn

about econornics and the operation of the marketplace. The children are able to

purchase toys at the shop, using play money obtained from a "kinder bank."
They can buy only what they can afford, and ,rnust wait in checkout lines like

customers jh real stores. Prices are the main difference between the classrooni

shop and a real store, None of the toys, no Matter liolv large and extravagant, is
priced higher than $3.50. That makes-the store scdm a bit unrealistic. But the

money syvtem,,is dqfrigned to be proportionate to costs.
Wheh the mot./ is:ready to open for liusiness in the morning or afternoon,

the childpen must get money from the kinder bank. The largest withdeltwi
allowed is $3.50. With the $3.50 in'hand, the students are allowed to shop in thel

store in small groups. They may pick out their own purchases. Some buy one I.
itemspending all their money. Others, kowever, are more conservetive with

their funds. They buy smaller items, and l'ea4Le with change.

The store is staffed with students. Before the shop opens for busineSs each

day, children are chosen for jobs in the shop, There are usually two cashiers, a

1 0
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banker, and two salespeople. For some added, Pialism, we hired a night
watchperson .to open the shop for businesl.

"S is for sales,"1 told the group recently.l. was adding another letter, to the
economic alphabet. Each job orbcareer is identified by its respective letter of the
alphabet. That is more exciting than just learning the alphabet.

When l mention "salesperson" the children,know what is next. Cries of
"Can I be it?" punctuate the air even before I have a chance to describe the job
in detail. I usually try to describe each career and job by demonstration.

"You'd better listen," -I answered to the excited questions. "If you don't,
you won't know how to do it." , ..

.. After everyone has a chance to shop for his or her favorite toy, the children
sit dap and draw pictures of their purcliases. Unlike real purchases, the
students can't play with their toys, which must remain in like-new condition for
another phase of the shop's lesson. Shortly before Christmas, a truck will arrive
at the school. to theltune of "The March of the Wooden"Soldiers," the students
will carry the toys from the shop to the front door.of the school. The tivs,will
be taken away and dohated° to needy children.

I developed-the toy store idea forktwo reasons. First, it was an alternative
to standard kindergarten curriculum. I designed The program to show children
at first:hand how the economic system'works. Second, the children learn how
to share. Instead of bringing a Christmas gift to school for the teacher, each
student's parents were asked to send a toy to class. They were told the gifts
would be donated to the Salvation Army.

The toys disappear before Christmas. And the "Merry Christmas to All
Shoppe" disappears, too. But economic education does not disappear. By
spring, we ill have established a children's shopping mall. Each step in the
process, all de way to the shopping mall level, will be more sophisticated. It,

....The_11 'ea serves _three purposes. It _helps _the students learn about
economics. lt; also helps needy children. AnCfinalli,INthirich -more exciting
than a Christmas present.

Learning Activities

A,few of the learning activities and economic concepts developed in the unit are
described below:

Interdependence. A secretary works for a boss who is a sugar.broker.
The success áf the broker's business depends on a sugar refinery with i4
secretaries, engineers, workers, truck drivers, and laborers: In order for ,the
broker tjqd the refinery to make money they need a buyer. All of thern.need the
U.S. Postal Service to deliver their correspondence and paper companies to
supply them with stationery, bought through an office supply stpre. .

Specialization. Each week, two- parents surprise the students by visiting
the clasi anCclaiming" an economic alphapet letter, Then the' parent eXplains
what he or she does for a living.

An attorney ha claimed the letters "L" for laWyer and "A" for attorney.
An administrator at enney-Reyburn Company, claimed "M" for manager.
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And Wednesday. Janet Wallace claimed the letter "S" for secretary.

. Mrs. Wallace, mother of kindergartner Kristen, explained to the children
that she works for D. W. Montgomery Company, a West Chester sugar broker.

She told the class that the principal client for Montgomery. is Pepsi-Cola, a

name they all recognized.
After Mrs. Wallace had recounted what a typical day is like for a secretary,-

members of the class were selected to play the parts of boss and secretary for
the broker, the buyer, ahd the refinery. Other children took parts as, truck
drivers and loading-dock workers. .

I put a great deal of preparation into the introduction of a new letter.,The

classroom is set up with brown-wrapped boxes markii "sugar" in one corner
with the label "Sugar refinery".above it. There are labels for sugar broker, boss,
secretary and, for each child to wear hotn4 a sign with an "S" or/ one side and
I am a secretary" on the other. I make the signs so that the children will

remember, what' they !tamed in class, but also because I hope the publicity
Will encourage parents to volunteer to make presentations to the class.

I also make sure the children do not get stuck in one kind of role. I d a

picture of a male secretary and explained that more and more n are
kecoming secretaries and that many women are bosses.
I Once the children have seen tilt entire economic alphabetlast year a11.26
letters were usedI introduce "Econ," the econotnic spider. With the spider I

-1.again weave the importance of interdependence in everyday services. Econ
weaves a Yarn ball that is passed to each.child, who names a profession and
then must associate that profession with the one the child before him or her
named. So a truck driver may use the services of a dentist who cleans his teeth.

( The dentist may use a machine shop ftb repair her instruments': and so on.
.

-__ConcludingSomment
\These children are in my class for five hours ech day. That's a'big chunk. I.

should be able to teach them something and motivate them to learn more. I

should also be able to motivate myself; because if I'm not interested how can I

expect them to be.
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4Little Red Hen--
Champion Producer.
A Kindergarten Economics Unit

Mary M. Wehmeyer
Jeffersontown Elementary School, Jeffersontown, Kentucky

Introduction and Goals
Last summer:I told a university professor of my plan to teach tconomic
concepts to my kindergarten classes tOat fall. He looked askance at me, raised
his eyebrokvs, and questioned my judgment. This really served as a catalyst!
School began in August (1978), and from the very first week, my kindergartners
participated in a study of basic econOmic concepts. This resulted in the most
challenging, rewarding, and entertaining year" I have ever experienced.

My kindergarten classes consist of twentylve.four and five-year-olds in
the mbining session and twenty-five more in the afternoon session. The
children are from lowei-middle and middle class environinents. Because of the
many very young children with limited experiences in my classes, I thought it
was important tOilintroduce economic generalizations and concepts very slowly,
ana to limit the number of concepts we would cover. I also hpped to involve the
parents in our activities, aibtl Motivate them to continue exposing and explain-
ing economic principles to their children in their eve0day experiences together.

The following specific goals were developed in the unit:

To recogniie that people have a variety of 'wants for goods atid*vices;
To understand that the process of satisfying people's wants for goods and
services is the main purpose of economic activity;

o examine the different kinds of productive resources;
To demonstrate the basic economic problem of scarcity' and the need to
make choices in deciding hOw to allocate limited, money incomes among
alternative uses;
To understand that opp&tunity cost refers to what must be given up when
decisions are made to use scarce productive reiources to produce particular

, goods and services.

Learning Activities
ihis unit is based on The Little Red Hen, by' Paul'Goldone, a favorite story Of
many young children and a marvelous study of industry and perseverence. The



story motivates interest in kindergarten childrettin a very elementary study of
the farm, the farmer as a produper, and the production of onelerop (wheat) and
its final use b'Y the customer.

The unit was originally written with suggestions for many readiness
activities that would helP develop, or interrelate with, the economic concepts
being introduced. We learn by doing, *and these activities were integrated into
eveiy facet of our session a,n4 included art, Music, phonics, math, left4O-right
progressions picture reading, sequencing, and social developinent. To 'keep the
interest level of the children high, the unit should probably not take more than
six to eight days.

I read The Little Red Hen to the children and asked them questions about
the characters. The first day of the upit, we reviewed the story of The Little Red
Hen. The following questions were used to stimulatediscussion: Was it a real or
make-believe story? ho plants wheat?. Where is the best 'place to grow wheat?
What is a farm? 1xt,. I showed the children lrge pictures of several kinds of
productive resou es such as water, oil, timber, machines, tools, and people
who use their physical and mental capacities. The children listed the resources
that a farmer would need to produce crops. They'drew pictures of the resources
being used and the farmer at work..

Working in .groups, .the pupils examined samples of wheat stalks and
kernels, and studied pictures, slides, ahd films about wheat farming. These
aCtivities led to a discussion of how seeds are planted .to grow wheat. We
planted wheat seeds in large jars, watered the soil every day, and watched the
seeds sprout and begin to grow. The children learned that before goods and
services can bp consumed, they must be produced. Natural resources are the
gifts of nature and they include land, water; oil and mineral deposits, the
fertility of-the sot, and climates suitable fir growing crops like wheat.

The childten sang the song "Ontte Farm" and acted out the words. At this
point we made a mural showing what we had learned andestablished a learning.
center in the classroom containing resource' materials on fdrming. The children
pretended they werAtrmers looking out over a large wheat field. We examined
a hoe, rake, sickle, and other ki,nds of capital goods and discovered how each is'
used in a specialized wayto produce wheat and other crops. The children were
surprised to find oiit how much money it costs to purchase farm machines and
tools like tractors. The pUpils change4 the lyrics to the song "The. armer in the \
Dell" and played a game td express their feelings:

"The farmer in the dell, the farmer in the dell,
Hi, ho the derrY-o, ihe farmer in the dell. ..x .

#

.T t e farmer needs some capital, the farmer needs some capital,
e farmer needs some capital, fo.make his farm crops grow,

A
,The farmer bought a tractor, the farmer bought a tractv
Hi, ho the derry-o, the farmeopb9ught a tractor."

To help thochildren,understind the basic economic problem of scarcity, I

*.
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developed a game similar to "musical chpirs." The activity, was played accord-
ing to the'following directions: 't.' ..

.

I
b

A. l6

4 Chairs are.tplaced in one long row in alternating directions. There. is,

one less chairthan the number of children participating ip the game.
Taped to the back of ,each chair is a -picture of a. frUit or vegetable.
Children March around the chairs until the mtisic stopi. Then each
player sits dowA tit the nearest chair. Children of this age will try very
hard to get the chatE matb their favOrlte fruit or vegetable. The child
leftt. with no chair *retires from the game. Now another chair is
rekoved. By the time th4 game ends, eacit child has experienced w
physically and mentally the Irustration'ornot having all the wants . .

,satisfied.

I

..
1 .,

At this point, I took the children'on a, field trip to the

,

Smithfield Min,

1-
Smithfield, Kentucky. Thettrip to the mill was very successful. It is a very old
mill ,that has been in.qntfamily since the late.li300's. The miller took only six
children at a time up avo flights of very old wooden steps to see three floors of

-fascinating wheels, pulleys, and machinery in operation. From the'large barrel
*ol. wheat kernels at the beginning to the final sacking of the flqur, the'children .

watched spellbound. When 'we reached the.shipping department, we looked at (-

the ails of bags of cornmeal and flpur and discussed with de miller how much
1. money we couldospend: We decided to buy flour ,t6.fiake a cake.

Around ;the first week of March, I decided to 'turn the classroom into a
'mini-econ-omy complete with a Mk, retail store, and.the Kinderburger Driye-
In Restaurantthe most popularabusiness of alll Inside the restaurant there ,

were two hot plates on which the chef zoneocted delicious clay burgers, fikh
s

,

andwiches, and french fries. Two customers could4sit inside the restaurant avr
table complete with silver, tableware, flowers, napItins, and a menu'. ()Inside the-: CI

.. restaurant, there was a constant' line' at the driVe-in window for service.
. Customers drove upott two tricycles and a 'Big Wheelto place their orders.

this liMited the nurOd of customers. However, the Morkers inside felt and
exhibited' normal :frustrations in trying to service such a popular, busy
operation. I talked to the children about being polite,to their customers, trying
to give thfe best service possible, and keeping the tAle inside cleared and neatly
reset for the .ttext customers. 1 # ., ,

The correct prices h d to be charged for each item, and the customer went
to the Liherty Money Mdchine fter the correct amount of money. The children ..

.-were encouraged to bit)/ only two items at a tiMe, in order to simplify the
. handling of the money and speed 'up the service.

Tilt day, one child acted as banker and every five.to ten minutes visited
titer re all store and thi driye-in to collect the bank deposits from the cash
registers. The banker replaced tts...oeiaa..,ik the correct places in the Liberty

%,

MoneriMachine.
4

.
,.

. t The successful operation of the "pretend" business made,us believe that we
. weVe ready to open a real business. Because of onr experience in cooking and

t,

;2 ';/
11,

v
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ba ing throughout the.year, we decided.to open.a bakery. Of course, we named
. .

it t e "Little RedeHen Bakery,".and decided to-speciafize in-orange nut-bread:
In discussing the capital needed to open our bakery, we found a wooden

structure (that had served many other purposes in our room) which wouldbe
perfect for our building. We had an oven that would bakefour small paves at a
time. The main thing we lacked was money to invest in,the resources (flour,
sugar, eggs, milk, nuts, etc.) necessary to prodtice our product.

eel. careful planning we found that it would cost us about 70 cents to
buy the ingredients for each loaf of bread. So we priced our nut bretid at SLOG

per loaf, and hoped to make a profit pf 30 cents o'h each loaf we sold. We
learned the necessity of having money left 'over after our, expenses, ,and
projected using this profit for something very special at the end of the school
year.

Evaluation

The best method I have found forlevalUatitig. kindergarten children is by direct
observation of their various .ackfttkip, by questions and answers, in small
groups, lzpindividual discassions, and by 'listening to the children's conversa-
tions with each other asethey work in learning centers, at snack time, and on the,

playgrou nd.
The enthttsiasnt of the Children during the activities in our economic study

was overvdlielming. I was gratified to se; the tremendous growth in economic
understanding. The study of economics'helped the children.gain nsw. experi-
ences and conviuced them that school is a happy place to. be. The positive
comXents of parents during 'the year helped me evaluate the progras wewere
making in our study. A father told me, "Josh and I had a very interesting
discusiitin -last night. I was really astounded at his understanding of basic
economic concepts."

4 APPENDRi TO CHAPTER ONE

Good Ideas In BrIetPrImarif Level

BERNA JO GAYLER of Clarabelle Decker School, Las Vegas; Nevada,

taught her third-grade students economics by using games and simulations and
writing a story about "Danny Dolltir," a make-believe character. The activities
were designed td help students understand the concept of moriey income and to

reinforce the idia that family income is determitied by the "qualityNctr type) of
service provided bygts members and bp the number of members working in the
family. The.children were interestpd in following The daily Ivents that eccurred

tt
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in Danny's'ilife and -learned- to-become-04g tietd-ohservers-of-eeenoinie4s-uest A
film, Why We Have Special Jobs, launched a study pf how the market value of
the household's labor serv,ices is determined. Filmstrips, surveys, creative
writing, and charts were usea also. The children learned about the role of price
in a marka economy, the protess of consumption, and how resources are used
to produce goods and services that satisfy p'emple's wantsRictures and posters
were used to illustrate the types of money, including curr§fley (cash) and,
detnahd deposits (checking accounts), in banks. The project helped children
digcover that the bulk of the nation's money spply, demand deposits,,,is
created by the banking system. Stories, essays, and written reports were used to
deVelop a variety of kiiowledge and skills, Evaluation results indicated that the
children increased their iihderstanding of basic concepts and practices.

JEAN ATiTHONY of the'Echols Elementary chool, Fort Smith, AtianN1
has devekThed a number of activities and ktrning experiences to teach

.) some economic:concepts to five-year-olds. The class was organized into a sing)e
household and the project became known as the "Old Woman Who Lived hi a
Shoe." The children learned that some of their economic wants are individual
in nature whereas others, such as a family home, are collective. tures aNd
charts were used to illustrate the vatiety of individual and cone oodd,and
services consumed by memberS of the household. A film, Economics, Ws
Elementary, led to a discussion of consumers, productive resourees, and
scarcity. Murals, stories, and poems were used to help children understand that
the basic problem of scarcity confronts all families, no matter the size or where
they live. The pupils each write a story to illustrate how families make choices
in deciding how to allocate theitglimited money income among alternative uses.
The class discussed how, families are different and how they share many of the
sanie basic wants for goods and services. Where Do I Belong, a book by
M. Jean Craig, Was Used to eAplain the concept Of opportunity cost and show
how families mist continuously make choices about how to use the money
income availablr to them. Children took turns reading to the class their (Ain
stOries about the choices they enust make as young consumers, This waN
followed by nn activity in which,the students wrote a-play entitled A Parade of
Specialists to illuStrate the importance of division and specialization of labor.
Various jobs were examined as the children letirned how, productive tasks are
divided among workerstso as to take advantage of the gains from speckaliza-
tion. All pitts of the curriculum were used to teachlasic economic concepts.
The reiults of post-test§ administered to the pupil!, indicated n significant
increase in economic learning.

KATHY M. TONEL1.1 of Central -Elementary School, grystal Lake,
k Illinois, taught her second-graders economics by creating "Central City." A

minisociety was,set up in the claSsroom and knvolved the children in producing
and selling their own goods and services. The unit' was organiwV around five
tepnor* topics: earning dnd saving money income, starting ti kw Rattier,

' forming a partnership, competition, and advertising tinselling goods ahd,
6,
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services.A large-poster-iabaled Milliam the Worm!Working Wheel" was used

to show the circular flow of finished goods and services, productive resarces,

and, money payMents. Newspaper articles, field trips, and films were used to ,

illustrate bOth production and consumption dimensioo of peoples' wants. The

costs of goperating a new business venture^ were examined, as the children

learned'.about starting a' successful business in today's economic climate. The

p

game !Sluing and Spendin ' helped to point out that productive resources

constitute the input to produ ion while goods and services produced constitute

ale output. The childien ppared posters to shoW the several kinds Of

productive resOurces; including land (natural),, labor (human), and capital

resources. Before setting up their own businesses in the classroom, the pupils

took a ,field trip to a local bat*. ,The children came to understand how the
6anking system increases the money supply by making loans to inaividuals,

businesses, and the government. Tliey also discovered haiv prices and, outputs

are determitied and how the Price mechanism allocales resources and distri-

butes income. -Weekly evaluation was conducted to assess the students'
performance. In addition, a nine-item evaluation questionnaire was adminis-

tered to parents at the comPletion of the,progratn.

RHODA'MEAD of the Margaret M. Sibley School for Educational t

Research and Demonstration, Plausburgh, New York, developed a variety of

techniques and resource matirials to teach economic Concepts. The project

came to be known as 1Kidcybe" and the classroom was transformed into a,
community where children acted out their roles as consumers, producers,

workers, and citizens. All areas of the curriculum were integrated with the

economics unit. Problem-solving exer were empl4ed throughout the.

project to help children learn how to gr e with econdmic and social issues

and questions. In setting up their individual businesses, the pupils discovered

that supply and demand determine the price of what iff bought and sole in the

market. The students, were shown how, to measure linear square footage in

calculating the costs of *rating a BUsiness. Ofte.set of major economic issues
developed itythe unit concerned the purchase of property (land) to ocate the .

businesses. This discussion led to questions about the distrittu ., of come

and weajth in the United States. Before the project tailed, the children talked

to adults, read bapks and newspaper articles, and conducted research to obtain

information on a variety of businessesand occupations. The economic concepts

developed in the unit,Vere continuously reinforcad in week0/ spelling drills and

tvocabulary lessons. Children lcarngd how to make chafirand tell time, figure '

, grOss and net profit, estimate the market value of a product or service, and
calculate interest on a bank loan or deposit. Field trips to a local newspaper '
plaiit, fast-food restaurant, daiiy, and, bank were planned. On their own, Ithe

chilgren visited the police station and talked to a manager of a, new small

,business. Doctors, dentists, and other ptofessional persons were queried about

their businesses too. Stories, films, flip charts, and roleplaying activities were 6

liberally urd.
t
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PATRICIA A. ROEDER of Rose Warren Elementary School Las Vegas,

Nevada, tqught econotttic ideas to her second-grade pupils in a unit9p energy.
A publication entitled Common Cents was used toshow children how all
people are econiimically interdependent. The program incorporated t variety
of techniquespuppets, actors add actrew, animation, Music, and filmto
capture the children's interest and to develop basic economic concepts and
principles. A bulletin board labeled "America the BeautifulNot Is the Time"
waS constructed to help the *oungsters see that ecoluimics is a ieal part of their
everyday lives. Games and Emulations were used to explain the process ,of
consumptiOn and show the wide variety ctf Wants people have in tpodern
societies. The ehildren discussed why pepple use money to facilitate exchange
and to purchase goods and services they need frOm pthers.. This led to a
discussion of'specialization and the division of labor. The pupils drew pictures
of people using 'energy and discussed ways to conserve energy resources at
home and school. Role-playitig was used to help children understand how
households provide theirlabor, savings, and property, to*businesses which um
them to produce consumer goods and services which are then said to house-
holds. 'The pupils earned play money (income) for doing jobs ikithe classroom
(erasing boards, emptying wastebaskets, etc.). They used theircome to buy
goods and services (free time, use of games and high-interest actiVities, etc.).
Other concepts taught during the projec,Lve opportunity cost, goiiernment,
scarcity, market system, economic incentives, and supply and demancl-. The
children came out of this,experience with increased knowledge of the econom-
ies of the-energy problem in the United States. A

MARIAN EVANS, SCARLETT MEYER, MOLLIE NIEHOFF, and 4

SUZANNE SHAMROCK of the, Merwin Elementary School, Cincinnsgi,
Ohio, taught economics to their students by starting a business. "Kids Corner"41/4_`
provides an opportunity tb children in grades one through six to discover how a
buSiness operates within the framework of the American economic:system. The
project offers four separate units designed to involve students in ,a "real"
business' experience. Learning experiences include establishing a corporation,
obtaining investment capital, manufacturing a product, developing marketing
and advertising plans, and operating a twsiness. The pupils were provided with
many opportunities to make decisions and solve problems both independently e

and collectively. Filmstrips, flannel boards, games, and written reports were
used to develop basic economic principles. Working with 'six grade levels and
With students of differing abilitieg, the project instilled an attitude of coopera-
tion among the children and teachers, The children devel9p4d their own
advertisements and annoUncements to ,sell their prnducts. A4ariety of ad&

,taken from local newspapers, Magazines, and posters was used to giperate a
marketing and advertising 'strategy designed to best promote the Store. After
doing a market survey among their' mothers, the students (age 6) decided to sell
live plants as well as manufacture, jewelry, wall hangings, and 'tissue paper
flowers. The students also studied gonstmer oducer roles, the difference

ol
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between goods and serviCes, specialization of labor, and pendence on one

.another:EleVen-ant14welvs-rw-o1ds-invested money.for_S whole operatioo

by 'purchasing shares in the corporation. Another group of stu ents (ages 7 aod

.8) took. care of packtiging and advertising. Other students (ages 9 and I I)
designed .floor plans for ,the store after studying how much space would be
available and what types of products were to be d splayed. Evaluation results
indicated that the children.increased their knowle ge of basic economics.

- HARRIETT B. WILSON of the Belmont .Hill Elementary ScHbol,

Smyrna, Georgia, created an economics unit entitled "Your Moneythoose
Wisely" for her kindergarten class. Learnint activities were developed around

the cipren's curiosity about tnoney and its ust as a medium exchange. The
classroom was divided intO five learning centers, each containing filmstrips,

\A,
reference materials, games, and other resoutce aid to help the pupils learn
about money, banking, and the economy. Thu mov e Money and Its Uses was

shown to exPlain productive, resources, money pay ents, and the circular flow

of finished goods-and servises. A brainstornling se ton was used to develop the'
understanding that.the use of money is a much more efficient Way .of exchang-

ing goods and serviées than tarter. 'As the project unfolded, .the 'students
learned that money also serves as a unit of accdtint and that it can be stored or

, saved for future use. The Little Red Hen wái used to revie the dconomic

concepts discussed in tIte brainstorming session. In ièactiviy, the children

were askgd to draw pictures of people's wants for goods and services. The

purpose of this activity was 'to demonstrate the variety and number of items

(goods and services) that people would like to buy. A game about wild animals

helped the students to understand that because a person's incre is usually
insufficientao buy all the goods and services welted, it is necessary to make

choices. The children became familiar with econ,omic concepts such as scarcity

and opporttnify -cost and terms such ai "consumer" and "producer." As the

concepts wet* studied, the pupils made posters, wrote stories, did research, and

presented reports to the class. The'children were .actively involved in making
economic decisions using the problem-solving technique. As a culminating

activity, the pupils participated in a flea rnarket which summarized the

undeistanding of economic concepts they had gained from the unit.

MARY MARGARET GROSSMAN of the William II. Aft Elementary

--- School, Euclid, Ohio, developgd a well-organized Ait itxeconomics for second-

grade students. "From Airplanes to Unicycles" was created to help pupils learn

about the economics of energy and transportation. Numerourailms, filmstrips,

books; and role-playing exercises ware used to teach economic concepts such as

scarcity, consumption, capital,, trade, competition, and taxes. :the class drew

pictures, prepared murals, and conducted research on the importance of

transportation to the local, statsrand national economy. This activity led to a

d4scussion of various power sources such as fossil fuels and nuclear, solar,
geothermal, wind, and tidal energy. A filmstrip, The 'Economics of the Energy

Problem, 4arked a discussion about the current energy problemAnd how the
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market economy of the United States allocates scarce productive resources.
From this discussin lite pupils pame to realize the importance of evaluatill
alternative approaches to the eneigy problem in terms'of the various economic
goals. of our society. In one activity, the students drew pictures showing the
forms of transportation and energy resources they believed would be used in
the' future. As the projeet developed, the aliss studied different industries that
were dependent upon the various forms of transportation. The children came to

, realize how important Lake Erie and the Cuyahoga River were to the econonic
groWth and deNielopment of the area'. The stddents were directly involved in the
planning of leapnirtwivities. its a culminating activity a transportation fair
was held to reinforce thb economic understanding developed in, the project.'

k
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Ihtermedlate Level: 'Grades 4-46

CHAPTER-TWO--

Ectting Down to Business:
EFonoink Development
in Polyester
An Economics Unit for Fifth-Graders

BlIlle M. Bryan and Mari Ellen Ellis.

Fte Homer Andrews Elementary School, Burlinbton, North pearolina

4.

Introduqtion ,

Like Many communities, Burlington-Alamano County has economic prob-
lems. Over the years, economic growthin this county has been closely related to

the textile induitry. The industry his,-been declining since lite 1974, and this

development has affegted the growih' of other industries in the area. For
instance, a major, firm engaged in the manufacture of electronic equipmc4tt

experienced a dramatic reduction in its work force. IA addition, several textili:1
Acompanies closed their plants, resulting in the loss,of more than 1,500 jobs in

the county. ,

. Our main g`oal in teaching this unit was to help *odents understand the
issues involved in economic growth for Burlington-Alamance County. The . -.

need to expand the economic base, of the county wat obvious. Local newspa-
pers carried front-page stories almost daily, calling fot the active, yet selective,

recruitment of new, diversified busineis and industry. The uriit give a fresh neit

twiit to basic econdmic concepts by making Burlington-Alamance County

come alive in the classroom. The scope of the project was broadened Wlietrthe

class visited the governor of North Ciarolina in October 1978. Governor James

B. Hunt praised the students for their interest in the economic growth arid
development of the state. Following this meeting, the pupils braught newspaper,

articles to class and watched the nightly news on television witN regularity when

economiC isiues ha n d problems were diiscussed. .
.

.. A strong base of support for /the project existed in the. school ind
broadened to the entire.cotrimunity and the state. On January 24, 1979, Mayor

Durham' named the students "Honorary Ambassadors" to the city in recoghi-

lion of :their involvement in economic developmeN and commented that
ok ,
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". . this type of study calls attention to the impórtapce.of oar growth and
development, a foundation necessary for prosperity."

llow4-speeifie-objeetives-Nvere-developed-i

p.

,

To, involve students. i the s y of the local, regional, and 'national
, economy;

..- .

To establish a classroom community; "Polyester," and to involve studento, .

in activities designed to develop their critical-thinking skills;
To help students understand their roles as citizens, producers,' and consum-.

ers;

To demonstrate how business operates within the framework, of the
American economic system;
To provide studentl witkfirst-hand experiences in operating a business'.

e.,

Overview

This project was founded on the belief that the elementary school shouldthelp
students make deciSions and solve problems both independently and collec-
tively. In this unit', economic concepts were incorporated into all parts of the
curriculum-Films, resourte persons from the community, field qips, and the
Thade-Ofrtelevision serieS were used to develop economic understanding.

The students began the unit by choosing a name for their imaginary city.
The classroom became "Polyester," a city complete with schools, churches,
recreation areas, government agencies, and a variety of businesses and indus.
tries. Polyester's form of government was.modeltd after the city of Burlington.

:Students running for the City Council made speeches and displayed campaign
posters. Political candidates made badges for their' supPorters Co 'wear and
appointed campaign managers.

Our project actually began as part of a social studies unit on the Greak
Depression; As the unit evolved, the students studied the history of
insurance and public assistance programs. The success of this activity was far
beyond our expectations. The pupils came to realize that social securitybenefits
are paid to retired workers and their dependen*, to disabled workers and their
dependents, and to ;urvivors of workers who have oted. At this point, one
student designe4 the social security card for the citizeRs of Poljtester, .

Next, a unit onlocaI, state, and federal taxes was introduced to the
students. We studierthe sources of uric revenue and the services provided by
tax ,clollars it each level of government. The children simulated the real world
by paying state and federal taxes on money wages tit:), earned doing jobs in our
classroom businesses and industries. Durinfahis' phase of the project, city and
cottnty government officials published a list of real and personal property that
was taxable and includecl such items as television sets and *skateboards. The tax
collector sent each citizen of Pol'Yester a property tax statement indicating the
amount to boymid. Determining the tax rate was one of the mostdifficult tasks
faced by the CityCouncil and:the county commissioners. This .activity was to



show students how lax revenue is Used to provide public services Mr everyone

' in the community to share.
After-a-fevc_weeks__DL4ilannke, ,we decided it was time to establish our

businesses. Two empty cardboard refrigerator bo,xes were set up in The
.

classroom, and represented abandoned buildings once used by businesses' in
. ,

Burlington that were no longer in operation. Many of,the business failures had

occurred during the recession of 1974-75 and, the years since. We decided to
oncentrate our efforts on'recruiting new businesses and industries and creating

and income. The City Council hired an economic developer to promote

bu ss expansion in Polyester. Now the children were ready to establish thpir

own classroom bank. Changing Times, National dank provided loans and
invbstment capital for new businesses. We studied about money, banking, and #

' the economy; toured a local bank; and actually took out a loan to gain
experiience and increase otir knowledge of basic economic concepts and
prin6iples. The claisroom bank handled checking accounts, savings accounts,

loans,*and charge cards for its customers.
Polyester wanted a tettile industry that would produce pot holders,string

jewelry, and autograph pillows: Several students developed a proposal for
starting.the business. Next we talked about the amount of capital needed to

renovate, one of the abandoned buildings in the classroom, to purchase ra*
materials and tools, and to pay wages until finished goods could be sold. We

also discussed the kind& of goods and services that could be produced jn,the
least costly way. The children worked on a plan for a survey that would
establish the market price of each good produced in the textile industry. Some

children investigated how adilitional capital could be raised by selling shares of

stock. A representative fronfa local management consulting firm came to the

classroom to explain the meanipg oT fixed and variable costs, profit, inventory,

and assets. All this' began to complicate life a little, but we had added things
gradually enough so that the children were able to understand each neW phase

of our world-within-a-world. Once the textile industry had gotten its "feet" off

the iround, the pieces fell into place.
TheLsecond industry to locate in one of Polyester's abandoned buildings .

was the Wood-Peckery. This company produced napkin holders, trivets, key_

holders, oven pulls, 'and keychains. To raise enough capital to operate the

business, the owners decided to sell shares of stock. Students who wanted to

...work for the Wood-Peckery filled out a job application and went to the
company's personnel office for an interview. Employees were paid according to

a fixed hourly wage rate,.ivere allowed a fifteen-minute break eitch,workday,,

p and received medical care (free Band-Aids).
At this point, some children were interested in opening a new business in

-the industrial park being planned in Polyester. The students simulated pur-
chasing a tract of land itt the classroom and building a facility to produce
finished goods made fropt reeycled 'materials. A resource person front the
community talked with tie children about the kinds of products that might be
produced from recycleckt3aper, glass, and cans. Several entrepreneurs borrowed
money' from the opting Times National Bank to start new businesses in the

industrial park.
24
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Learning Activities

T introduced to ft7-e tal economic
ideas and generalizations through a variety of teaching strategies. A few of the
earniniTivities are described below:

Scarcity and opportunity cost. This activity was to show students how
goods and services are produced, ,to exPlain the process of consumption, to
demonstrate the basic problem of scarcity, and to help them understand the
relationships between opportunity costs and trade-offs. wi asked the pupils to
make a list of the things they would like to have. Pictures from magazines were
employed, as well as several games and simulations, to mate students aware of
scareity in terms of ind6vidualit4amily wantS, limited family income, and
family choice-making.. Our discussio focused on the many wants of consuming
'Units for goods and services and the concept, of limited .money income. The,
children began to see that people's wants for goods and services were never
ending and that a person's income is usually insufficient' to buy all the goods
and services wanted. The Children became involved in apvlying these concepts
to the study of the energy problem.

Econothic systems. This part of' the project introduced children to
important concepts related to the way.people and societies organize economic
life. The major types of economic s3,stents were examined in relation to the
basic economic problem and the different mechanisms used to allocate scarce
productive resources. The story Aladdin's Lamp was read, to the class to
stimulate discussion about the four basic questions that every society faces in
dealing with the scarcity problem. Films, fielZ1 trips, creative writing exercises,
and filmstrips such as Economic Systems were employed to make students
aware of the institutions, laws, activities, controlling values, and human
motivationsthat collectively govern economic decision making. The 'children
'discussed the role of economic incentives in motivating producers in a market
system to maximize thiir profits.

Demand and supply. The children discussed suppty and demand in the
market system and now the two kctors interact with one another to determine
the price of what is bought and sold. The discussion also focused on the role of
government in modifying supply and demand 'decisions with regulations and
control's. This led to a Study of the factors that influence what and how much !
will be produced, how it will beproduced and how it will be shared or used.
The pupils worked in'groups to learn how prices and.outputs Adetermined in
different types of economic systems. so,

gi

Concluding Comment;
The benefits of this project cannot be ,measured solely in terms of economic
understanding. The students gained, self-confidence, imploved their communi-
cations skills, and increased their ability and willingness tc learn. It seems fair
to say that this teaching unit gave the students first-hand experiences in dealing
with the economic system. I believe the most significant outcome was the

4 f'



learning of the basic economic concepts and principles which will Serve as useful

analytical tools:to help childi.en become'responSible citizen's:

'Bundles of Energy. A
Dream or an Answer?
A Fourth-Grade ECorioniaciroject

Barbara MgKeever.

Fairvieyv Elementary School., Fort Smith, Arkansas

Introduction
With the energy Asis uppermost in so many peo'ple's lives ed thoughts, it
seemed to be apatural choice when my fourth-grade students vatted to do an
economic study centered around energy. The dual fuel system tor automobiles
(using alcohol as. an alternate fuel), invented by Stanley Barber of Fort Smith

and used to power his 8-cylinder 1974 Pontiac and 4:cylinder 1975 Dodge Colt,

caught our attention.
There were two reasons for the children's enthusiasm tor this invention.

The first was that Mr. Ba
children in the class were
heard. their parents discus
national publicity ab ut th
gasoline can be used
children's interest was that tanley Barber is my b
with the 'system from the time he fill began work
brought,one of the cars to my class the previous ye
the, attention of all the children in the 'school.
oppottunity for the children to become closely involv

experience.
At this .point, the system for the car is fully devel d, and Stanley Is

looking ai different products to be used in the manu ture of. alcohol.
Cellulose (from paper goods) As an excellent product frofli w .ch to manufac-

ture alcohol. The tremodous quantity of paper used in the scho s in America,

er lives within a block of our school, and most of the
ither acquainted 4(ith him, had seen the cars, or had

he cars. (There h.s been quite a bit of local and
.dual fuel syste ii,. by which either alcohol or

rely flipping a swi ch.) Another reason for the
ther, and Pv,e been involved

g on the concept. Hrhad
r and hadleally captured

felt t s was, a golden
in timely ecenowic
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and considered a waste product now, becomes a greav"resource," if you will,
for the production of-alcohol.

We began our study with the. idea of saving scrap paper from our
classwork and planned tO see how many ,pounds or "-Bundles of Energy" we
could save during the school year and _how much_ale/
tared from that many pounds of paper. This information I turn wotild help us
calculate the number of pounds of paper that could be accu ulated throughout
the country thrbugh the school systems and ultimately turn. alcoholan. .,.

alternate fuel source desperately needed by America.
We spent eighteen weeks of.concentrated study On this unit. Howeverwe

began saving our paper and engaged in some activities from the very first day of
school on August 31. Little did we realize that our interest in the dual fuel
system would take us into a shidy of several alternate sources of energy.

0 The Test of Elementary Economics, published by the Joint Council On
Economic Education, was administered to the students as a pre- and post-test
in an effort to measure economic understanding. Teach'er-made tests and
learning activities were used to evaluate students' knowledge of econbmic
concepts. Some specific objeftives of the project were as follows:

1. To explore the subject of energy with emphaSis on alternate fuels and their
impact on the economy;

/. To examine the potential use of alcohol as fuel;
3. To help the children.discOver their role in energy conservation;
4. To develop the students' ability to make judgments about energy-related

policies and to understand ths events that affect the pais of economic
growth, stability, sedurity, freedom, and justice;

5. To provide a learning situation that would actively involve the children in a
timely and interesting.iopic and help them gain a thorough understanding
of basic economic concepts.

Learning Activities

0
We set the stage for our study on the first day of school by discussing the

4., purpose of saving all the paper we use in our room throughout the year and
'what we,could be doing with it. Trie children were shown the "energy-box," and

. we discussed how to store the paper in the box for maximum storage capacityi I
was afraid that their past habit of wadding paper up and throwing it away .

ould be hard to overcome: but the children were actuallY better about this :t

than Lhad predicted. 1

Our subject did not need a lot of introduction or development:. The
children .were very much aware of the energy crisis in general and the scarcity of
'gasoline in particular. They understood the effect the enargy problem was
having on our economy -as _well as on their own lives. The problem became

..,
more appatent throughout the year with the Iranian revolution in February

..



4nd March, The scarcity of gasoline as well as its high cost had been felt by each

child in iome way. , «
Charles McDonald, of the local gas utility, was our first guest speaker. He

presented a slide program that traced the history of fossil fuels and the role of

the sun in creating energy. He showed the children^ several slides giving

examples of uses of energy, which in tuiiilidihe children to see why We have a

scarcity of petroleum.today. He, was able to demonstrate to the children,with
his slides why, we need to be concerned with finding,ways to replace fossil fuels.
He also explained to them ways of conserving our present sources and how
modern appliances are being built to be more.energy efficient.

N i began to introduce economics into our unit with the very basic concept of
making choices,and exatnining our criteria in order to make wise choices. The

children were- askeil to draw pictures of four things they would most like to
have. Then they *ere asked which of the four they would pick if given only one

choice. This led to quite 4 lively discussion; several children had similaywants
but decided on different final choices and explainarand defended theiechoices. -

A bulletin board featuring their drawings and eptitied "What i WantWhat I
Chose" rest4ted from this activity,

I .marAed to find several opportunities for them to make choices, once
about an arithmetic assignment, once mut the class schehlule, and most
important, on how tO spend the money we got from our paper sale. "Look at
your criteria!" became a familiar phrase as we began to_ oxamine` alternate ,

fuels.
lieeling that the groundwork had been 'laid by this: time, I invited my41

brother to visit the class and brit* the car. The Children were able to view,the
.car's engine, and Stanley pve than a simplified 4planation of what t1al been
done to the car to enable it to use either psoline or-alcohol as its fuel source.

The children saw the potential importanle of alcohol in the future, 'find they
were allowed to ride iii the car within the neighborhood. John compared this
experience with being able to ride in Mr. Ford's firstt car. ,

We returned to the rdom and spent the rest of the morning talking about

,
the advantages of alcohol, as a source for fuel for automobiles. This turned into
quite a discussion as the children asleed many questions. In, particular they
wanted, to know if alcohol could be used to power other things such as boats,

planes, trains, etc. The chkdren discovered that it would be feasible in
recreational boatingwith the advantage Mat there would be no explosive fumes

as With' gasoline. ..
,

My students started to learn some basic economic concepls during Uie very'

first day of .school. They were excited and motivated to learn rnotle abrout the

economics of energy, and they realized how and why learning takes place; they
'had fun while iiiplying their efforts. A few of the learning activities developed

in this project are described below. ;

Speeklization, We followed a schedule of 'viewing filmstrips on various

spects ofreconomics twice aweek. After seeing an episode fiom the Thade-offs
television series about production,'and a filmstrip on specialiiation, wshad our
first "buedlingqiession." We iiedlupipall the paper in the energy box into five-

., ,. .% w
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,. popnd bundles, We started with no plan or system. (This was deliberate on my
part in an effort to help the children see the advattages of organization and
preplanging.) It did not take the children long t b notice that we were not getting 0,-,
things done very efficiently4 ,-

In order et, improve Wur production of "Bundles 9( Energy," weiormu-
- latex! a plait using infoimation and ideas we had gained from Trade-of f s, from .

filMstrips warhad viewed, atnd from a field trip during which we had seen
production on1 an assembl. line. We developed our own issebbly ha by
diViding the room into adjoining AK* areas. Each area was assigned a certain

0 ,

bundling activity, i.e., sorting, stacking, weighing bundles into fiVe-pound
uniti, tying bundles, and storing. Children were then assigned to each area, and1
the produciion of buddies continued.. There was less confusion and noise, and
the work /as done more quickp, with neater bundles resulting :

Interffependet/e. Upi to ilis point, the students had shown very little
understanding of the interdepenffence of people and nations in the oil.crisis. 1

, -wartted the students to understand that people become more interdependent as
they increase the specialiiation of all pioductive resources and how this
interdependence creates a.need for trade.

.

We diScussed comparative advantagt and how some nationS possess more .
of the world's natural resources than other's. Usingtmr social studies text; we
listed the oil-producing countries and the countries thitt must import oil.

The entire class was asked to lookfor adicies about energy in general,
altetipite fuels, or, anything they felt was pertinent to qw.study. They brought ,
,the articles to class where th'ey were read aloud and 'discussed. Then the
scrapbook coinmittee collected them and, placed, them in the. scrapbook. The
scrapbook was divided and .organized into areas?i,tic,iiidimg articles about ,

altercate fuels, scarcity', and price increases, fromwhiqiit*ame obviOus that
as goods (the supplies) bepotne scarce (or demand' ":e,1.0.XepriCes begin to
increase. 'And, of course, there was a predominance**tIcles about alcohol

.. and Mr. Barber': This became a Naluable saute in ;Iiip.; 'igarch and was
frequently refetsed to inpurtiorkfion the reports on altektte els. These news
articles1 as much as any one thing, pointed out to,tlicathiki en. the degree to
which we depend on foreignisources for 60 percent, of thr6i 'we use, and 'oil

.: Accounts for the largest peicentage 'of energy that we cbnsume.
.. Cireider .flow, We had aiTived at tile gtincttde in our study where I 1

thought that the children needed to understand the impact that the nanufac..."
ture of alternate fuels would have on the cfrcular flow 9f goods and sersices.and
money. First, we tried to build a background by oreatint an understanding of
the circular flow as.it Mites to the present production of oil. I had the,students
list manly groups.. of people who are -currently involved 'in the prdcluction,
distribution, aittl sale of oil and ,oil spducts. We'discussed how thetie people
left their households to sell their td.tvices to the 'oil indukry, in qrder to elitn
income. 'They in turn.go to the market as consumers to buy finished products or
capital bods, . .. . 4

Then we diaussed how the oil companies and other busi esses tingagedin
.! the productiOn 14 marketing of oll go to the market to sell what they have

_

A
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produced, It was 'pointed out that they first had to go t%the resource market to

buy or hire the productive resources(land, labor,and capital tools) to produce

the oil and oil productl that consumers want to buy.

Resource extenders. I opened a discussion of resource extenders by

asking this question: "Why are methods of production'much different today

than fifty were in the early stages of development in this country?" Some of...the

more alert students Wert quick tkanswer that% inventions, discoveries, and big

pieces of machinery.made the difference. I explained thai technology is an

ifriportant resource extender. It nbt only deals with tools and machines in

production but with people who know how to invent and organize to make

productive resources go farther.
We took a field trip to the Gerber baby food plant to observe the forklift in,

action which been adapted by Mr. Barber td use alcohol as its fuel. 'Oce

talked with the driver of the 4orklift and other plant officials about their

induitry and the forklift's perfoemance intcomparison to forklifts powered by

other fuels. We were given materials, inelubinra letter manager 'of the

plant, listing the advantages and their opinion of the res Its of the alcohol-

powered forklift. °

Market economy. By this time in our study the children had begun to ask

such questions as: "If we have all this, scarcity of energy, why isn't more being

done?" "Why isn't the government doing more?" "Why do people just talk

about itriThis was a crucial time for nie as their teacher, because'r-Was,..ot sure

that I could make the concept of a market economy come alive for fOurth-
;#.

graders.
Fortunately for us, a news story apucared in the daily papers in Arkansas

about this time. Arkansas' senior senator, IYale Bumpers, had just introduced a.

bill in the .Oniad States Senate to allow a maincome tax deduction to those .

who convert their cars to use alcohol. The children wrote letters to Senator

Bumpers, explaining their interdp in the bill and praisin$ him for doing

something in this area of energy. 'They also wrote letters to President Carter,

encouraging hint to do all he collid to insure the passage of Senator Bumpers'

sill.
Making a choice. As our scrapbook grew so did the variety of articles on

alternate sources of fuel, 'We made a trip to our media center. With the aid of

our media Consultant, the 'children researched and wrote reports on such

alternate sources of power as nuclear, energy, shale oil solar energy, coal,

geotheymal energy, and alcohol0 There was not much material about alcohol.

Mr, Barber again tattle to our rescue as he turned his research files over to us,

and I was able to.pull marry items from this source thar the children could use

and understand in doing their Yesearcli on productiorip

In writing their reports, IN children were asked' to look, for criteria that

toutii be used in deciding whim sources would be best in meeting our energy

needs. They were to find' advantages and disadvantages, whether.economic or

not, tiutt cou ooked at. in deciding how important a role each alternate

, source woul have in helping ease the energy crisis.

The cif dreyave.$heir reports with grqat enthusiasm, each one tryinfito
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outdo the others. We discussed the reports thoroughly, evaluating each
alternative carefulll. One repOrt strased that we could go into nationwide
production of alcohol on fairly short notice because the process for alcohol .

Production is known. This would give us time to further develop some of the
other alternate sources. A cohol.is a renewable resource, and could be used to
power cars Withbut dange to the atmosphere.

Money capital. Th further we got into our study the more impatient the
children becarne to see alcohol cars a reality. Realizing by this time that it,

, would take a tremendous amount of money 'to develop *ohol as a Nei, we
made a trip to the City National Bank, where we were takemon a tour. We were
able to meet ,with a bank officer who talked to us about loanSi f§r capital
investments. In our discussions with the loan officer, we became acquainted
'with other sources of capalol with which to begirra biginess.

We chose City National Bank because Shelby's father worked there. A
bank.official had also visited our room and brought us material such as cheNs,
depoSit slips, bank statements, and savings books to use in our bank transac-

.,,
. % tions. The children had filled out job applicatiods for various jobs in the room.

They were receiving salaries for these jobs in the form of macaroni shells for
currency. The sixth grade was operating a bank, using the same currency, and
invited us to becinne customers. We became involved inAll aspects of banking,

,,, openin4 Checlring and saying accgonts, taking out Ilians, etc. TO children
could use tbaCetirrency and checks to buy and sell things among themselves

.._,a4d.:01:1.10 on iteinSithar.were auctioned off eacif Friday. The main purpose of
- -` '- iki a§pot : :tit vw-,atl*ty...was to familiarize the children with banking

- ,
0, Autes ii'they.401:11-Ws to capital formation and loans for investment.

Jrt vS'Or ttNilderitaxidtbe stock market a little better, we picked out an oil
. . .

t, : . b ,9,0ManX ittn,14: e Sked:AtY1 stock market information about it daily in the,,,, , (,

, Aiewspapeic We: rseussed tlie .possible cause of the stock's 'rise and fall in
, ., ..

. .._ok to,surre4t.,happenings4n the. news. The children were beginnipg to
:5::. ..,,,. ,- nle thl \. ,S \

rt.ofAbw 'money could ,be made dvailable for alcohol *its,..:'1,, '`, ,,,

.4,\ \: ,Ipl kli,Na w; 1 I ly e p .Nuld participate through the purchase of stock.
,,,,,,, "°: \.,,, ',iktIveitliki . John4nentioned in class one day that the other fourth-grade

elk .*14 seirne pe011e he knew, did not seem to be as excited about alcohol as a,---. . 41.1el ttpweWerc:j asked hini if he had any idea why, and he replied, "They just
...s...).On'isliiriOw inual.Nt.0out if, I guess." I then asked whatjwas usually done to let

'-^ \\, \. pellsle know kbp#t Wnew product and several were quick to respond, "Adver-
\ \ ,..\ ` 6 I l'''\:' ,, !,*,',S\\, 'I t TQ . k . ,, .

WitkIk0 1i rtive, we Vie4d fIlmstrips on advertising and its importance\>;it
k,

':,..... * :-.. .% ... ,,
atd. Kea, Ole economy. Then we developed dyertisements for alcohol-. , , 6 , \

*ei luii NC* s rid for alcohol companies. We liist collected and sttrped
..., ad ertkeinentefor cars #nd oil companies, andlthen Created our own adverae-

ril#f14#4dingly Our research into alternate fuels was a big help in writing
, o4,41xerftsiitlents 88 we mere able to incorporate some of these facts into our

N "'.` ma?keiihi ittlitegy We wrote advertisements for TV, radiol newspapers, and
A \ sOk. 001040; At%

) ,t% t, .. : S IA the Children had been concerned about othet;Itudents in Fairview
I I *

\ ,N, ry, , \ b
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School not being 'excited over alcoh l as ti fuel, we decided to post our I
advertisements in the hallways and wait for student reae 'on. A few students
became interested enough to ask questions and.to Aow so exbitement about

' the topic, 4
Then we discussed the ideas behind advertising and the impact It could

have on the public, By promoting alcohol as a fuel for cars through advertising,
the demand for alcohol as an alternate fuel should increase and' there would be :

dbrrespondingly less demand for gasoline, if the price of the two fuels 'were
about the same. If advertising could significantly raise the demand for alcohol,
it would have a tremendous impact on the' fuel sector of the economy in terms
of competition, supply and demand, and, it is hoped, would make the energy

crisis more manageable.'

Summary and dalua on
.6

We produced a handmade mstrip with ahtaped narrative to summar e our
findings. While we had a committee to prdsluce the filmstrip, the entire class
helped plan it.' Making the TV shows to illustrate the boqks on transportation
and money helped the children a great deal in orianizing,theit-thoughts and'
ideas for the filmstrip. We agreed that we wanted t'ci ,make a presentation to
explain why we felt that alcohol was a good choice hi, an alternate fuel from'
both an economic and an environmental standpoint.

We used most of the materials that had resulted from the various activities

in our study to come up with ideas for the filmstrip. Mr. Barberts tape wail
listened to several times by the committee. The scrapbook and the reports oh
alternate fuels were used for referencd; TPte children enjoyed viewing the filth,

I and I let them use it at a study center when they had'extra knne.
We invited our parents and 'several of our guest speatkereto visicour roOm

for a showing 'of the filmstrip as well as to see all of our paper 'Which we bad

kept stacked in a corner throughout the >Tar. We had,watched it gtow day by
day and wanted the parents to see what 250 pounds of paper actually looked

like.
It became readily apparent very early-j in the project that we were achieving

our aim of full participation by all students. With eich activity we.undertook,
the children seemed to plow a greater degree of wicitement and inter st, This

..
spirit continued unth the final activity was fully completsd,

"Would the children become aware of the problem or, scare'
society'?" was one of the questions I pondered at the outset of the stu y. By the
time we had compl ed our project. I was. sure that this queition had been
answered in the a ative, because the childrdn were aware ol\new develop-

ments which' were. cuffing daily that affected theirs and their parents' lives.

The gain in knowledge of economics Was evi4ent in our discu4sions and in

(Vher evaluations.
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Industry ... The Amazing
Octopus
An Economics Unit for Fifth-Graders

Nita Dean, Annie Brown, Patsy Goolsby, Lou Ray, and Diane Wake
Central Elementary School, Idabel, Oklahoma

Introduction

Industry Appreciation Week for McCurtain County, sponsored by the Idabel
Chamber of Commerce, motivated the study of "Industry.. . . the Amazing
06topus.." This week of appreciation was set up as a "thank you" tdindustry for
bringing economic changes to our area, The students in the county school
systems participated by entering poster and eisay contests sponsored by the
Chamber of CommerceThis participation sparked an interest in the fifth-grade
students at Central School to become more knowledgeable about the changes
industry has brought to ,McCurtain County. We felt the study of industry
should be continued by involving the students in experiences dealing with the
local area and the surroUnding environment, concentrating on the years 1968
through 1978,,

The overall purpose or the study was to provide 'the children with
economic experiences which would enable them to meet their responsibilities in'
the Nars ahead by making Wise economic decisions, both in their private lives
and a?citizens in an ever-changing democratic society.

.We pooled our knowledge with the expertise of community, resource
people to plan the study. The economic prinCiples of th9 U.S. market system
were developed throughout the study and integrated/ into the fifth-grade
curriculum.

Objectives

The project was designed to achieve the following objective4
t,

.Help students understand they are members of eamily living in a complex,
changing economy in Which people attempt to satisfy their wants and nelds;

, Show how important an economic system is to every society and how the.6.6
: U.S. market systeT allocates scarce resources, to satisfy economic wants;

Gain an understadding of how the local economy has, changed from being
prinArily agricultural toione. based on the produgtionlof services; .
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A.
Help students understand that the production of services has developed
faster than the production of goods;
Beconne acquainted .with the three forms of business organizationssole
proprietorship, partnersIN,and the corporation;
Gain an understanding of e different ways investment capital is raised to
establish and operate a business;
Become awave of the direct and indirect effects of industry on the local
economy;
.Onderstand how industry allocates karce resources in the mass production
of goods;
Understand the impact of industry on the local community and how
economic growth and development help raise the standard of living;
Develop an awareness of industry:s contribution to an increaseddemand on

local public services.

Organization and Planning
,

. In organizing an. approach to teaching economics, we wanted to utilize all

subjects rather than teach economics as a separate entity. Therefore, we used

'math, art, language, and science in developing learning activities and instruc-
tional stra gies for the projech Class time was devoted to group discussions;

research; iting essays, letters, and poems; and oral, reports. The students were

required to keep notebooks throughout the entire project. All their worksheets,
charts, graphs, and maps were placed in the notebook. As much of the planning,

as possible was left to the pupils. A viiriely of teaching methods was employed
to develop economic concepts, including field trips, bulletin board displays,
presentations by resource people, slide, and photographs. ,Community re-

source people were very active in contributing materials for classroom use,
arranging field trips to local liusinesses, locating guest speakers, and kerving

as project cOnsultants.

Learning Activities

For this condensed report, we present a short outline of a few activities that
were developed for the project:

Project Outline

L Role of producers and consumers
a. Use family tree activity 'to identify paren as producers of goods and

%services;

b. Plot location of home on city map;
c. Make posters and write essays on the economy of McCurtain County;

d. Discuss the process of satisfying economic wants and the meaning of
the terms dtkable and nondurable goods.

1'
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Scarcity and choice
..

a. Prepare bulletinrard display showing unlimited wants and scarce
/ resources;

b./ Use role-playing exercise"A Visit to' Central Econoville";to rein-
/ force the concept of scarcity; ..

.

0: 'Discuss how individuals confront the problem Of Scarcity;
'd. Write essays about people who make choicei in deciding how to

allocate their limited money income among alternative uses; ,
Discuss the importance of an economic system to every society in
allocating resources to satisfy wants.

Agricultural roduction and Economic Growth
a. Use reso speikers to discuss farming and agricultural prodUction

methods the history of McCurtain County;
I b. Prepare bulletin board entitled "Then and Now," showing "old" and
i "new" farming methods used in the region;

c. Make charts,,.maps, and graphs depictink farm income and economic
' growth;

d. Prepare charts showing McCurtain County labor force projections;
e. Conduct a tOureof the Wooten Farm and Ramsey Implements to see

old and new farm equipment. ee'
A
4. Types of Business -
. a. Develop bulletin board display showing the three kinds of businesses;

b. Organize field trips to the Mcgurtain County Cooperative and to the
Joplin Egg Plant to learn hoi, different businesses use scarce resources
in production;

c. Show slide presentalion on t history of the Weyerhaeuser Company
and take tour of tht Craig Seed Orchard;

d. Use Weekly Reader Reference Chytt to study the fastest "growing jobs
in the 1980s;

e. Have students fill out .a job application form and write an essay
explaining why they those that type of work "and why VI feel
qualified to do it;

f. Study Ma compiled by the Oklahoina Crop and Livestock Service
showing ,the number a farmrand of acres per farm in Oklahoma,
1969-7k
Prepare booklet on the free 'enterprise system and discuss the meaning
of sole proprietorship, partnership, and corporation.

1,

s 4.

Culminating Activity

To culminate the unit, an open house $\,as held on the last day of school.
Parents, teachers, community resour4 pe ple, and ether interested person,
were invited fo attend "Community*Spotlight." St#dents summarized their
expterlinces by giving a alide presentation \uf the econonnc study ;Indus-

0



try .. . the Amazing Oqtopus." The children explained how industrial growth
.changed McCurtain Minty. A scrapbook with pictures, essays, charts, and
.poems about the project was on display, and refreshments were served.

Evaluation

The five fifth-grade classes participating iri the econwnics unit took tke Test for
Elementary Economies developed by the Economic Education arichment
Frograni, West Springfield Public Schools, West Springfield, Massachusetts
(1971 edition). The pretest was administered in October 1978. The same test
was given again in early May. There were forty questions on the tesl. The test
results showed that the students increased their understanding of basic ecot
:nomie concepts.

In addition, the project teachers observed the students' new interest in
current events. The students also showed a new interest in their community aid
a real desire to see continued econonlic growth and development.

4.igWheeIs on the
\ Brandywine

Fifth-Grade Economics Unit !

IV i
Dorris Reed Morrls andteorge P. Sickle Jr.

Warner Eier enfary School, Wilmingto Delaware

, i
Introductiop

r \ ,
I

*

..

Our schoothas a magnificent location on a bluff overlooking.the randywine
River, the originat.power source for the E. 1. Du Pont Compar* as jell as
many other compAies. As We looked at the River, an idea began to form. Why
not study the econotnio importance of the Btandywine? Aftkr all, the river was

. there, the ol4 waterwheels ivvere there, so why not put thenra11 to good use7 As
the waterWhiels turned, so did the economic development 'of eighteenth and
inineteenth ceptury Wilmington. . 4

Of our 160 stutlents 80 percent come by bus from places* at least twelve
miles away. The remaincler of the students are city residents who walk:AO

, .,
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schbol. We discovered that neither group knew very much, if anYthing, about
c.,

Wilitington or the-Brandywine. Wilmington and the Brandywine therefore
becami our riehest sources of information and inspiration for the project. '

Learnih about them became the common denominator for us, our common
,. bond, and &seemingly inexhaustible source of this year's economic education

experiencei.
ActiVities were many and varied. We were able to use old and new maps,

build and study working models Of mills and waterwheels, and,talk with local
-, historians. We walked through the city, sketche'd it, and %earned to appreciate

it. We also began to realize why there is now such a proud rebirth of interest in
renovating or remodeling older sections of Wihnington. We were visited by.the
maAr and met other city officials, such as city council members.-In short, the '
city and the 13randywine Mame ektensions of our classrooms.

r In,addition to studying the economic history of the. Brandywine, we also
involved -the children personally in economic decision making by creating a
simulated society called 4:Tiny Town." Tiny To n was in operation for nearly '
the entire school year and its effectiveness was eatly enhanced by the use of ,

tile nade-Oiff economic educatiOn television setics. Our study of thcBrandy-
wirie River, which ran for three months, became an interesting and rewarding
companion to Tiny Town. Each was an educational complement for the other.

Background

Wilmington is located along the delaware River where the Brandywine and
Christiana rivers meet, approximately twenty-seven miles south of Philadel-
phia. In 1739, King George II granted bofough status to yilmington; and the
city began to grow. Quaker families built gristmills aloq the swiftly flowing
Brandywine and'created the tiny satellite community of Beandywine Village. As
early as 1770, their mills were sending 30,000 barrels of flour tgo Philadelphia.for
export. Shipbuilding and barrel making became important businesses in the
town's economy. In a very short time, milling and related industries became the
4sis of the entire early economy of the lime The wheelittlong ;he Brandywine
were turningond the economy began turning with themI3y the mid-nineteerith
century, Wfliinngton was a vigorously growing town at the height of hs
mercantile-milling economy. Census data proved thisioint to us. From 1840 to
1900, the population of Wilmington grew from 8,40 to 76,500.

, In the earlier years of the United States, the Brandywine River was one of
the most important sources of industrialpower. 'Mills producing paper, textiles,
black powder, shuff, and flour were located along the BrandyWine. Workers
whose skills were essential to the expansion ofan industrial technology flocked
to the area from many different countries. The mills generated the needed profit
which further advanced the town'sindustrialization.

As we found 'out;more about Wilmington's past, it became more than
eVident ht4 4 that the necessary factors ttf production were 'right here, jtt
waiting to keep the town "booming. Wilmington was close to the s urces of
coal and iron ore in Pennsylvania. Transportation .was cheap and co venivt..



New railroads, na'canals, and increased shipping all added their impetus to

the development of Wilmington in the early nineteenth century. We had natural

resources, abundant transportation, and readily accessible markets.
As transportetion continued to become vitally important to the dovelop-

ment of the United States, two major industries emerged in Wilmington:
shipbuilding, and railroad car construction. These two industries added greatly'

to the town's developing economy.
The interrelationships among the early (and successful) businesses aril

noteworthy: Leather tanners sold to carriage and railroad car makers, foun-
dries produced goods for local shipbuilders, etc. But, all were dependent for
survival upon Wilmington's location; its water powers and its navigable
waterways. Wilmington's early growth and importance must te credited in

large part to the Brandywine River'spower and the American entrepreneurshIp
which put it to use.

Overview

A portion of our time was gpent studying, researching, and visiting the nearby

original E. I. du Pont Convany birthplace.. During this time, we focused our
attention on nineteenth century life alons the Brandywine.

Eleutnere trenée du Pont emigrated from France to AmeriCa in 1800. In

1802, he and ,his e-brother, Victor, began a black-powder mill along the
Brandywine. By the beginning of twentieth century, IE. 1. du Pont de Nemours

avi Company had become a vast corporate enterprise. eloWever, this was not

always the case. The company employed no more than 300 people at the Hagley

Yards, its only Delaware plant, during the nineteenth centurk The reputatiOn

of the company induced other businesses to iodate in Delaware. Our ecoinomy

continued to thrive.
The original powder iworks is now /the site of 'the Hagley Museum ang

Eleuthere Mills-Hagley Foundation (EMIV), located just a few miles up tlf
Brandywine from our school. The Hagley Museum is part of EMHF.

EM HF is a nonprofit educational corporatjon. The museum uses artifacts,

dioramas, wOrking models, and publications to interpret and dramatize
American industrial growth in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. It was p

through the Hagley Museum that our students received.firsthand knowledge
and experiences about nineteenth century life along the Brandywide. The
students, wired the museum and recreated a ."typicil day" in the life, of a
nineteenth eentury powder mill family.

The Adjoining Eleuthere Milli\ Historical Eibrary ilouses a wealth Of

primary source material. The library contains an extensive collection of printed

material (including rmillion manuscipts) and proVidesSnational context for

understanding the economic growth along the Brandywine. From the library

we were able to obtain nineteenth century census data, accounts of events along

the Brandywine, and many other materials available nowhere else. The archives

of the\ E. I. du Pont COmpany from 1802 to 1915 are located there, as well as

extensive du Pont family papers, all available for scholarly research.



As the unit developed, the children camp to understand how the explosives
industry grew rapidly with our expanding nation. Black powder was used not
only in War, but also in clearing land and in mining. Facilities were enlarged,
production expanded, and( research was begun. The need fos workers grew and
many immigrants joined the work force along the Brandywine.

The growth of industrialization along the Brandywine brbught both
benefits and hardships, as it did all over America. By keeping the focus local,
and by using primary source material from EleUthere kAills Historical Library,
we gave students a real Understanding of and appreciatIon ilor American
industrialization.

Through invention and innovation, through experimentation and diversi-
fication, American industry exoanded over the banks of local rivers, such as the
Brandywine, and into the world marketplace. However,lit was on the "begin-
nings" that we placed our emphasis.

I.

Learning Activities

Because of its proximity to Warm Ele entat4 School and because it was one
^of Delaware's most important industrial communities of the late eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, Brandywine Village was a natural choice as the site to

.begin the study "Big Wheels on the Brandywine."
The Bredywine is a short but very powerful river..Although it is only

.twelve miles long and never more than flity yards wide, its Volume of 'flow
makes it one ,of the impOrtant streams of the Middle Atlantic coast. In its last
fiVe miles, the stream bed drops 124 feet, pouring 600,000 tons of water a day
into the Christiana River.

In the age of water-powered industry the Brandywine River had all the
\things nectsary for manufacturers. It was near America's first great farm belt.
At its tide ater was the Christiana River, which led to theDelaware River ancli
,the Atlantic, and nearbyless than thirty miles away, was Philadelphia, a big
consumer market. The Brandywine had abundant waterpower, as well as
dependable transportation facilities; ready markets and raw materials were not
far away, ,

The first great industrialists along the Brandywine woo English Quakers
. ' who creitted a flour milling center on the tidewater at Wilmington. Many of

these millers livednearby in Brandywine Village. This.community, itill the site
of homes and shops today, is gradually being restored by a small, farsighted
group f citizens.

e students found it exciting to realize that primary source material
about the Brand wine River, existed, dating back to 1783. Tg had learned
about the use of prima6 resburce material from their social 'studies basic text,

, the Hon' Data-Bank System. That series emphasizes the idea that historical
evidence is necessary to back up inferZnces. $

The primary s2urce material we used was a Collection of desetiptive
accounts about the gnindywine River, the flour mills, the initial interest of E. I.
Du Pont and his purchase of the land, and a walking inteeview through the
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powder yards, compilld in 1890. Each'describes impressions and observations

by the various authors. We also used many photographs from the EM HF

Collection.
In addition to these materials we used Du Pont Company work,and salary

records from 1870 to the present, U.S. Census data dating back to 1870, and
reproductions of Sears catalogues, starting in 1897. These Aterials all gave a
realistic quality to our study, and were a .source of accurate (and surprising)

information to our students.
Our studies had two general goals. First, we wanted students to discover

what life was like in Brandywine Village in the late eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries. Second, it was important to help pupils' understand why the
community developed as it slid, and what was being done to preserve the
remaining structures and refapture the atmosphere of the early town. We
hoped that the study of the economic growth, history, and restoratkm of an
a

are,a using a -familiar and nearby setting would help make the past flesh and

elive for the students and give them an appreciation of what's going on there

today.

Culminating Activitz0

We decided that for the culminating activity we would use t,Me Hagley,
Museum's day-long program designed for elementary school students, In this
activity the students and the museum's staff, recreate a "typical da1 in ta life
of a nineteenth century powder mill child." Half of $he day was spent in the
Brandywine ManufacturerS' Sunday School while the other half was spent
working on chores or crafts for which a nineteenth centurykhild wo9ld have

been responsible. The household chores were conducted in the John Gibbons

house.
We spent a beautiful day on the musam's property. We saw the wheels,

the millraces and sluice gates, and the Gibbons house. Imaginations "ran wild,"

and we were all transported back one hundry years, to a time long gone but

still remembered and'enjoyed Jong the Bran
/

ywine. After spending so much

time studying, researching, d talking iabout the Brandywine's effect on the

economic development of ilmington, it was gratifying to see smiles of
appreciation and many nod of understanding frohi the students throughout
the day. We were very proud when the guides told us, "This group is the best

we've ever had visit Us." .

6
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER TWO

Good Ideas In Brief: Intermediate LIvel

STANLEY K. WELLS of the Echols Elementary School, Fort Smith,
Arkansas, developed 'a variety of activities to teach economics to his fourth-
graders( He introduced the unit by having the pupils make ceramic flower pots
with macrame plant hangers. This activity led to a discussion of specialization,
comparative advantage, and the division of labor. A field trip to a Ipcal
furniture company launched a discussion of the process of production andlthe
overall structure of the economy. The children observed how the sewing
department depends bit the cutting department to keep production flowing and
how workers depena itpon each other to carry out their jobs. Ekamples of
specialization were given . a the pupils learned the importance of using
resources in appropriate ways. The main forms of butsiness organization were
studied; proprietorships, partnetiships, and corporations were diseussed. The
class then organized itself into four companies to produce hanging plants; one
ompany specialized in producing pots, another made hangers, and the third

irew plants. A fourth company assembled the finished product and was
resPonsible for marketing and sales. The students gained a variety of knowl-
edge ind skills in ecopotnics. Filmstrips, bulletin boards, charts, and resource
persons \rre 'used thiopghout the year-long project. The learning experiences
helped shoV, the students how division and specialization of labor increases
production. a culminating activity the children decided to use part of the
profit to sponsOr\a company picnic. In addition to learning many economic
concepts, the pupil improved their kills in mathematics and oral communica-
tion.

CAROLYN A. LU / of the Trusty tementary School, Fort Smith,
Arkansas, developed a fiftftgrade unit in whiCh the pupils learn economics
through a comparative, study of capitalism and coMmunism. Films, games;
filmstrips, and field trips were \ttsed extensively. A bulletin board entitled
"Everyone's Being a Consumer" helped point out that in modern societies
people have a wide variety of wants. This led to a discussion of scarcity and
choke-making and the basic fact that all societies mustdecide which gp o d ; and
services to produce, which to forgo until later, and how to, allocate Nburces
among alternative uses. The TV series Made-Offs was used to reinforce many
economic concepts discussed in class, such as production, savings, investment,
and econoMic growth. Ancient Olympic Gamgs of Greece, by Sbkley Glubok
and Alfred Tampian, sparked a discussion of ecdnomic incentives Atlie United
States as compared witfi the U.S.S.A. Preparing for the school's mini-Olympics
provided an opportunity to expbse the children to concepts such as needs,
wants, money, consumer, and producer. The concept of competition was
discussed when the class studied how the United States and the U.S,S.R. make

.4 decisions about the use of resources to .produce goods and services. In the
course of the project, students made many decisions and soon came to realize

*
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'the need for using 14Ical thought processes to make comparisons between
different countries' economic and political" s)lstems; The children prepared

.reports summarizing what they ad learned. 4

WENONAH THOMPSON of the ii C Andrews EleMentary School,

Floydada, Texas, developed an economics unit to teach English as a second

language. Games, simulations; and role-playing .exercises were embloyed to

introduce children to basic ectbnomic.conto0 such as scarcity, opportunity
cost, consumer, and producer. The conceptNvere related to the stot3vontent
and vocabulary words presented, in The. Lopez Family:the basic textbook used

by non-English-speaking students. The pupils made posters and drew pictures

to show how members of the Lopez family lived and worked. This experience
enabled the students to realize the problem of scarcity and that the Lopez
family must establish priorities in choosing which wants for goods and services

will be satisfied.,The childrerf learned that the particular choices made will be
determined by the size of the family's income, the prices of different goods or

seriices, and the satisflaction derived from different goods and serviceOn the
course of the activity, the students discov.erea that wise choice-making is

.P.r.necessary in order for the Lopez family to obtain the most satisfaction possible'

from the purchase of goods and sa-vices. The game Get Smart helpea to
reinfarge_the students' undtrstanding of money, credit, and the banking system.
The classjnade chartslio show the differences among koiple's wants, for goods

and services and prepared lists showing specific iteins that fulfilled their,ba§ic
needs. In addition to learning.many economic concepts, the pupils improved'

their skills. in oral communication':
-

IRENE T. ROSS of the Methorial Park Elementary School, Euclid,.(ihio,
developed a highly motivating approach for teaching economics to het' fouith-

grade studentsApe introduced the unit by locating major citiqs ona map of the
United StatesIld asking students to list resources, products, industriesandh.
other etonomic daleor eacb city. Next, 41e class was divided into groups to do

rwrch and preplWa written report on the economy of a particular city.
l'ainerous films; filmstrips,, games, and simulations were used to develop

,economic concepts such as opportunity' cost, production, pro& and specializa-

tion. As part of their &lily current events assignmeitthe bupils were asked to

bring tO school newspapei or mggazine. articles dea , &with the use of natural

resources. Role-playin&eiereises help Audents to understand how division and

specialization lead to a. high degree of interdependence among individuals, .

businesses, and regions. This attivity led ,to a discussion of the world's energy .
crisis and the dependence of the UnitedStates on oil from foreign countries.

The project included a-study of the market system in wh!ch priees act as signItls

to producers, telling, them what catisumers want, and also act as regulators,
allocating productive resour d and finished gOods and serxices itmong mem-

bers of society. A book, 4,0 n Paradise Island(was used to help students

understand the important-moti ting forces behind economic behavior such as
profit, self-interest, 'and competition. Ventually a)e pupils decided to form

,
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their own business, inorporate, and sell stock' in the "Tiny Trinket .Corpora-
tion." The company produced and sold nylon-net dish sCrUbbers and Easter '

.* baskets, using the assembly line technique. Field trips, stories, debates, dna
grouP discussions were used'extensively in this pr9ject.

p.rA

MARLON' FOWLER an& VI OLET M I.LLE R of the Washington Elemen-
tary School,' Little Rork, Arkansas, developed alourth-grade unit in whichthe
students learn 7onctinics through the study'.of. minority businesses. They
introduce& the project by discussing the reasons why a local restauralt went

. out of business. The children came to aPPreciate the factors that cOntri ute to
succes1 or °failure of. many small businegsco,. A poster entitled "Tune in ti:i°

.Econornics" was used to highlight economic concepts such as scarcity, capital,
investmeM, credit, and productiob. ResOprce people from the community were
invited to ins classroom to helP the children learn about going into business.

'The class took a field. trip to Mr. Torrence's Florist. Shop to discover at
:firsthanc(how a' business operates. This activity helped sbow how land, labor,
L'and capital resources are used in the nursery and greenhouse business to meet

the needs qf the customers and*to earn a profit. As the unit evolved, the children
decided.they were ready to go into business on their own and began producing
'and sellifig arts and crafts. A highlight of the, project was a tit tO. the
'pliassroom by the governor:of 'Ark)ansas, William Clinton. As a culminating
'Activity, the approximately 618 arts and crafts produced were sold to interested

- parents; students, ing friendS during the "sale Day.7 The children made
-keepsake bookleti whichtfummarized the econômic knowledge they had gained
TrOnvtgeunit. Eitaluation 'results indicated it significantincrease in the students'

.
understanding of econoMic concepti-and principles.

. ,

. MAR_LENE fh. PRICE of tho SeguoYah EleMeniary School, Russellville,
ArRansas, developed:A variety .3/- activities to. t'each economics to her fourth-
and fifthigrade rernedial reading classes. FieOnomics7or Decision- Making, by
George :Fersh and James Calderwood; WaS-used ag a springboard to introduce
studeutg :to ecotfoOle QCncepts such as Indney, goads, serQeS andterms such
as. "Consympr 'an4. "prodp6er." ThO .thirtylix. students participating in the-
projoct were itiyoIyed in analyzin&thO denia-tt# and supply of Chiiiiitmas treei in
the cornmunitY dnring a three-week-1;er*, The stqdpnts made a foldecAnd a
090,4et.in which:to"record infortnatipm about the:Price of tr0s and bøW those7,.;:;/,

GpriceS iteterniinet he pattern of buying a'nd selthIgin the Christmas 'tfee market.
Study guides,-catalogs; pamphlets; and oth*iisource renaterialswere id y

'studOnts tO stUdy supply' and &mita condititnis and to'deterKOne theprige" of
dIfferènt kinds of treetiVffered fck:;;sale at vuOttylumping164:tionel,-2
oonductedfield trips und intervie*ed mervhants scfhng botkartificial; afidiwe
oeps. Thee'students ubtained.ipidrtnatidu.,about OStsi. prices, and ihe quanfLty

,and quality;Of trees. cOnsutnei*weft Willing anddible to 1>iiy at variOus prices, .

Newspaper advertistments fr treeti: yvere Accumulated and
b -uadfiurp er trees s by ivi c grouWand nonprofit (,)trganizalRins was,'..noted lbHetin tititrds slOving tbe\stupplty and dematid for Obrist'apis:ii'et*

7 . -
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were created ,by the students and displayed in the reading center. A fiighlight (;f

the-prpject was a visit to the classroom by Quinton Cole; a U.S. Foreot Service

employee and a localtree farmer. Thig activity helped to point (Alt the various

stages of production in tree farming and' the natural, human, and capital

resources used, from'clearing the land to marketing and selling the trees.
, -

JO ANN LOVETT of the' Woods Elemeritarx, School, fort Smith,
Arkargas, has developed a sixth-grade unit' in which the students learn
economics through the study, of the arts. She introduced the prOject by taking a

survey of the students to determine their interests, hobbies, Imd
activities. The results of the questionnaire sparked a discussion of productive ._

, resourses capital, land, andlabon. In one activity, the children discovered that

a decision to d§e scarce product:v rvources to produce particular gOodand
services means giving up the .possibility of producing something else. The

children were directly inVolved in planning'activities and making economic

decisions 4ing a five-step, problem-solving, technique. As the ecanornip

concepts were studied, the children did research to determine which lioineises

in Fort Smith manufactured art products. Ralph Williams, owner df a local
ceramics shop was invited to talVto the class about starting a new business.

'This activity was followed by a field trip 'to a glass factoryv where the students

observed specialization and division of labor and the assembly line technique of

production. On a tour of Suzy's Tole Shop, the children learnqd how the prices

of arts and crafts sold in the store are determined by the costs of produetion
resoureet.'The children learned that the resulting prices reflect the relative

scarcity or abundance of goods and services. Field trips, resource speakers,,and

group discussiokyere used extensively in this project. As a culminating

activity., the children planned and conducted an arts fair to demonstrate the
ecangmic understanding they had gained in the program. Test results she,wed

that th'stlidents learned many economic concepts and principles.

. ''.. ..1- "--7=- -..-..,

DCINNIELLE,4.:HICKS of the COMNS. NOW geights Elementary School,
.7fer&,,Waltpn"Begcle Florrda, created.-en economics unit entitled "By Jove, I

'N:hink Weves(.11-0:Free E'ntarpttise'' far interinediate grades. The project deals

-With three hask,'ecOnatilic,, conce,pts: consumption, produCtion, and incothe

-T-N,,, di:0400\AI the IMIteviAVesz,the classroom is transfornried-into a mini-

,.
inciety.'rftte.N sititlerits*-6rticipating in the prOgramfSpend abaut seven hours

.,

.. ItAAftiltaperathlg iheir ntrlZeiecon.dniy. The;Laaning Rangers Bank hes just
aboverythingins the-classioom that the bank downtOwn.does, The farmers
plaM 4.a. Wizlicilarden ,-.

k.at tschool and 'sell their produce.fit The Emporium.
.--A - k I

.N. 'the rniPktrii,1141:10.0 sells- schdol supplies and prod.u4s of the Polka Liot

.. 1ietaf.sikh fis cookies and small ceriftiiics, Thegyippse of the. program is to

--,, teach stude'hts AiNt .harkking,,.farming, intOetinrifftd retailing and to show
'Iltkm holy. _to ditier'entiafeletren a "iniAet ecanamy' and `the, cammand.

ecttnol*fes thal.,exist, elsewhere ia\the world. practicaljlps on running banks'
wcre.4iian to...iftUdents when the,y .Nid visits, to rear.4fiks. The ptmehase of

' stlI4o4sVp.PildS t2Ok pl4e dail4 foe'students who cottrdpay wittrchecks on'the.
- IV\ ...

N , --,--. ^ .,., -, -..... .

...' 1. N ,.- C
-, 'VV. ..' ki kiko.! '"
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badk. In the courpe of the activity ,students make many decisions involving
economic analysit and they learn to live with the consequefices of their
decisions. In addition to learning many, economic concepts, tfie children
dev loped their critical-thinking skills as they applied the tools of analysis to
the study Of problems in the mini-economy.
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Junior 1-\igh'School: OLrades 7-9

CHAPIIER "TREE

Economics: totlay,
Tomorrow, the .Future

BAlf COrview

(1.

Paul W. Thelsi

Hudson Junior High School, Hudson, Ohio

..-

"Shift," "shortage," "surplus," "market-clearing price"all these terms became

household words in my sixth-grade class at Hudson Junior High School, Ner-

mally, 1 incorporate economics into my social studies program, but this year I

added a new dimension, the A1T 'series 7)-(1de-offs.'
The series providAs a new stratdgy for teaching economics to middle school

studenh, Easy-to-understand concepts are supported by well-presented situa-
tions involving young people of the same ate group. The series mai, be used

both to reinforce teacher-presented contrepts and as a springboard for discus"

sion after viewing. Explanations of supply and demand curves as developed in

the Thade-o4 series ,wer, esliecially used as the focus for classroom activities..

l'Ir maj r activity of the class was to form its own coloration, "Molt's_

Out-of-This-World Pizza." The sales department cianducte4 a market survey

for their product after viewing tape 10 of Rade-offs, "To Buy or,Not To Buy,"

As a result, they had a good indication of the demand for pizza long before they

went into production. With an initial investment of $37.75, "Mork's" ended a
. tworweek production period with $223 in the bank. ,

Introduction

The students of Hudson Judi-or High ,School reOresent a' cross secti?n of
backgrounds and social strata. The school district encompasses a village and

township of approximately 5,000 people each, of whom 8Ypercent are native,

borni The median income is about $36,000. The fifty boys and girls from my

Developed
Economic
three state
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social studies classes met for forty-five minutes, five days a week.2 I taught
It' ear-long 'project for sixth-gra& social studies students. (In the Akron

ools, the sixth grade is departmentalized and functions within the junior
hIlb.school setup.) The course, "Economics: Today, Tomorrow;ithe Future"
w s divided into twO partst

The first parti. taught during the first semester, was devoted to teaching
c ecoarnic concepts. By eXposure to many`different phases of economics,
tiding the televiqion series Thade:offs, the students learned about such

cOncepts as stages of economk development, the market, the circular flow
Ode!, scarcity, opportunity costs, and demand and supply curves. The

"activities
of the second semester clustered about a simulated corporation, NI

Mork's Out-of-this-World Pizza," and the knowledge it imparted concerning
the American economy, production, and consumer and business*praCtices.

Goals

The greatest reward children can receive from participation in an activity is a
good self-image of themselves, encouraging them to believe they can suceeed as

iindividuals, as we I as becoming valued citizens id society. I want my students
to-become effectiv,, fictive, educated participants in the society, especially in
economic matters. his is the longlange overall goal of teaching an economics ,
unit of this proportion.'

The specific goals of my program were:

I.
:'.

To develop an understanding of the American free enterprise system;
2. To develop an understanding of how qlher economies work;

.

1. To learn econottic principles and concepts;
:4. To learn the,terminologyand vocabulary associated with those principles

and cqncepts; I
i .

5. To deblonstrate by a classroom project how the circular flow of produc- ).:
tion, income, tind cvsumption works.

Part One: FallSemester
The project began ith a discussion of a family's Mtrvest of homegrown
vegetables and the c ldren's role in cultivating them. Out of this discussion the
idea of making a fgetable soup on electric hot plates in class emerged. Oh
another dhy; ear in the term, the class produced grape juice, using an old-

, fashion wine tress. Economic principles, such as division of labor (grape
gatherin and ressing; vegetable harvesting and preparation of the soup),
redistribution (vegetable soup distributed among' those who brought in the
vegetables), and reciprocity (exchange of good for good between two groups).

The period was extended by includ g a studyveriod for the two whks during which the class
was engaged in'producing Lind selling pilaw,

,5c),
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were learned. These tw.o.productive acjivities .set the stage for a whole year's

work on the runctioning of the free market economy. During the first semester,

classwork focused on economic life ill earliest timesthe hunting and gathering

,
stage, primitive agriculture, intensive agriculture, and the itidustrial age.

As each new pit unfolded (Greek, Roman, and,Eastern Mediterranean
civilizations), the presentations were enriched by Trade-offs. The foties of,

fifteen 20-minute progrIms makes economic concepts easier to underAand by

depieting situations Erperienced by children of the students' own age.
A three-week intensivest9,dy of the liasic concepts related to the, market

economy was begun after the Christmas holidays. The first lesson (Point 1)

focused on a more precise definition andexplanation of suchtoncepts as needs,

wants, choice, scarcity,%pportunity costs. nade-offs, Tape .1, "Choices,"
Presented to the class a situation which ought these concepts to life. A
reading assignment, The American Econo c System . .. And Your Part in It,

pr 18-19, furtherlestablished a solid background for the lesson. ,
Point li was developed -through the use of Tape 4, "Give and Take." It

brought the thoughts of the students back to the concepts of 'scarcity and
resources. The discUssion soon pointed up the fact that no one can have all he

or she wants. One must make choices and decisions to satisfy one's needS trd

wants. The moSt limited'resource elosestio the students' experiences is thartf
time: time to play, time to vyatch television, timc to do homework, and all of the

other things that one wants to do in a twenty-four-hour day. In the manage-

ment of time the principle of opportunity costs is the prime.consideration.
Point III treated the market economy first introdtwed by the early-autumn

introductory activities the vegetable soup and the grape pressing. The stu-

dents discussed thradvantages and shortcomings of the single proprietorship,

the partnership, and the corporation. The sound filmatuip, Economics for
Young Americans, Phase II, "Ttie Business of Competition," was used to
further exemplify the i mportancer of competition in the free enterprise system.

Point IV dealt with the circular flou model, the relatiofdlip between the

resource and produetion markets. Individual copies and a transparency of the

circular flow model on the ov'erfiead` projector facilitated thepresentation.
Point V dealt with,money. The students iearned that the value of money

depends on its acceptability to others. It is backed by faith. Trak-offs, Tape 9v.

'Why Money?" demonstrated how people expect to become *ter off as a
result of an exchange. (A local bank -"manager can be, an excellent resource

,

person for this 'lesson.) ,,. .

Point VI dealt with deMund. A story"of a scarce itetri for breakfst at

school doughnuts was used to illustrate the demand curve. (Demand varies

inversely with price) nade-o,ffr,. Tape 10, "To Buy or Not to Buy," was a
,preview of what the students would be doing thetselves in just a few weeks.

Point VII treated supply ttnd the supply curve. Again, Rade-offs, Tape J I,

"To Sell or Not to Sell?" pfesented a situittion the class would explore when it

,
engaged in business a. little later in clic. term. 4,

, .

POint VIII discussed the market-clearing price, surplus, and shortage. The
t,

mafket-clearing pribe 'Was shown to be at the point whelt the demand curve
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crosses 4ie supply curve. Unemployment was exPlained in ternis of a surplus of
workers; and gasoline lines of 1979, as an example of a supply. shortage. Made-
offs, Tape 12, "At What Price?" clarified market-clearing price, surplus, and
shortage. ,

Point IX considered shiftsincreases or decreases in supplyIdemand)
causing shifts in demand (supply). The shifts were illustrated by changes in tt,t
supply and price of gasoline resulting from oPEC policies.

Point X discussediihe price system; chartges, shifts, mevements in supply
and demand. It explained how the market-clearing price in one market affects
other markets. For example, an increase in the price of petroleum,may cause an
increase in the demand (or bicycles or a decrease in the supply of automobile
tires. P.ade-offs, Tape 13, "How Could That Happen?" was used to introduce
this lesson.

Point XI coiluntrated on, how technological advances improveproductiv-
..

ity and how increased productivity causes increased prosperity. Individual
prosperity decreases when produc ity leVels off or decreases. The questioh-
naire. in the kit Economics for floung Americans, Phase I, was useful for
introducing the concept of prod ctivity. From the sound filmstrip The Promise'
of,Productivity the students lefarned that 'we work smarter, not harder" to
increase productivity.

Point XII deals with concepts pertaining to profits. From the sound
filmstrip Profits at Work (see kit mentioned in Point XI) the youngsters
learned that profitis the nroney left after all expenses are paid. The lesson was
supplemented by The Golden Goose, a pamphlet available for the asking from
Wheelabrater-Frye Company in Hampton, New Hampshire. I

Part II: Spring Semester

The high point of the second'semester Wag the organizatjon of a production
company bl means of which the students could put their knowledge of the frees
enterprise sygtem into operation. A class-owned company was established in
legal form as a fully staffed chartered corporationfrom board of diiectors to
a maintenance crew.,Stockholderk; purchasing, production, and advertising
managers; personnel staff; accounting department; sales and tabor force were
included. The teacher's role from this point on was that of an expediter.' one
who guided, advised, led, suggested.

The class formed "Mork's Out-of-this-World Pizza." The memb/ers' of the
sales department conducted a market survey for their own product after
viewing Trade-offs, Tape 10, "To Buy or Not to Buy." As a result, they had a
good indication of demand for, pizza long before they went into production. A
board of directors was elected, articles of incorporation were drawn up, stock
certificates were sold, and officers Were chosen. Interviews were conducted for
jobs, a se* staff was created, and an advertising campaign was launched.
Starting with an investment of $37.35, "M9rIc's" ended a two-week production
period with $223 in the bank.

- Reports were compiled and issued to 'the stockholders. The ofits 8vere
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put to good se: to assure that young, enterprising economists orsubsequefit

years wouI receive the same quality of economic education, the stockholders

voted to urchase,all fifteen Thade-ojfi programs on video tape. ..

Liquiiation a the company assets took place the last week of school. Each

s hdre of $0.25 stork had a redemption value of $1.50. The board members used

half of their return for an employee picnic, The greatest reward they received,

however, was that they . succeetled. Today they have a o'od self-image of

themselves atd they know they can be valued citizens in ciety.

The production of pizras did not disrupt the rbuti es and learning of
Hudson Junior High, Schotpl. Pizzas were in producti4 (or only two weeks

during the extended study period. Orders were-given to-aify.student in my social

.studies classes, and were picked.up at the end of the school day. Besides setting

up their manufacturing complany and making pizzas, the students were also Ell"

researching, writing papers, 'Ad distussing activities related to the fascinating

"mini business."

Evaluation

At first glance,, the formation of a studentowned and operated company may

seem to be the "frostirig on the cake." A closer look will reveal fifty boys and

girls who, through their oWn hard work, have created images and a workible

knowledge of important edonomic concepts and understandings. When tLy
are able to talk knowingly of supply and demand, opportunity costs, market-

clearing prices, circular Wow models, trade-offs, free sdection, and competition,

the project takes on a more impzejsive meaning. Many adults, today's decision

inakers, possess less: working knowledge of economics than these eleven-, and

t welvetyear-olds.
A. the economic uncertainties of the 19804over on the horizon, the

present ge4rttration, of children will be involvelInot only with their own
irmnediate world but certainly with the Third Wgrld, and perhaps with the

world of outer space. In order to stay ahead of thefast-paced changes taking

place, junior high schools must focus on the future by building on the present,

that is, by teaching basic etonomic concepts and understanding and imputing

a thorough knowledge of the American free enterprise system.. We did jdrthat

in our course in economics. .

In my opinion, the economics curriculum at Hudson Junior High School

is the epitome'of the American free enterprise system. We accomplished this by

,teaching our students the fundamentals of operating a successful business. It

Was a Self-potivating learning experience- and a perfect example of "learning

by doing."



Economics; A. Connecting

An Eighth-Grade Economics Project

Elizabeth Sheffer (social studies) and Ruth Stewart (mathematics)
Ramsey Junior High SChooli, Fort Smith, Arkansas

I ntroduction

Ramsey Junior High School is located irt an area of middle to upper income
families in Fort Smith, Arkansas. Many of the parents are engaged in various
phases of'furniture manufacturing or in sales, with a conoiderable proportion of
the fathers in executive positions. Mothers frequently supplement the family
inwme by taking secretarial jobs. But, by andlarge, the occupational classifica-
tion of the parents is is varied as the ability level of the students who made up
otir heterogeneously grouped classes.

We decided to collaborate in conducting an economics Rroject in social
studies and mathematics. 1n tomparing our schedules we found that we both .

had the same group of thirty students. Our planning period also came at the
same time. This afforded us an opportunity to p1an and correlate our activities
and evaluate our aims and objectives as our project developed.

Our major objectives were:

To use the discovery approach in teaching the basic concepts of economics;
To help the students acquire a vocabulary that will enable them to
understand newspaper and nägazine articles and television broadcasts
dealing with economic matter
To teach 'economics in such a way that students will see its relevance in all
areas of their lives;
To develop an awareness that economic and mathethatical concepts can be
correlated through problem solving;
To proyide the students .with opportunities to demonstrate their acquired
knowledge' in' order that the teacher can evaluate strong and weak, pOints
and can correct deficiences;
To show that economics id% connecting link in the varied activities of the
students' lives.

0
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. Plan of Study
We settled on the following aPproach toi Our joint project:- a set of basic

etohomic conceptsscarcity, productive resources, the market, circular flow,

, economic goals, international trade, and economic analysisw uld e taught

in the eighth-grade social studies class, concediating on oh 'n t cept in

each phase of study. The mathematics teacher would reinforce t ese ecOnomie

conCepts tor the srame students, by applying the ideas to mathematical problem

solving and by demonstrating the links between the two subjects. A final wrap-

up and evaluation would .be tarried out in .the social studies class; The basic

concepts were taught by involving the students in discussioh and by a variety of

other activities. A meaningful link betweeh the students' world of dreams' and

their real world af decision making was forged iii the mathematics .class by

usiag problem solving related to eaph eaottomic concept ,and .by reading and

interpreting 'graphs, tables, and statisticardata involving economic ideas. We

"tied together" the entire economics unit wiith a culminating activity. Evalua-

tion was aone through pre and post-tests and teacher-made tests at the end of

each teaching unit and .by observing the students in action.

Initiatory .Activity.
4

'

Since Ramsey Junior High School .was starting its twenty-fifth year, and we

teachers 'were members of the original faculty, we were able to link "past and

present." I also provided an opportunity to show the students how economics

was the "connectihg link' pot only between social studies and mathematics but

also between the world of students' wants and their world of realities. Using

construction paper, theistudents made a large chain with seven links denoting

seven major economic hmcepts that join together not only two major subitts

but also major aspects of their fives today and in the future. The seven links

were studied in depth under the following headings:

First link: scarcity. Wet introduced economics throtigh a lesson on

"students' wants in a world of scarcity." The students drew up their personal list

of wants. They rdponded with such items as mopeds, swimming pools, a

mansion, and Oen "cures for incurable diseases." In a subsequent lesson, they

learned why they could not have everything they wanted, and gained an

understanding of the nature of scarcity---unlimited wants irsus limited

regburcesand the "tradooffs" or opportunity costs required by reality. The

students applied their newly acquired concepts ,in their mathematics class by

solving problems in measurement. Worksheets on metric measure, electric%

meter reading, and measuring the use of natural resources were used. Cartoons

.,on opportunity costs and the Oklahoma Gas and Elèctric cnpapy pamphlet

Hqw to Save on Your Electric Bill and Conserve in gy pr4videtl additional

student actIvitiei. I

1111
Second link: productive resources. .The second link pro4iided a variety of

"discovery" activities- such as picturing the steps in making a desk (Tree-Axe-

Saw-Svider-ilerson equals Desk). Emphasis was placed On a close look at local

0



resources. One student reported on "Why Fort Smith is one of the leading
manufacturing cities of Arkansas," and pointed out tiro the reasons for, this
industrial growth are an abundance of resources: natural gag, coal, pure water,
the Arkansas River (for transportation and,power geheration), and flip Ozark
Mountains (a tourist attraction). The mathematics class studied.the inteipreta-
tion .of graphs and tables on the use of human resources and on changes in
laborpower. The students also worked with statistics on jobs, capital creation,
and new and expanding industries.'

Third link: market economy tor the United Atata'...A model was used
formally to ietroduce the third link in our chain. It depicted the yarious roles
the average Etizen plays in a market economy, The new concepts taught were
applied ty an investigation of profit and loss, inv9tment, and ho* competition
makes for a healthy economy. Some of the rim concepts were linked to
mathematical problem solving through a study of the stock market 'and some
facets of the economy of Fort Smith. The facts were reproduced graphically
and presented in a table. The third link was evaluated by a visit to "RiverSide,"
a modern industrial complex in Fort Smith. The visit enabled the students to
view capital, productive .,services, job availability, specialization, and ,finaf,'
products at first hand. All were captured for further study by snapshots taken
by the students and classified and displayed on class bulletin boards.

Fon* Ihitk:.circular flow. Ramsey Dollars, Darcy and Powell's Man;
,power arid Economic Education, and The Story of Money (N. Y. Federal
Reserve Bank) were used to study the circular flow model. Student versions of/
the modC (some in cartoon form) were displayed on class bulletin boards. In .

mathematics, the students cOnstructed, analyzed, and illustrated the concept by
use of diagrams, tables, and pie graphs. For example, one graph was called .

"MoneyWhere does it come from? Where does ist goraA banker was invited
\ to speak on the subject of money and circular flow. He was a fortunate choice

t, as a resource person.
Fifth link: economic goals. "Wishes and Realities" introduced the

Class to the concept of ecoliomic goals. After discussing personal goals and why
they change, we consiilered major economic goalsstable growth, economic
security, freedom of ehoice, equal economic opportunity, maxiMum produc-
tion, full employment, and stable international economic relationships/The
vlass studied various measures that can be used to determine how well
economic oals are being met, including the grosrnational prodtipt, co umer
price indej, the unemployment rate, etc. The class was also introdu ed to
national in me accounting. In Atir evaluation and dosing aCtivities on this
link, thest dents discussed the President's budget and how it relates to note,
current ,major economic goals and problems.

Sth link: internatiOnil trade. In their social studies class, the students
made a list of foreign-made items in 4lieir homes, discusied a multilateral
corporation with a branch in Fort Smith, and listened to a speaker from a
Belgian firm that lu;d a branch in Arkansas. In their mathematics class the
students solved problems involving the metric system. As the class approached
the end of their study of international trade, the students wrote essays on



interdependeffa and trade. One student researched an main us question: "Are
ForeignemBuyint America?" In the course of his argume t he quoted, sonic

disturbing statistids.
Seventh link: economic analysis. We moved into t e final link of the

chain of study with the goal of acquiring knowledge aqd putting it to work for
VN

us. As we looked at our ch.ain on the bulletin board, the final link, ec9nomip

analysis, became the central theme ()four discussion. Economic analysis is a

step-by-step approach to economic decision making that results in intelligent
ddcisions. The steps are:'(1) define the' problem; (2) state the goals; (3) consider

alternatives; (4) analyze. consequences; (5) select the best solution.

Since one of the most impdttant decisions a student will make in his

4 lifetime will be the choice of a career, the first activity in the mathematics class

in Link even was to"plan a study of careers. Committees were formed to
investigete "Where Tomorrow's Jobs Will Be." Some of the students presented

minireports on Ole fastest-growing occupations tocity, Which included compt1;"

ter service technicians, market .reseatichers, environmental health technicians,

and the lid. ,The class concluded its study with a real-world national problem.
It analyzed the 'reasons for the long lines at 'gasoline pumps, which occurred

early in the term.

CUlmhiging --Activity

Fqr otir culminating activity, we cho the school ibrarY to display the Work we

had done on our project, "Economics: C øfficting Link." A.puppet Moron
scarcity andeircular flow was presented, The students wrote the scripts, created

the pupPets, and made the scenery. Mobiles depicting each link hung from the

light fixtures; posters appeared on the bulletin boards; and games creftted bY

the students, using Arkansas resources, Aiere includedin the activities section.

Some of the teaching aids and students' papers prepared for each link Were

.
displayed on tables, parents and teachers viewed the display when they came to

a regular. P.T.A. meeting being held in the library. All eighth-grade students

observed the display over a two-day period.
Later, as we dismantled the display, the last thing to catch our eye was the

large"chain with seven links denoting the seven economic concepts which we

had studied and which had.been the focal point of our exhibit. Our immediate
reaction was that indeed we had tied together the entire economics unit, and we

---holnd the students had acquirtvl an awareness of the link between the wooed of

wants and their world of realities. .

Evaluation
?

In the social studies Clap, 'tntiay types of evaluation were usedoral nand
written, individual and groupas well as teacher-made tests and ii standard-

ized test prepared by the, Arkansas' State Council on Economic Education.
Ctss discussion, comments made by the students onfield tripsand question%
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posed to gue§t speakers inilicated that the students had acquired a.grasp of
basieeconomic concepts-kJ: econinnic vocartUlary. Posters, 'bulletin boards,,..
scripts, and essivi iflfliCetrkilliiat the sgidcnts could transfer knowledge:of basic:.
concepts intO.graphiCpietjites and langule relating to "their wo d." The
standardizea pre- and imsC-tests sliowed substantial gain§. Linking ec nthics
in social studies vfith mathematici:creiied molt enthusiasm, d'greater aWaie-
ness of how economics .is interwoven jo vious phaset of their lives, .aticlan''
opportunity to eXpand and apply gltident knowledge.; '

In the ,mathemitticsclass; the students involverdin the project Improved *.
their performance in some activities involvingrreasoning as..well as in computa-
tional skills acquired in miller grades. The stUdesits also acquired new skills
useful for a meaningful life as well as a productive one. The Students were
exposed to problem-solving throughout the project with special emphasis on
this in the seventh link: economic analysis. The student? ability to understand
and use 'ecOnomic statistics has helped them in reading, in thinkin& and in
talking intellitlently about economic questions.

v

Disco Dollars: Teenagers
in the Ecohomy,

Unit Ilverview

Stephen Feldstein and Diane Greene
Simon Perkins Junior High School, AkKon, Qhio

0

Eighjh-grade math students at Perkins Junior High School studied the
economic impact made by teenagers in Or Avrican
major aspects included in the unit were: the ultdirstanding ef.ibesic ecetionik
concepts,,,the econondes of other countries, the Tnftuence of 'advertising, and
'elements of consumerism. The buying habits oreighthlraders weroAlte subject:.;
.of a survey _which produced statistical datitE''Sherip&'..h.Owt';t0tenotirtr. is
affected by their,purchases. As a culminating evenkthe studenti.conwiled data
on the products sold in the school pantry and then conducted at(Syertising ,
campaign to see whether tfiey could infittAncpsales.

"-
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,,lieserip,i1.4 of School and Class

M,/ class in general mathematics at Perkins JUnior High Schoot Akron, Ohio,

.eonsisted of thirty-three students and had above-average mathematical alai*.

Perkins is locatedtf-a miyd neighborhood with a representative sampling of

.411 groups, including the Wealthy and the poor, perkins is One of the larger

et,..-. junior ,high school4'in the 'Akron area, with ah enrollment of over 1,100
. ,

,r

students.
'.

. / , .

Project Business

About a month, befOre I Was to begin my unit, DianeuGreene, our creer -

education coordinator, asked me if 1 w Id like to take part in a program ,41ed

Project Business. This program was to b g a consultant frotWth0 buSiness

world into my classroom once a week f fteen weeks td teach econbmies and

the free enterprile system, As I though out it, this seemed to fit in with my

consumer unit and so I agreed. ! ;

My consultant, Michael Jordan, of the VireStone Thle and 13.0ber

Company,,,and I chose Economics, The American economy, T.he Market:\

System, and Consumer Economics as our topics for the krm. Each4tUdosit was.

iprovided with a wozkbook to help his or her stutlies. After meeting with Mr.;

Jordan, I diAtssed Project Business with our career \education coordinator.:

.She and I decided' to work together to combine my cobiumer udit, the current'

diSco craze and Project Business to form au economic Unit which wbuld tii

together career education, the school, and (he comMunity, and motiVate ,the,

students to learn ecohomics. We met several times on weekends to set Up our.

1
economic goals and objectives and to begin thinking of activities. We wrote our

lesson plans,. being careful to integrat; the Project ttusiness lessons in the

appropriate places to complement our own goals. lti Was decided that Mr,

fordan would introduCe4oncepts, and we would cOndUct;the ini.depth sttidy.
. :, .. ; !,

Goals and Objectives

Our overall objective was to show the class that teenagers arei major force in

our economy. We hoped that the unit would increase the students' interest in
, economies, teach them to be better consumers, and show them why so much

advertising is aimed at the teenager and young adult.
Our specific economic objectives for the.unit were tohaVe students:

.'..' Learn and understand basic.economic vocabulary;

Examine their standard of living to determine their wants 4,0 needs and

'bow titey will meet these in the future;
1,4rn about, understand, and compare other economic systems as related

,. ,, to dur consumer unit;
.
Und'erstand how supply and demand affect price;



a

5. Understan&the meaning of profit and competition and how they fit into the.
free enterprise sYstem;

6. Understand.advertising, its purpose, its effects, and its relationship to,.tb
cost of doing business; . .

. 7. Recognize various advertiiing techniques and know which conShnier ...

groups are affected by each technique;.
8.

....
Discover hoW fads,ffect business, indirstry, and the consumer; '

9. Assume the role of tike advertiser and see if advertisers can change the
buying ,habits of the Coniumers (their peers)..at Perkins Juniot- High

: School:

Description of Project
11.

Disco Survey. Before we got too far in our planning,-.We decided to
insure that disco was really o2 the minds of the students. The survey provided a

:sPringboard for classroovigestigatiOns of supply and demand,obsolescence,
Pricing,. advertising, apd Competition and of the .matherifatics involved in
calculating how the economic.factors.woryogether:The survey questionnaire
asked students to count the disco records and:tapes they hail bought in the pasr
year, to name the disco movies seem and to list the cosks fOr disco clothes and
accessories, such as nail charms and glitteithcelets.*Parents were also asked to
provide information. The survey wai limited to.junior high school students who
range in age from 12 to 15.

#

An example of disc000pularity can be seen in responses to the survey
questions on attendance at four disco-related movie-Saturday Night Fever,
Grease, Car Wash, and Thank God It's Friday. The 304 shrtlents surveyed
reported buying a total of 1,452 .tickets 'to the four films. Only I I of the 3*
surveyed said that they did not like disci:). . .

(I compiled the dataitom the survey, and Ity 33 math stufients verified the
results. The 304 studenti, surveyed spent $441459 on discci $11,918 on disco . I
fashions, $2,904on disco movies, and $23,637 on disco records and tapes. The
total was $160,875 for the entire schoolan averagrof $146 eachin the past
year. On the basis of the survey results, we estimate that the 11,000 students in
Akron junior high schools spent $1.6 milliOrt on disco items in a siugle year. .

Among the other things that 'the students concluded, after research
sparked by the disco survey, were:

)

I. Almoseall money spent on disco items came from thrlir parents.
2. More than 50 percent of the advertising on television is aimed at teenagers.
3. Supplier% can create demand for products through advertising.
4. Consumer demand for products established prices,

,

)The survey was not in vain. Perkins students now are aware of ow much
..7money went into tke pursuitof life, liberty, and bOogie, and they ar lot
time critical of fad-inspired spending, %, . 1
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Pretest. In order to make our assessment of the unit valid, we decided to

start with apretest of a Project Businets section and 'the -Unit' on consumer

&onomics that we composed. The pretest included economic vocabulary and

an opinion, survey on advertising. After the pretest,are dtstAbuted.to the class

an economic vocabulary list of thirty-one terms wPnch they we/e to research

and define. Each student was 'to keep a notebook which would eventually

contain worksheets, projects, and all other materials related to the unik.

Procedures. Now it waytime td begin the unit itself. HaVing discovered

that disco was an important part of their lives, we wanted to know what else

was important to them. A study Of standards of living ensued. This included

discussions of wants, needs, goods, 'services, and so on. a

mr. Jordan, our 'Project Business consultant, introduced supply and

demand by conducting an ekperiment with a candy bar. He eNplained that he

had only one bar (scarcity) and he woutd sell it to the highest bidder
(competition). * competitive bidding, the price of the bar (which sold for 25

cents in the Perkins Pantry) increased penny, by penny to 30 Fents, but as tip

price rosg, the dentand became less and less..Competition continued until

finally a price of 49 cats made one of the students decide that the opportunity

cost was too great. Mr. Jordan conducted a similar experiment with a supply

of s'x flashbulbs. His asking price was 25 cents each, but since there was no

ins nt enthusiasm, healowered the price to 20 cents, 15 cents, and finally ttb 5

cen s, the price that cleated the market. Mr...Jordan informed the class that they

had just discovered the Law of Supply and Demand ,fis well as scarcity and

competition. The next day we showed the filmstrip. Why the Price? which

reemphasized the fact that the consumer helps set the prices 6f goods and

services,.
After discussing pricing policies and profits and losses, as a final class

activiV and review on pricing, we looked et any factors whic can, and hive,

infl need the cost of goods and services. The filmstrip Business of

Corn titian explained what competition is and how it can an does aid the

cons mer. The class Was also asked 'to name ally examples of nonprice

competition on televytion, radio, or in print. .

To culminato fur study of supply sand demand, pricing, profits, and

competition, we took a field trip to the largest department store in Akron. The

students learned about job interviews, store security -measuAs to combat

shopliftin and advertising. They were amazed when. they viewed an old

videotape t t showed how the store sold pet rocks The ad tising manager

'said that cley4 advftising can make people want to pend on for anything

equally, ridiculous that an ingenious entreprene dre the students

then really under ood that several years ago\ business a 1 dustry realized

that disco musit 1was catching on and could haye a m (If impa ', on the

economy. This Caused record makers, filmmakers, clothi ighanufact rers, etc.,

to begin all-out campaigns to sell disco to the Ameri IVpublic. w was the t

perfect time for my class to begin to study advertisi ,

As part of the minicourse, the students ran ad 'campaigns for candy and

snacks sold at the perkins Pantry, an afternoon snack pop. The goal was to see

t



if ,student-produced ads would haft an impact on sales of eigheslow-moving
snacks. The winner of the ad caMpaign was the team of students pushing salted
pumpkin seeds, which rose in sales by 6,018 percent (!) because the item had
been advertised glamorously.

The students also learned the twelve most common techniques used by
advertisers, and collected ads that usecl.thee techniques. They also watched
designated television prOgrams to discover the target group of advertisers. The
techniques were applied, of course, to advertise the slow-moving items in
Perkins Pantry, and also in making posters to promote\he sale of ,"unsalable"
items. 0

Evaluation of Student Work by Students and Their Parents
°.

The students *Were evaluated both objectively and subjectively during the unit.
They were ,given two major tests. The first test mainly covered economic
vocabulary and concepts but included a section on Pantry sale statisticsJhe
second test involved advertising techniques, the cost of advertising, mark-Os,
net profits, sample disco survey results, and more Pantry statistics.

Another portion of the students grades 'was determined by their advertis-
ing c4mpaign. Students were given points for creativity, quality, and the
resulting increase`or decrease in sales. Bonus points were added for those
grotips which produced more than the minimum number of posters or
commercials, and penalty points were deducted for not meeting deadlines.

Notebooks played an important part in determining their final grades.
/Each- notebook was worth 150 points and consisted of twentyrthree dittos
which had been completed in class or for homework. Also included were the
original vocabulary definitions plus aptienal vocabuluy on advertising.
There also were subjective evaluation itets,Sich as an eviluation of the field
trip to O'Neill's, the Akron department store. Other subjective evaluations
dealt with teens and with the consumer movement. Parchts filled out evaluation
forms. Most parents were appreciative of the fact that their children were being
taught practical and useful material relating to economics. The students also
completed evaluation forms.

Conclusions

In looking back at our project, we found many positive outcomes. For the first
time in our memory, the entire school became involved in a learning experienee
begun by one class. The eighth grade participated in the disco survey and the
wholie school enjoyed the commercials which includetguest celebrities. As the
term progressed our disco project was on everyone's mind and was the theme of
the school talent show. We suffeld some handicaps including a lack of junior
high school textbooks dealing wiat the type of economics we were interested in
pursuing.

We enjoyed working on the unit and felt that it was very successful.

"
ti
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11.

Student response tord us that all our evenings and weekends of ware work were

really worth the time and effort involved. Students.,indicated that this unit was

enjoyable and Made them think. They were particularly impressed with their

disco surviy results showing how much they spent. The many factors involved

in establishing prices (supply, demand, resburces, operating expenses, etc.) also

intrigued them. Learning the maii tecdiques of advertising can and does have

a major impact on teenagers' buying habits. This all led the class to one final

°S.
conclusion, iyhich was our original goal. As stated by 9ne student in his final

evaluation, "I didn't know *at my age group had such a big effect on our

economy!"

`-1
The World's Greatest
Chocolate Factory

Kathy Berlin, Paula Domer, and Jean Hamed
Barrett School, Akron, Ohio

----'.

- Editor's' Note: The World's' Greatest Chocdlate FactOry is an economics unit

designed by thr e e teachers of orthopedically handicapped students to prepare a

kgroup of thirtee physically disabled seventh- and eighth-graders for the world

of work. The st4detos had average and above-average intelligence but were

physically handidapped as a group, since ten of the thirteen students were

confined to whe chairs. Ms. Berlin, Ms. Domer, and Ms. Named shared

teaching resonsibjlities for this group of children, hereafter designated as the

Red group, and for two other groups of pupils, in ft team-teaching arrange-
,

ment,

Background Information / ,

. Barrett Elementary School, Akron, Ohio, houses neighbIlrhood children in

grades kindergarten through sixth, and orthopedic children from all over

Summit County in kindergarten through twelfth grade, Children whose

\physical handicaps are too scvere to pe 1 mit them to attend the school nearest

their homes are enrolled at Barrett. The majority of our students are afflicted

with some form of cerebral Oalsy, Otiher Ipes of handicaps at Barrett are spina
i
J
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bifida, ouscular distrophy, cardiac disorders, severe epilepsy, and assorted
disabilities resulting from' childhood illness or injury.

Prat of our students receive occupational and/or physical therapy.
Mmost three fourths of our children have speech impediments which warrapt
attention from a speech therapist. The Orthopedic Department has a staff of
twelve teachers, six aides, two occupational therapists, and two physical
therapists. We receive the scrvicts of a speech therapist on a part-time basis as
well. There are 120 handicapped children currently e7nrolled at Barrett.

Cells and Objectives

Our overall purposes were:

I. To enable the students to make wise consumer decisions;
2. To help students develop realistic attitudes toward future employment;
3. To provide many prevocational vk experiences that 'woull enhance

employability;
4. To reinforce previbusly taught money management skills;
5. To help students understand tile principles and procedures involved in

setting up a company;
6. To enable students to participate as employees of 'a factory;

The twenty-eight specific objectives wcre expressed in behavioral terms,

41001. and can be summarized as foMows:
The students will:

Demonstrate proficiency in using specific economic concepts such as
opportunity cost, production, profit and loss, etc.; 01

Learn the vocabulary found on employment applications;correctly fill them
out, an(participate in a job interview;
Describe the mechanics of a "stock market in elementary terms/and "buy"
and "sell" shares of stock;
Take orders for candy and total the a m6unt, of the Or make up a list and
purchase the raw materials and equipment needed for setting.up a chocolate
factory, make a list of jobs and personnel needed, Ind give a job description
of each job;
Demonstrate understanding of economic terms ,such as "consumer," "capi-
tal," tank loan," "specializ.ation," etc.;
Maker decisions concerning the running of the factory, discuss careers that
are related to working in the chocolate factory (advertising, sales, account-
ing, production line worker), and write advertisements for it;
Listen to commercials and identify slogans and jingles, identify good and
bad advertiSing techniques, write a commerfial and participate in videotap-
ngit
Keep a time card, liunchi g iia out as directed, sell cardy and correctly

Is

..111.. a
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maIic change, graphethe daily production, and keep an inventory of the
items that have been made;
Compute hautily wages, write a stock report detailing the economic stadis

of the company, discuss the advantages and disadvantages of selling stock,
using a bank loan, or using owner.capital when starting'a business;
Explain the value of specialization in a factory, compute,te stockholder
dividend with accuracy, write checks to the stodlcholders;
Compute one's own personal profit or share of the company's earnings and
write a report detailing whafahe or she has learned from the ekperienc.e of*

working in the "World's Greatest Chocolate Factory."

startling the Project

We introduced the idea of forming a classroom compaby one morning late ip
February. We tthld the students that we wanted them to have a chance to wok)
at a job and make some money, an opportunity that few of them had ever had
before. Immediately they were interested, and the ropm began to buzz with
ideas. After much discussion, the students deoided to engage in production of
chocolate cataly, and pimpled for the equipment and materials needed. In order
totelp the students make§ound decisions on the types of candy to be made and

the necessary materials to be purchased, a field trip was arranged.to a local i

candy store that sold all the raw ingredients and equipment. To raise the money
required, the students decided to form a corporation, sell stock, and lionize
the departments (production, packaging, billing, advertising, clerical, add sales)

with, the help of Junior Achievement and Robert Mitchell, the manager of the

bank's Springfield office. .

A field trip to London's, a local candy faitory, was arranged so that the
students could view for themselves the differ t jobs aviilable in a candy
factory. As a follow-up, ttie students were ask d to write, descriptions of the

jobs they had witnessed:and then jot down t two jobs in which they were
most interested. The applicants were then terviewed 'or the jobs of their,
choice. Aftkaccmekettas opened etI the local ank in the name of "The World's

f

Greatest ChocOlate Factory."
.,

A few of the concepts covered at this stage were star a business, sellingtilik
stock', opportunity cost4 use of resources, specialization an interdependtnce ofT .
workers, profit and loss, and supply and &mend. The students were very
enthusiastic about the merits of the free enterprise system and their hands-on

experience with it. I

We had chosen the dates of the candy factory operation to coincide with

the'last seven days of school prior to the students' Spring break. on that Friday
before vacation, all of our raw materials had been converted to candy, The

candy had all been packaged and the inventory was completed. Most of the

ordered candy, had been diitributed, and a waiting list, for any "unclaimed
boxes" assdid up that we would haJe no trouble sellint 'it all, Also on that
lirlay a ernoonl we disassembled our factory. Vie hadtal timpany meeting
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and completed procedures for selling th remain infi, bagged chocolates and
suckers to the entire school after we returnI from vacation..

' The particulars of the candy sale Were giVen in a commercial just before
lunchtime. The leaflets that the typing and "advertising departments had
prepared were distributed to the students at the close of school. The advertising
dtpartmtnt posted adyertiseents that they had created in the hallways around
the school, The effOrts of the advertising department paid off. Our sale was a
suvess. We qanaged .to sell every single item we had made.

Winding Up the Project

After the Spring break, the students analyzed the statistical data we had
compiled:A stockholders'. report was written for distribution with the dividend
cheeks. All students were assigned tO write reports sulnniarizing the financial
workings and outcome of the company. These reports were then given to one
student, who edited them and combined them into a concise front-page
summary. Another student was given the task of extracting the financial
highlights from 'the volunie of statistics gathered. He sorted, computed, and

lyped the irlformation, which was listed on the second page of the stockholders'
report. A group of three students averaged the daily production of candy;
another group produced graphs illustrating the daily production of various
types of candy. These groups had learned their special skills in their mathemat-
ics class.

As we hal grossed a grand total of $265.71, we allotted $10 of the profits to
each comiiany employee. The remaihing profit, approximately $60, was given
to the, Barretf Elementary School in- the name of the World's Greatest-
Chocofate Fa tory, in appreciation for the support of the staff and students
who had mad 'our pusinest a success. We felt like philanthropists when the
,check was'pres nted to the principal at an assembly on the last day of school.
'The c)ass happily spent a large portion of their money at a shopping mall on the
1,class outing. Because of their handicaps, the students do not get oat to stores
and resiaurants as oftcn as they would like. They thoroughly enjoyed their trip,
and talked about it for weela afterward.

Lessons Learned 14.

The World's Greatest Chocolate Factory was a, very productive learning
^ experience in econmeics and the world of work for our handicapped students.
When the project was first suggested, it was readily apparent to the teachers
involved that our students were lacking in suflkcient economic background to

f

anstyer questions such

What types of things can we produce in school?
Whr4 knowledge di; wc have about producing any particular item?
What roduct are we interested in working on?
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Should our product be consu,inable or nonconsumable?

What productive resources do we have available?

Do we have any human or/natural resources available to us?

What are our limitatior PhysicalIV Educationally? In terms of time? In'

' terms of space'?

Therefore, we p)anned a minicourse in economics aimed at building the

background the students needed in order to make intelligent decisions on

questions that had ariSen and others that were arising.
.

The students soetn learned the meaning of "opportunity cost"that a

decision to produce 'ine good meant given up the possibility of producing

another. They saw thar6fice they made a decision th y were making a trade-off,

so they carefully conSidered the opportunities and a vantages of all alternatives

that had been suggested. The assigning of Students o various "departments" of

the chocolate factory after personal interviews made the children aware not

only of "specialization" but also of "divisiOn of labor." It also gave them

valuable lessons in career education. Using the corporate form of business

organization gave 'them useful knowledge of the business world, the stock

market, profits and losses, ways of raising capital, and the services of commer'-

cial banks.
The students also received valuable lessons in, consumer economics, The

class was given instruction on how to write good advertisements. They listened

to several taped television commercials and analyzed the different sales

techniques. Soon they were creating their own slogans and jingles. Since they

wrote advertising material to be posted around the school, they stressed facts,

not emotional appeals.
Since the production of the chocolate candy required factory discipline,

the students had their first work experionce.and, since they were handicapped

youngsters, their first real-life experience in'earning money. In the process they

were introduced to such career education experiences as filling in applications

for jobs and the job interview.
We teachers'also learned valuable lessons. With six`departments within the

candy factory, and so few of our students mobile, it proved to be impossible to

run he factory with fewer than two adults. The Yellow and Blue groups w re

ofte ombined to free another teacher for the Red group.'In addition we ere

able to recruit volunteers for a few hoursnow and then, and they proved be a

§ift from heaven An able-bodied volunteer:was worth7het,weight in go (II

We learned by experience that we had :to develop aareful iventory

Kocedure that Would work for us, and we tiut one Yo'sied,atudent in charge.

We found that quality control and careful measuremenfOrttie.:in.Odients were

important. If we were to run a chocolate factory in class again, Wo 'would also

extend the production period to ten days, and.slightly incrpase otir prices.

In sum,\ we believe we attained our overall goals and most of our limited

objectives, 1\e World's Greatest Khocolate FactOry was a profitable enterprise

in more ways than onel .
t
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER THREE

Good Ideas In Brief: Junior High School Level

SALLY HENRY RU DIN of Monticello Middle School, Monticello, New
York, had her students participate in a time capsule project as a motivating
strategy to increase hei students' level of economic understandingand to
encourage theni to produce more careful work. The probject served as a catalyst
for gathering economic informattn and preparing reports and graphs to be
buried in the.capsule. The project was carried out in the eighth-grade American
history class; the economic topics and concepts related to the curriculum
included the economic policies of Alexander Hamilton, tax;tion and other
sources of government revenue, the economic effects of trade embargoes, the
rise of big business, and forms of business organization. In order to raise the
funds needed to carry out the project, several business activities were organized.
Running the enterprises gave the students hands-on experience with such
concepts as investment, capital, labor, and profit. The major content areas of
the .time capsule unit included the development of graphic profiles describing
the students' economic liv0 as determined from questionnaires and surveys,
reports on interviews wit' merchants, bankers, and other niatbers of the
community, and economic descriptions of the roles of workers and consumers.
The time capsule is scheduled to be opened on June 20t 2029.

RICHARD C. NEWSTROM, a social studies teacher at Hostern*
Junior High S4hool, New Hope, Minnesota, has developed a unit designed to
prepare junior' high school students for their first employment experience. The
unit, programmed to take four to six weeks, is organized as a minicourse and is
one of a group which, taicen together, offers the student a full year of econom-
ics. The unit,.called The Economics of High School Employment, emphasized
the utilization of community resources. Business managers and employers were
used to help students ( I) learn about the economic status of the communityand
the availakility of jobs, (2) develop the appropriate criteria for selecting a
prospective place of employment and the procedures for applying and inter-
viewing for a job, (3) learn about the expectivions and points of view of
employer, supervisor, and coworkers. The unit included goals and objectives,
activitiesA daily lesson plans, a content outline, and a test. In addition, a listing
of twent5-six gener *zations relating to the economic& of high school employ-III
ment and activities be cOnducted were listed and organiz a matri

MARIANNE TALAFUSE of Purdue University, West% Lafayette, In 1-
ana, created a highly innovative approach to the teaching of basic econom
concepts through the development of an'econollic education exhibit that 'was
located in the Children's Museum at Indianapolis. The project was funded by a
group-of Central Indiana busitvsses, and the Indiana Council for Economic
Education served as consultant. The approach of the project was to develop an
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a.
exhibit called The Decision Shop, which was desig4ed to teach economic

principles and concepts through the participation of mulseum visitors in fatuasy

simulations .using an APPLE 11 midrocomputer. The activities included in the

j program were developed for participants with at least a fiftlibgrade reading

level. Three games were 'featured in the exhibit. In "Kingdom," a modification

of another gamet the player serVes as the ruler of a mythical land whose wealth

is meastied in' wheat and land. The decisions made by the participant

determine whether the population will prosper or starve. Plagues, rats, and

population chartges are randomly programmed. In the "Sell Robots" simula-

tion, the player is the owner of a store offering robots for sale. Prices must be

set over a five-day period during which efforts are made to maximize earnings. .

A demand curve is constructed from the number of robots and prices that were

determined each day. In "Star Trader," the player is the captain of a colony on
.

an intergalactic starship. A map of eight stars with which the visitor can trade

appears on the monitor. _Each star has a supply of some of the four items
water, air, food, and fuelrequired by the starship colony. The captain must

keep the colony supplied with resources needed for survival. The game is

structured to provide trade-offs between dealing with close stars and distant

stars. For example, it takes less fuel to go to stars which are nearby, but the

tering df trade may be poorer than with distant stars Survey data on the project

indicated more visitors, ages 10-15, are using c exhibit than had been

predicted and that The Decision- Shop is re chjng, that 'segment of the

population for which it was designed.
C

DALE A. LAMBERt of Sterling Junior High School, East Wanatchee,

Washington, has developed two units relating to international trade. The first

unit, Analyzing the Major Ports of the Pacific Northwest, concentrates on three

activities: (1) naming, locatitig, and classifying the ports of the Pacific North-

we t; (2) describing the organization, structure, and function of a typical port

fa i lity; apd (3) naming th6 types of goods imparted and exported via Pacific

N rthwest ports. The second unit; The Padific Northwest's Major Trading

Partners: Canada and Japan, focuses on the importance of international trade

among Canada, Japan, and the United States, Some of the economic concepts

included i the multi,disciplinary units are the importance of world trade,

specializat n and interdependence, comparat.ive advantage, balance of trade,

and the analysis of several economic systems. The two twits each have a

°longevity of three weeks (fifteen class periods) and are self-Contained. Many j

varied activities are used in the presentation of the units, including class.,

discussion and 'debate, research and oral reports, bulletin board displays,

readings and worksOeets, and participation of guest speakers in the classroom,

. 'RICHARD A. AIETA, chairman of the social studits dvartment,

Hamilton-Wenham Regional High School, BeiVerly, Massachuketts,lhas devel-

dped a project focusing on the studyaof the economics of the poet of Gloucester

and the impact of the'200-mile-limitiaw on the fishingindustry centered there.

Students study a-nearby co unity.and obtain information about its resources
4

1 .
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and data in order to develop relationkhips between concepts taught in the
classrooin and the real economic world. The first phase oMhe experience is
essentially 'teacher directed as students become familiar with the intent and
impact of the 200-mile-limit fishing law, which went int1the effect in 19'76, and
reactions to it. Students ,read a specially prepared booklet, listen to taped
interviews, and use news clippings and goyernment reports to build a data base.
Students then go .on a field trip to Gloucester to gather. firsthand and primary
source information by participating in conducted tours. Organized in groups of
four or five, the students interview resource people who had been previously
'contacted. Back in their.classrooms, the students put the two phases of the
program together and write an essay on "The Economics of the Fishing
Industry" in which they link economic concepts they studied with their
experiences in Gloucester. The unit is divided into four parts and takes thirty.
one days: ( I) data collection about the Gloucester economy and the 200-mile-
limit lawI0 days; (2) preparatjon for the field trip to Gloucester (tours,
organization, interview techniqttes, etc.-5 days; (3) field trip to Glouceste1b
1 day; and (4) alalysis orthe Gloucester economy-15 days. The project

' emphasizes the utilization of community resources and, includes taped inter-
views with members of government regulatory bodies, economists, bankers,
biologists, fishermen, execulives of fishing companieS, and conservationists.

ANNA E. MAYANS, a professor df education at Xavier Unittersity,
Cincinnati, Ohio, has developed an economics:,tinit focusing on the- specific
needs of the students of Sawyer Juniqr High ol, a predominantly black,
inner-city school. The two-year prd,gram 'tied Making Choices, was
completed by a committee comOsed of gh school teachers under the
direction of Dr. Mayans. Preliminary 41 ere taken by the wafture)
ascertain the students' knowledge of ecotiomics; their preference ordering of
specified life skills; and their home backgrounds, interests, and needs. The
content of the unit was determined on ,the basis of the information gathered
from thesurveys, a previous determination of the econorhic concepts basic to
an understanding. of personal choices anil decision flying, and the amount of
school time *available (in this case onelVarter to ten weeks). Four basic
questions wereemphasized: (1) Why do we make choices? (concepts of scarcity,
opportunity costs, etc.). (2) Whitt do we use to make choices? (money, credit,
banks, etc.). (3) How can we make iietter choices? (cOnsumer esonomics, career
education). and (41 What affects our choices? (supply, demand, price, market,
etc.). Practical apfflication of the concepts presented included learning about
the opportunity costs of a decision; taking field trips to a local bank and local
minufactultr to learn about their functions in the economy; filling out job
applications, resumes, credit and social security forms; role-playing job ifIter-
views; learning about advantages and disadvantages of paying in cash or
charging credit; learning where to borrop money; and comparison shopping.
Of particular use An the program were school qunni who served as resource
speakers. Altho411 the unit is shot intended To provide a comprehensive
understanding of economics and the U.S, economy, it does serve to provide

.



valuable experiences to the students in making choices'and decisions in their

daily lives.

JANE EVANS YETp.RGAN of Woodland Junir High School, Fayettig-

..,ville, Arkansas, dev oped a semester course in economics based upon the filml
series Trade-offs a consumer education kits yroduced by Procter and

Gamble Educationa Services. The course was offehd as an elective to seventh-

graile students. The Trade-offs phase of, the program lasted nine weeks. of he

remaining weeks, were allocated to, two consumer kits entitled Consumer

gloice arll Consumer Advertising. Emphasis of the course .was on problem

solving especially as it applies to consumer economics. Program goals included

learning basic economic concepts, developing a systematic procedure for .

decision, making, and learning about the American economic system. lri-

addition to a wide variety of classroom activitiesiOncluding pre- and post-

testing, a Student attitudinal survey on Radeoffs was. developed and adminis-

tered.

YELVA RATHBUN, of Mannford Middle School, Mannford, Okla-

homa, organized -aOne-month unit focusing on How a Corporation Works.

Each of the four classes involved in the project organized a corporation to

manufacture and sell Christmas decorations. The first class made tree orna-

ments; the second, door knob decorations; the third, macrame plant hangers;

and the fourth, name plaques. Each class condUct# a market survey to

determine potential demand and, after calculating costs of production, decided

on prices. Initial caphal was raised through the Sale of stock to the students at

fifty cents per share. Students in each of the elasses becante employees of their

respective corporations and, for their services, *ere paid fifty cents per Week

with the option of receiving one share of stock ijutead. Students were also pard

commissions for their sales. An assembly lineMs organized in each glass. All

the corporations were organized so that the students would gain the opportu-

nity to learn,, problems and responsibilities' associated with such jobs its

company president, 'bookkeeper, supervisor, and assemb19 line worker. At the

conclusion of the unit, all left over supplies, finished unsold products, and

caRital investments were liquidated through an auction in the classes. After all

expenses were paid, the profit As distributed among the stockholders.

a
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Senior High SChool: Grades 10-12

CHAPTER FOUR,

consumer 'EConOnlics...in
th0..High:.SchoolL

et
L Arthur Womer Jr.

Ma.rina High School, Huntington Beach, Califol'nia-.:

.BlickgroUnd;,
"Ar

A

0 .1 teachsa full-se.mester cours %'. in cansumer.economics iti.°114arina7,0ig
Huntington 'Beach Cjtlifor.ma The; cow* 18 d.eigneci to m e 7 Imes
immediately 'useful-to high school Seniors wl)o are aboui or the
workaday world py approaching pconoMics fromhe-Ahsu pr's point of

Subiet beconis tim exciting ejcp6rienCp fpf, tl).9::stUdentkancrthelr
teacher. ,

During the iirst few ,i;iecks, -the class, which tiPically averages..etween30,
and. 35. students .(175.'were accepted iitto the' elective course buts 4thother 200
Wert turned down), is intrOaticed to key economic.' concePts, prineiples,
theories;.values, and terminology. SoOrn thereafter, eacliTarticipant'researches
an occupation and selects a job that might possibW be obtained after:graclua-
tiOn, The balance of the course Rrovides a practicurn:in cansilimer eConomics:

Students are paired in simalated marriages thipugh a simple computer'
comPatibility test composed of questions about marriage, family, religion, and
career goals.' As soon aS each couple is "married," they are automatic4illy
saddled with one "child." The longyange planning and saving of each unit Must
take the child into consideration in'plannibg for expenditures on housing, basic ,;

utilities, traniportation, insurance, taxes, furnishings, appliances, clothing,
baby care, contributions tb charity,- and perional items. As part of the comic,
the. students learn,about the.legal and moraL obligations of marriage as well as
twenty princiPles which have been listed as '"the economics of love."

The purpose bf thc simulatee."families" is to enable the students to learn
-how to design rational goals a d satisfactions for living. Each participant learns
how to adjust his or. her ec omic values to many of the unexpected and
unforeseen circumstanco of I e. The concept of "trade-offs" or otportunity
costs becomes a very realistic aspect of thel)rogrtim as critical decisiohs must he
made 'by eachCouple.'As ki result of the experience, tire student begins to inake
wise economic decisions di-id develop thqughtful spending habits.

S.
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Economics is defined in hurnin tftms as the social study of how people

make the best ,use of human resources,to relieve the greatest amount of "fdt

uneasiness" (that is, to attain the greatest amount Of satisfaction) with the least

sacrifice of "Lifetime" (the months, days, and hours xne's lifetime spent;

coping with one's insatiable wants).-The goal is to -deveTop self-knowledge.

Each student learns how to determine personal gtrengths and weaknesses in

order to' excMnge the least amount of "lifetime" for the greatest relief of "felt

uneasiness." Lifetime' and felt- uneasiness are unfamiliar terms 40 most high

schobl teachers, but are useful for, describing accurately the emotional and

psychological aspects of our work and personal lives as indiikiduals and as

members of families 4hd other societal groups.
. .

e

'My entry is divided into two parrs: the Teacher's Gtiide (upon which this

article is largely based) and detailed apioendixes (which explaip', illustrate, and

elaborate on the content, special features, and methodology used),

Objectives

Each' student will:

4
I. KnoW what ingney is and what affects its value (purchasing power);

2. Understand the relationship among demand, supply, and price in a

market econOmy;

3:. Knew how a market economy essentially differs from other economic

'systems;
. .Describe his/ her present and.future economic goals;

5. tnderstand that all choices in life not only those ei .the domain of
economics:haVe a do.lt, i.e., the alternative not taken;

.- 6. Lea.rn variounethods of planning for life's futare or emergency expendi-

.
tu.i.es when only'liinited amounts of Rioney Or other assets are avapable;

7. lid aware that various public an'd private ageneiestive beep establi ed to

'protece:the consumer;
8. Understand 'Vie techniques used by businesses and governjnts to'

.infNiince consumer demand;
'Learn abourbasie items of expenditures: food, shelter, clothir, medical

tare, utilities, transportation; ° "

. - Learn of 'the, many discretionary judamenkk involved in -determining

cOsts above the Minimum;

1 Understand that economics, broadly.eoneeived, applies to mott than the

-; "market." As an analysis of the process of making choices, it applies to all

the situations in which people; trilst make choied.

iDescription of the Course

Unit I, "Getting Started--The First Day in.;Class," is devoted to orientation

and routines. The students are weloolned .to "the mbst practical. class ott'

campus; a class where they will learn to.save a minimum of $40,1)06'49vera,



lifetime of wolik until the age of retirement." The inudents are acquainted with
the teacherlikaquirements regardirtg1(1) wtendance (stressing the neecefor both
"spouses" to be preaent eIry day), (2) notebooks (which will be useful in later
life as a source of information when the real challenges of living arise),
(3) individual research (into topics of personal interest in our economic system

0. and through,parsonal shopping adventures), (4)ilass participwion (with each
udent expected to share his/ter- values wifli others in the class), and

44

) objective and.essay examinations. (However, the objective qvaluation of the
otebook contributes a large part of the final grade.)

In Unit II, the students, inc4vidually and in groups, set up "ladders .of
ecodornic goals," culminating in rekirement, before theY learn by experience the
real economic cost of each. As'steents share their ideal goals with others, they

° will become more aware of the great variety of goals Which exist 'among
different people, new pals which they' never Compered on their own, and a0

realization that some goals are not realistic or attainable. The students then
ilttack .the -cosi.of each goal in "lifetime" spent in its attainment.

c, In Linn III the-students are introducedto such basic economic concepts as
the economic problem (scarcity), growth, the princiPle of diminisl)ing returns,
-economic systems with emphasis on how capitalism functions,- the Jaws of

66 detrnfrid anit aupply, .rfriee determinants, themarket as a whole, and how
.

° aggregate output is determined,
5 ."InillUM4 IV; "Career/ Voeation-.---- Money. Value of Life Time," the teacher

been§ by admstering an inventc.iry,test, such as the Kuder General Interest
SurVey OieriesT), to help students gain insightS into their proper vocational,or
car*i- goats,Taeh student then researches eachsf three possible occupations,

, .
inc1udiniavailabIe4db opportunities, amount tf education/ training/experi-

s ence, requtred, and'beginningkros.s income. (If available, the resources of the

'4 Career guidance centei Should also he fully used;) In this unit, th6 students Are'
eXpond to the basic.concepts of income determination, including the notion of

* equilibrium and .the4'net national incornef...:
Unit y Cabs f.Or palnrg thc studeritain simulated Tarriages or as single

.1. heads of tiOnseholdg, ifthe sexesare riot equally. 6a1ancedFin a particular class.
T)tc, sole 'purpose of using sitnihikted marriages-*a course in high school

apecondmies is to permit the students.'to experience' in the elassruom the
Operation of 'the-,priacipl& 'Or,00portunity. cost-- since no person, family, city,

.4tate,,or'nati.em can achieve ki/ desired gOalS. *.1,.h^e students fill out a mairiage
comvati.hility guesiii)pnaire and are paired OA. the basis of their religious

ecnnorrileand social aspirations, lekure thug activities, values,
econthnielissei, Iitbihfls and"eneu mhrenpes Other by the comput6i dr by t,he
teachers( if a. ccimputer is not aceessibk),. Thd stOdents igen Plat marriage is a
legal contract;take part'in a siinulated.rflarriage'cerem04Y, and are now ready
to colelikylki econohlic activities and..tiinetiorw Ott ,f0ly with a semblance

7fif . :
:0

Unit- vt, 1!Eilied ExpcntlitureS," introdelcesthe simulated famili s to the
cent of a 'woi,,,king budget. It treats s,tichsipatcers as fedthl and ....t,e taXes

.withhekt. tiPt!sini(costs (tenting .Ps honte:t?wnerthip ineludinkpropeky taxes,.,

116.
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Mortgages, insurance, etc.), utilities, transportation, chariti s, saving, and
investing. In units VI and VII, the students are introduced to the role of the

government and the Federal Reserve System in setting monetary and fiscal

policies and controls. The effectl of these actions on interest rates and credit
availability are covered, as well a% the cost of credit. The Keynesian concept of

the multiplier is presented When Audents consider their budget allocations for

saving and investment.
Unit VII, "Contract Law," is best introduced kly having an attorney

(parent, relative, or friend of one of the students) collie to cass, He or she can
usually clarify the topic in one class period. After the attor y's presentatia
have the students write a simple contract for the sale of some p onal propeM,
perhaps a car. Have the students discuss the legality "or I gality of the

contracts.
Unit VIII deals with living expenditores (variable rather than fixed costs)

on items such as household furnishi9gs, appliances, food/ beverages, clothing,

miscellaneous household goods and sertvices, total baby care, and personal
needs. The students must learn to distinguish among luxuries, comforts, and
necessities. Comparison shopping can be taugfit by a field trip to two local
markets, close enough to school to be visited within a class period, Preliminary

pricing should he done prior to making a final budget.

'Unit IX, "Cotsumer Services and Protections," suggests pamphlets avail-

able from private and government consumer proteetion agencies, and high-

lights the consumer services ortelevision networks.
Unit X, "Personal Notes and EvaluatiOns," urges students to keep notes on

their impressions after audiovisual and guest speaker presentations. The
experiences involved with the simulated marriages and imaginary children and ,

other dependents will also create a host of vried impressions. All tests and .
quizzes should be included along with corrected wrong answers.

Unit Xl discusses "Disasters." After students have budgeted their final

J prrsonal and family budgets, it is time kir a simulated taste of reality.

x Unplanned and often unpleasant eyents will always (recur, and each such event

will require an iidditional exchange of "lifetime." The disasters should be
written on individual pieces of paper and drawn from a hat or box. Students

are° asked to write on notebook paper the precise steps they will take in

handling the disaster. (Avoid compounding the disasters!) When the pinch

really comes, the students must fesort to the principle of opportunity costs in

seeking a solution to their problems. sip

Evaluation
it

Marriage counselas poiRt ouNthat young Married couples, and many older

ones.as well, experience marital unhappiness and discord because 01 poor

mom"), management, that is, failure to budget sensibly and to live within their

means. A constmer economics course based on .simulated marriages and

simulated families is an ideal! way to prepiirf for the idevitable economic,
problemk every marriage encounters. My consumer economics course is first
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dforemost. a course in economics; it is also a ,gracticum on the economic
aspects and problems of marriage and the fasilly, which applies economic
principles and concepts to the everyday challenges and frustrations of living.

Each semester, .oneither the second or third day before the final examina-
tion, I have the students respond to a series of questions, and their replies help
me evkluute the effectiveness of the course. The responses are not graded, and
the students are informed of this. I require these responses for four basic,
reasons:

I. To .help students collect their thoughts before the final examination to
enable them to see the variety of separate units as parts of a broad,
coordinated course in economics;

2. To help me evaluate the teaching and learning ,vhich occurred during th9
class;

3.. To determine that the course has been of great value to the students, as was
intended;

4. To motivate me to make the aburse even more real and meaningful for
following classes.

.

,
The academic quality of students who enroll in this course covers a broad .

spectrum. Each 'itudent tippears to learn something which`no other student
learns; the class becomes a very personal experience for each student. Yet, it
thrills me to discover from the responses of the students to the'questions th t all
of,thenr have learned some, basic concepts of economics, concepts wh. h are..
real, meaningful, and pertinent to them at their age and experiential I vels.-

On another paper, students personally evaluate the course conteht and my
teaChing metkigls. They make suggestions as to what specific units might be
deleted, and what units might be added.

ft

vik
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ts.

!tankers and Educators:
Partners in Alternative
Economic Education

John Joseph Kerrigan

Chicago Public Schools, Center for Economics and Business Studies

Introductioh
During thtsecond semester of the .1976 77 school year, a Center for Economies
and Businev Studies was established to develop an "exciting experiment in

alternative education. The center was cosponsored by the Continental Bank
and the Chicago Board of Education.

The curriculum was designed to teach .students economics, personal
finance and planning, consumer education, and business organizaticm while

familiarizing them with Chicago's business and -financial community and the
career opportunities itAoffers. In paytictflar, the money cycle, includingmoney
creation, th6, role of the commerciar,bitking system, an, the function of.the
Federal Reserve System, were explored in depth.1

In conducting their research on Chicho and its resources, the students met '
key persons representing the business community, labor organizations, and
government agencies. Through individual and team activities, students became
familiar With the eity's financial district and the uniqueness of Chicago as a
cultural arid educational center.

VI the program that was developed, the teacher relinquished his tradapnal
role as the center of the learning experienee. Instead, indhidualized learning
was promoted through the utilization of comdiunity resources.'

Background .
.. . I . .

Working closely Ath the banking emmunity, I eoordinated and taught a
economics course in cooperative -ed'AttiOn _for-the eenty-, which relied heavily

upon resourceS found in the community;the course was designed to proVide
opportunities for students to see textbook concepts in action and to previewl.
Varitty of career possibilities in. banking 'and:13011os.

The course included a wide spectrum of topics ranging from introductory
'miemeconomies through small-business .concepts to macroeconomics and
global enterprise. Major units included basic economic concepts, the money
cycle, personal Iirfuneial planning, use of credit, business and .bank organiza-
tkm, advertising, unions, and cooperative purchasing investment,

74 83
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Approximately thirty-five high schobl juniors of both sexes, representing
different racial and ethnic backgrounds, were chosen from applithnts demon-
strafing an interest in economics and business studies. Since the program was
designed t9 expand the academic and career horizons of students with varying
levels of ability, academic record was not the sole criterion for adriiission. The
students met every school day for approximately two-and-one-half flours after
regular courses at their home stots were over,

Educational Goals and Objectives

The lurse was eStablished not to prepare students for V-Particular job in the
business or financial community, as do many existing VoCational courses, but to
expand and improve students' attitudes about business, labor, and industry, to
encourage theft to challehge Stermtygekvitlys and to introduce them to a wide
range of career opportunities. Exposure to people who work in the business
community arid make practical, day-to-day appli%tion of skills tfiey learned in
schbol Motivated students to more enthusiastic performance inoraditibnal
studieg "sUch as math, English, and the sciences. For their particirpalion in this
intensive program, students were awarded letter grades and credit towaed
graduation.

The objectives of the course were:
-:

I. -To challenge students to developnd apply basic skills while exploring new
concepts; :

2.... 'TO prepare students,more fully for higner education and/ or future employ-
rnent;

3. ' TO familiarize the qudents with Chicago's business and financial center And
. career opportunifieS it represents;

, 4. To teach. students economics, personal financial ,planning, consumer
edueation,,and business skills;

5. To expand and improve students'. attitudes toward business, labor, and
.

a industry White,challenging stereotyped views; lo

. Ta' enrich" the curriculum of the city's ftools and facilitate increases ,

.1comMunication with the private sector.
r

'

Organization of the Course

A* an experienced high school teacher with a 6uckground In business and
economics, I served as the economics instructor. The sponsoring bank provided
clerical support and claseroom and office space. Professionals from the businesg
and banking communities enriched the course by bringing to it-their personal
perspectives and experiences. In researching Chicago itild Is resources, the 4

students met key persons from the business community,)gov ment agencies,
and unions; investigated, both individually and in teams, t e city's financia1_,,,_,
district; and became aware of the uniqueness of Chicago as a cultural and .

3
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educational center. Depending on the agenda for the day, students'met in a
classroom or at a field site related to the articul r unit under sttgly.

My students had to meet the attendatIe and performance requirements of
the Chicago public school system. T y were screened on a citywide basis by
guidance personnel. Enrollment was pen to atll but remedial students. Filnis,

role:playing exercises, financial publications, newspapers, and printed materi-
als furnished by participating companies were used to supplrent textbooks
and materials developed by the Department of Curriculum.of the Chicago
public schools. lividdition, students were giventa course syllabus and Weekly

activity calendars to supplement textbooks, They were required to keep a
weekly log of activhies that they thought added to their growth and awareness.
They also ne,ted career possibilities that stimulated their interestan exercise
that was beneficial to the teacher in evaluating the program and providing
useful experiences to the students. Personal notebooks for their course work
and supplementary material received were also required by the teacher.

Grading for the course was based on written work, class participation, and
effort. Attendance, class pr2jects, and extra credit work were also considered in
reaching the grade. Studetffs who successfully coinpleted the course received

one unit of credit business and a half unit in social studies, In Odition, the
cosirse satisfied the Illinois state consumer education requirementi

Sample Student Activities
. i

Orientation. The.objectives, p ocedures, and requirements were iven to

the students in the introduction and orientation to the/purse. As pa t of the
orientation, the studetilts toured Continental Bank, including the main uilding
and check-processing facilities, and met with key personnel. The class was given

'a walking tour of the financial.district including a vtst to places of business and
cultural interest. Students took a standardized test on basic economics at the

beginning and end of the semester, and examinations throughout the course,
Emphasis was placed on reading, writing, anal commündiationsikills such as

being a good interviewer and interviewee. . .

Personal involvement. A simulation .involving teams df oil sellers and

buyers gayl thee participants a practical and contemporaty exdriple of a'iserious

problem facing our economy. During each round of buying and telling, the
supply and demand levels were changed. After the completion Of several
rounds, the effect of these changes was examined in relation to changes in the

equilibrium prife.
Union-management relations. In dealing with union-management rela-

tions, the class was divided into two negotiating telims representing the Widget

Company and the International Brotherhood or Widget Workers. The two
%

teatvs were coached by representatives from management and tabor in a
V) collAtive bargaining simulation. After several negotiating sessidns, the parties

Could 'eitper agree to a contract, declare an impasse, or submit to third-party
intervention. At the National Labor Relations Board, the class investigatedIthe

role of that oyenization under the -National Labor Relations Atati. Also; a,
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debate was conducted over whether the class should unionize; it.culminated in a
representation election. Careers in trade unionism were'explored in a tout of

IWashburne Trade School.
Investtnents. Concepts of personal financial planning and business

organization were linked when the class covered various forms of investments,
particularly stocks. The students were able to borrow $10,000 from the student
bank for the Purpose of investing. Investinent portfaos that included stocks,
bonds, savings certificates, and certificates, of deporn were prepared by the
students. In this unit the students visited a brokerage house, the Mercantile
Exchange: and thevilitors' center at the BOard of Trade. After examining
various criteria for investingrisk, return, liquiditythe class participated in a
computerized stock market game conducted by DePaul University's Center for
Economic Education. In this game, students purchase and sell common stocks
on the New York Stopk Exchange over a sincific period, starting with an initial
endowment of $100,000. The five top teams receive cash awards. The invest-
ment securities industry provides resource people to assist the students..
Objectives of the game reinforce concepts taught in the career center class.

Each team had a consultant 'in the securities industry to contact and advise
it on stock purchases. Representatives from the insurance and real estate
industries also discussed investments and consumer needs. In pairs,' class

'members surveyed the mortgage rates of various financial institutions after
discussing this subject with a mortgage banker.

MeChanics of finding a job. Economic decision making and its accom-
panying cOncepts-were utitized to aid the students in determing possible career
choices. The use of career days and career inventories also aided in this process.
Through an analysis of manpower statistics, reflecting both levels of employ-
ment and wages for certain industries,and careers, the class became acquainted
with tfile present labor force situation. Wage determination was treated in terms
of traditional wage theories (marginal productivity) as well as by evaluation
systems utilized by industry.

A representative from Chicago United also discussed levels and types of
unemployment (structural, cyclical, and seasonal) that are found in Chicago
and the different programs developed to meet unemployment problems.

From films and discussions with personnel administrators, students
learned to fill out emplotment applications and develop resumes. Mock job
interviews were set up with different companies. The filmstrip series Goofy
Gets a Job (.Disney Productions) was also utilized in completing these activities.
The' expe iences broadened the students' perspectives, on careerk Although it
was not a ank recruitment effort, the course prompted a number of students to
seek part-t e employmetn in the bank's work-study program.. ,

Wage p%pents. To further increase student involvement in the course
and awareness o '1 businessAprocedures, participants were paid every two Weeks
in "center dollars" which they could either save or pvest through the student
bank. The number Of center dollars received was a6ased 'on accomplishments
during the pitiod, the largest amolint being given f r a grade of "A." A number
of students were chosen to serve eiteher as bill cone tors or personal bankers in



the student bank. Money was deposited into checking accounts and each ,

month budgeted expenses related to various course:projects were paid. Each

student received a financial statement, and, as we have seen, each student was

allowed to borrow a total of '$10,000 for investment. The students then
avpared investment portfolios of stocks ;:. bonds, savings, and certificates of

%posit.

Evaluation
Student evaluations indicated that they enjoyed the topics iind could under-

stand the subject matter better whcq they wereactually,able to observe the

activities that they'were being taught. A'he students commented that they knew

how to Manage th"Thi money bette,r after completing the unit on personal
financial planning and working with the student bank. In instances where some

topics were covered in their regular high school classes, the Career,Center

stuants commented that their experiences intrrstr-nralr;ositive
reinforcing effect.crWeturse challenges the students to Ilse critical thinking in.

their approaches to new situations. The ability to inte.ract with different persons

in their environmern was developed as well, as they met a vartiety of people

from different levels of business mandgement. Students al4o indicated that,

after completing the course, they' were better equipped .tp make decisions,

concerning future career and consumer choiceAy
The growth of individual students was iftnessed with each new experi-

ence. Students who had not been outstanding in more conventional classes

flowered in this course. As the program progressed, students ev,idenced a

growing sense of' sophistication with regard to business and career awareness.

While career aspirations were not expected to escalate dramatically, there were

indications that the students' horizqns had broadened.
In addition to those skills specific to the subjects of the course, another

important strength was the fostering of other /skills such as note taking and

public speaking. Sdents in many cases developed confidence in class discUs-

sion and presentation an& in questioning speakers. Students who had been ".

mom reluctant to participate in group oral presentations at the beginning of the ,

semester handled themselves very well in the latter portion of the term.
The evaluators for the bank'and the Board of Education were convinced "

that, as future employees and consumers, the students would have a direct
impact on businesses and the looal community. Many'of the skills and much of

the enthusiasm for this approatfh to business and economics were carried home

to parents, family members, and peers; thus, the impact of the course atended

beyond .the students to a much wider sector of the community.

. Conclusion

In sum, .1 found the alternative approaoh both challenging a`nd rewarding,

Individualized learning had replaced the traditional .format, in which the'. .
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teacher is the center of the learning experience. It is my opinion, based upon the
successful experiences provided thiough this program, that economic educa-
tion can provide a meaningful vehicle for linking in-school education with
outsi,de concimunity resources so that a more comprehensive, realistic, And'

" coordinated program is offered the student.

, Profits Inc.

Background

Phyllis Bry nt
South Hopkins High School, Nortonville, Ke:ntucky

Faye Cardwell
North Hopkins High School, Madison, Kentucky

;

Profits Inc. was originally a "mock" corporation formed by students of South
Hopkins High School as an interesting device for learning economic concepts
and as a method of Amoting better economic understanding. The experience
of the classroom corporation was such a success that younger brothers and
sisters of the first stockholders requested that another Profits Inc. be organized.
In 1978 their wish became reality.

A unique feature of Profits Inc. II was that classes in two separate schools
were ini/olved. The business organization class of North Hopkins High joined
the economics class of South Hopkins High in one project.' The ,students
wanted a legal, not mock, corporation, and they wanted to attempV to earn a
profit in real dollars through various business ventufg. The students began by
discussing limited liability and other advantages of the.corporate form. Among
the disadvantages they discovered were the cost of incorporating, corpprate
taxes, corporate regUlatio s, and the like, but they concluded that the best way
to study the American onomy was to be part of it.

The Class electa e b6ard of directors, which included prominent citizens
of the community, and chOse a corporate name, "Profits Inc.",( which Minds for
Public Relations OrganiTation For Intrigued Reap. The name was dhosen

L 'the class at North 14opkins had to drop out inklway bemuse of scheduling difficulties, but the
students of both schools continbed to cooperate on sonic projects.
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because the students understood the significance of profits in our economy and

wanted to emphasize that there is "no stigma to making a profit."

One of our first tasks was to write the articles of incorporation. We

acannplished this with the advice of ari attorney. This experience gave the

students a knowledge of the privileges and restrictions of the corporation, and

also enabled them to absor6 additional legal knowledge.

Corporate Goals
The goals of Profits Inc., accorditg to the articles of incorporation, were tO

promote a better understanding of economics by its members, the schools, the

community, and even the whole population of the southeastern portion of the

United States, Another goal was to earn a profit. Class members earned shares

in the corporation for engaging in activities that helped advance economic

understanding, by participation of members of the class in group activities, and

by acceptable completion of previously approved individual projects. Profits

were sought because the worth of the shares to the individuals who owned them

rose as the level of profits went up. Many students were stimulated to achieve

because of their pride in our organization and by their desire to be recognized

as leaders in our organization.
The profit incentive and the inc9ntive to achieve were the only incentives.

No grades were given for activitits in Profits Inc. In our years of experiences as

teaners, we have/ never seen a more motivated or more enthasiastic class.

Profits Inc. members dropped in on other classes to discuss issues, called us at

hoMe, and even stopped by td discuss plans.

Activities of Profits Inc.

, Exhibit at free enterprise fair. Within a month after our goals were set,

the class had a splendid opportunity to promote improved economic under-

standing, and to do it on a large scale by setting up an exhibit at a fair helq at

'Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, Kentucky. Over 24,000 pedple

attended the fair. Only two school groups had beelt invited; so most of/our

competitors were large corporations with a wealth o money, materials, 'and

manpower. But, out of 71 exhibits, our exhibit w et one publici d in the

Bowling Green Daily News, and featured on the f ont page of theme spapell

We were also interviewed on television for a later presentation on ntucky,

Educational Television. .

Our whole theme for thegxhibit was Think Positive, America. It expressed

our belief that our economic system is not perfect, but it is the best system.

Students from both schools were prepared to answer questions relating to

economics and to pass out the pamphlets entitled That's What America's All

Aboutsand Our Economy. ,
The exhibit wak an old-fashioned schoolroom with antique desks chalk-

board, bulletin boapd, and a large flag. Three cartoon characters were the focuSi
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of all eyesCharlie Brown, Lucy, and Snoopy. Nostalgia evoked by the scene
attracted the adults; the cartoon characters, the children. Our students were
dressed in patriotic costumes of red, white, and blue and wore Uncle Sam hats.
In addition to passing out information, students pinned a small lapel flag pin on
visitors and said, "Think Positive, America." Photo buttons were sold at $1.50
each. Our students photographed visitors and made the pin-on buttons. The
buttons showed our booki in the 6ackground and created a minor sensation
with the adults as well ell with youngsters. Very little profit was made at the
Free Enterprise Fair but the class gained a lot of experience.

_

StUdents teaching other students. Profits Inc. members presented the
film series American Enterprises to other classes at South Hopkins, and
prepared handout materials relating to each film. Students teaching other
students was an unusual sight, a novel learning experience. But, because the
teaching4project involved absence from scheduled Classes, the class developed
its best public relations toola script for the slide presentatiott. It includes the
basic concepts of our economic syStem. We tried to make it entertaining and at
the same time informative. Charlie Brown and students from North and South
Hopkins were involved in the slide presentation. It is called The Amazing
Success Machine (sound, 20 minutes).

Students on television. The Amazing Success Machine was featured in a
thirty-minute television program on Channel 3, with a viewing area that
includes a large portion of western Kentucky. Another thirty-minute program,
Vith students discussifig Profits Inc., wag featured a'week later. Each time our
uniqr corporation received recognition, we vItre given an oPportunity to
discuss economic issues while explaining our goals. Each television show,
newspaper article, etc., became a vehicle to promote better economic under-
standing,

The Amazing Success Machine was also shown at a Kiwanis Club
luncheon and at in-servic courses for teachers. The students'were advised more
than once to apply for t e copyright to our slide pre:sentation because of its
professional quality.
I Learning to apply knowledge. After (ailing to make El profit at the Free
interprise Fair and a Fall Festival, the students discussed 'marginal profit,"
"lack of capital," "proposed demand for our product," "equilibrium prices,"
etc. The seeds of knowledge and ungerstanding planted dUring classroom
instruction began to take root and the Mants to blossom. After discussing these
concepts with intebse interest and enthusiasm, the students decItied to try
projects where no large capital outlay was involved. They decided in the future
to subcontract their ventutes in photography to kofessionals.

Almost:inunediately rofits Inc. contracted with Master Artists.Studio to
provide pictures of couples and Rf. the .queen's court at stilith Hopkins's
homecoming celebration. The corporatiop revived $5 for each sitting that waS
sold. A profit of $140 was realized on this prf.bject. The students gained a

iknowledge of contract., d isalesmanship in is venture. The students also
subcontracted with the Zino for a photograph sale for the,homecoming ganie
at South Hopkins anddfor Faduation pictures. profit Inc.'s most spectacular
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. profit-earning project was the sale of school derbies at South Hopkins Spirit
Week. They made $100 in less thap two hours.

Economic facts on school radio. To promote better cconomic under-.
standing, "tree enterprise facts" were broadcast on the-school radiso. One fact

' , was given Cach day. At the end of i week, a prize was given to the student who
correctly answered a ques8on relating to.t he "free enterprise (Aar announced
each day.

Bulletin board. An ceonoinic tree of knowledge waytttractively dis-
played on the bulletin board.in the, main hall..The-roots of the tree depicted
economie concepts and the leaves represented economic freedoms that resulted
from our particular' eConomic system.

.

Investments in stocks. The stildentS borrowed money from the local
bank and invested it in stocks bought through the New York Stock Exchange.
They read the Wall Street Journal regularly to check the value oft heir shares of
Eastern Airlines and Kennecott Copper.,

Members of Profits werer,"paid" with po-par commoh stock, earned by
involvement in the group's Project.N_ps we haVC seen. Other members, in

.addition to the students, bought no-par preferied stock. The students sold $100
worth of ihares at $1 per share.'

Economic speech contest. As one of our promotions tb educate students
we sponsored a speech contest. The subject of the speech was; "What's the
difference between our economic system and other economic systems?" Writing
and gathering information for the speech was itself edue4mal. The top three
speeches were aired on t local radio station. Adults in the'community expressed
surprise that the students knew so much wbout our economy ahd could state it
so well.

Election Day project. On Election Day, students went to the pos and
handed out a booklet entitled That's What, America's A 11 About ,to make the
voters aware of the advantages of our economic system. From this project

,andther idea developed to give eia sixth-Arader and high school senior a
booklet to increase their economic understanding. This project was carried out
to the extent..that funds permitted.

Evalpation

PirOfits Inc. used every opportunity to focus attention dn the advantages of our
economic system. Where but in America could students form a corporation
with no beginning capital and no financial support frhm anyone? The students'
experiences And the profits they earned made thcm believe in 4he statement:
America ig truly a land of opportunity.

The learning activities of Profits Inc focused on the corporation, securi-
ties, and the stock Ottritet. Thc course demonstrated how the American
economy isdepeadent upon the effeitiveness of investors and entrepreneurs in
organizing and developing productive and profitable economic detivity. It
stressed that the basic unit or cell in our free enterprise economy is the business
firtn. Here entrepreneurs makes their big decisions, They estimate 'and create
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demand, plan expansions, promote overall effieGcy, and establish perional

relations with,the public. They also deci'de wheth'er the firm should be large or

small, incorporated or unincorporated. The members of Pyofitsinc. learned all-

this and moreand they learned it by doing. Their experience a applying for a

corporate charter, drawing up articles of incorporation, setting goals, engaging

in productive enterprise,.issuing and purchasing stock all involved the laW. As a

result, they gained a modest but valuable legal education.
Although its activities and projects werelorganizedlor the dual purposes of

,earning a .profit and promoting the values of Me American free enterprise

'system, Profits Ina. was, created- 15'rimari1y for teaching purposes.

."1".he Great Depiession
Manetary and Fiscal
Pplky: An inquiry
elpproach

-Background

Kathleen jiyan Johniton

_ Rufus King High School, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
a

Most of the mins of the Great Depression of 1929 enumertlied in U.S. history

textbooks relatelo structural weaknesses in the economy. I listen to different

drummer and believe that the depth of the treat Depression was due not to

inljnt weaknesses in khe economic structure, but was the result of bdd

etary and fiscal policy. Instead of promoting expansion in a period of low

employment, low' income, and low prices, the policies of the Federal Resent

System, under a gold standard that was breaking down, brought about a

deMine of one third in our stock of money from 1929 to 1933 while.at the same

tim the government was promoting a balanced budget.

To test my theory in class, my students engaged in the inquiry-oriented

se s a. four lessons which constitute the unit described in this `article. Iviy

approach .can be described best as .guided 'discovery. in this approach, the
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teacher presents datareadings, statistical information, audiovisual materials,
and 'so forthand asks a series of questions in order to challenge the students ha
to formulate and test hvotheses (see Sequence pf Learning, Activities, below).

The.principle objective of the unit is to teach (or reinforce) concepts of
monelary and fiscal policy via an examinatimunf the causes and effects qf the
Great DepreSsion, and, in so doing, enable students tmapply tlese concepts to
present and future economic situations.. ,

The content of the unit can be summarized in two generaliiatiods:
.

I. An increase in the nione9 supply tends to increase price, employment, and
, income levels at less than full employment; a.decrease in the money supply

will tend to decrease levels of prices, employment, and income, With their
relative impact depending on the extent of labor, business, and $overnment
rigidifiei.

102. A federal budget deflcit tends tO raise general levels of prices, income, arid
employment, and a surplus ,tends to lower them.

. Given generalizations I and 2, the stu ents will; examine economic .

iadicators and the relationship between moneta Aind fkscal pnlicy during the
Great Deprevion to.determine its significant caus

Procedures ,
While testing this unit in tlie classroom, I developed studenCworksheets to
provide structure and direclion as well as to.give students a writtefe record of
their work. Thig enabled me.totbe more flexible about offering indiyiduti help
since students were not as dependent on oral instructions as they would
otherwise be and each group could moye at i.ts own ptice once a lesson was.

atbegun.
. .

, Because class time was shortostudents Were asked to look over material the
evening bef re (trs directed where appropriate). Hovievers, students were not
allowedito. ove ahead of teaCher presentations, such as'the Lesson 3 discus-
sion of mo etary aQd fiscal policy. Student folders, with workshegs and
statistical data, were distributed .tlie first day.

.

) The class worked mainly in groups. MY groups were not rallomly selected
or student chosen, I tried to arrange groups to maximize student inVolvement
and interest by meshing personalities and t)bilitiestEach group consisted of a
.variety of skill'ilevelx The ratty; was similar in each grpup, but the "chemistry"
yaried, For examnple, %student with _limited reading ability did exceptionally
Well then grouped with a more able student whp tOo was sensitiye and helpful.'

In terms of student deployment,. I found it necessary to adjust the
instructions. W ha grotips were not moving at about the same pace, movement
from pairs to small groups WAS difficult. To avoid their wasting time waiting for
others to catch up, I had the students co tinue as tt group.

,

While the amount of time needed ill rkepend on the students and the
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teacher, I used six class periodsapproximatebione each tint Lessons 1 and I,
two to three for Lesson 3, 'one for 11,esson 4. I could easiky have spent more time.

Rowever, stirdents who already understand monetary and fiscal policy and/ or

other terms and concepts.,involved, Will require, less time. tesson 3 is pivotal

as.parts 1 and 8 involve a major input of information. Until students under-

stand the material, especially part I, the lesson cannot continue. In Lesson 2,

students who did not finish in class completed the lesson as homeworIc At the

beginning of ttie next clags they compared their conclusions, reached a

consensus, and moved ahead., We did the/same with portions of Lesson 3.

Lesson 4 was given to the students as homework done individually. After the

papers were corrected and, rFttirned, the groups discusked their work.
Teachers and students might find a listiof terms and/ or cancepts helpful to

use.during the unit, a preview, or a review'. For a brief review of the economic

theory involved in the unit, I suggest Milton, Friedinan's' A Proram for
Monetary Stability-(New York: .Fordharn University Press, 1958, pp, 1-23),

SEQUENCE OF LEARNI NG ACTIVITIES

rpose

ksson I
.To discover the defin-

tion of the Great
Depression and to
hypothesiie about its
causes and effects

Content

Student
Materials/ Deploy-

Media ment

Lesson 2
To test the hypothesis

about the effects of
thc Great Depression
against new data

Lesson 3
To hypothesiie about

the causes of the
Great Depression/
ana test the
hyppthesis aganst
new data

Lesson'4
To test the hypothesis

about money supply
( against new data
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Characteristics of
the Great Depression

Filmstrip:
The Great
Depression
Workiheet

Effects of the Statistical data
Great Depression: Worksheet -

economic and social
indicators

Monetary and Statistical dtita
fiscal policy as Worksheet
a cause of thc

t GreatiDepresslion

Entire class

Entire class
lairs
Small groups
Entire class

4
Entire class%
Small groups
Entire class

Relationship of Statistical dap Entire class

the supply of money Worksheet Individuals

to periods of depres- Entire class

sion/recession in
U.S. Ktitory



Sequience of Learning Act vities

The .four lessons that constitu e my unit on the Great Depreson were
organized as indicated in the ac ompanying table. The reader!will kiote the
specific content that was included, the matertials,and media that were utilized,
and how I organized my students.

Lesson Orgdnization

For the puiposes of this report, 1 have incluaed Lesson 4. Each of the lessons
was orgazed similarly and included.a statement of the major goal for the
lesson; knowledge, skill, and attitudinal objectivelPnRaterials to 'be used; and

\!..,/ ._
teacher and student activities and purposes. f r

,
I , .

. . . .r
SOURCES OF STATISTICAL DATA FOR LESSON 4 INCLUDE:

V t

I. Gary M. Walton and Roger Leroy Miller, Ecanomk Issues in American
History (New Yjc: Haler aq Roo', 1918): Statistical dirta A through('
and L.

k
h ..

%

2. U.S. DePlrtme nt of Commerce, 'HistbricarS'tatistics of ta United States
Colonial Times 'to 1957 (1960). Statistical data E through 1 and K. l

' 3. M ilt on Friedman, A Program for" Monetary Stability (1959). Statistal
data M.

Evaluation

1. evaluated my unit on the Great DepresSion by the following criteria;
-

1. Quality And accuracy of the worksheets and saident folders..
2. Student reaction: They worked hard, were enthusiastic,icooperative in

'groups, inventive, and retained information, i
. Quality and accuracy of the test!( n

c

4. Amount, of retention: Several students continued to apply tlje theories of
monetaq and fiscal policy tO othier economic situations.

5. Application of theory to question on final examination.

( In'sum; 1 judged,th unit a sucCess because it was an enjoyable lOr n
experience for the stude tslkand they were able tcrapproach and comprehen a .
sometilhes difficult co cert. The ultimate ,evaluatiO'n, however, will be th r
ability to adapt the information gained in class when making their "Own
e49nomic choices in the future,

1 0
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LESSON 4

Goal: To test the concepts about thetmoney supply against new data.
k

Objectives:* ,
knowledge;

. -

To know that reoessionsiklepressions In United.Sitates history were acdompanied by ductuations in the money supply;\ .
To know that since World War II there has been a consciogs atternto understand and use monetary and fi5cal policy
to avoid depressions;

-
.- . S

a 1

.....

TO know that since Yiorld War'll there has not been a depression of tho magnitudd of the 1930s fall in the United States,
ot any other major nation in the free world.

",

.

.1I Skills:
To be able to interpret,statistical data individuallyr

To 13e able to draw conclusions individUally. `'
1 t
Attitudes and values:

To gain confidbnce in one's ability to use statistical information and reach a conclysion;

To appreciate the apPlication of histoPrical information to the present and future.

.#

Materials: Statistical data:
L. 'Prices and the money supply, 1820-45
M. Money atd'ck, 1867-1958 .10

.

.

o,



Teacher
4

1. explain to the students ,that one of.
. the waysto test a concept is to

appl9.it in a new or different
situation.

Ask: If students accepl, the
. relationship between mdney .

supply and recession/depression,
then wnit would they expect
Statiskic4I data to indicate during
the depressioh of 1839-43 and the
contractions of 1873-79, mid-1890s, -
1907-08, 1920-21, and 1937-38,-

I 3.
'

DistribUte statisticardata C and M.
'Ask 'students lo interpret the data.

and determine whether it supports
or refutes their hypothesis. .

,Ask students to stupy the data from
World Wcer II to 1958 and-brew d
conclusiod as to why we have-.---
not had depression since then.

4. Have cleat discuss their conclusions
and sumniarize the 6oncept of
money.supply.

Purpose
To place tfiti concept of moneye,

supply in historical perspective.
DeVeloping a. hypothesis.

,

1

..
Identifying relevant infounation

to test hypothesis.
Testing hyltiothesis in new

, situation. ,

rnterpretation of relevant data.
Concluding.

Summarizing.

Student

1

May answer they would expect the
, supply of.moncv to decreAse during
those periods.

May conclude the money supply.
decreeksed during.eacli of these

May.note that the money supply has
nOt significantly decreased during
that time (although some might:'f,,t
minor recVstions),

4
May state that the supply of money

greatly affects the ecidnomic status
okthe U.S.
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APPENDIX.TO:CHAPTER FOUR

Gtied Ideie in Brief: .fligh School Level

13:AVSP .E: 0'.CONNOR, of the.Edwill 0, Smith School, a "uniVersity lab"
.

:7 schOol, itf'StOr,..s;. Cdhnecticut, 'organized a fdurteen-aay unit called The
Co44-her in a:Iransient-Society. The" unique ffature of the instructional

...
prograna was that it eMphasized effective utilization of the schoolliBrary-media

-.-center. FollOrng a ratherintensive examination of key economic coricepts and
titinciples, the tin.jtvvas designed to permit students to apply these fundamen-
talS to.the real-life Situations that confront consuntrs on a daily basis. Among

. the 1-riajiSt topics studied were: advertising Campaigns and deceptive advertising,
Current trends'InV.S..buying habits and projections for the future, end the pros
ii4cOns of the cciiiSitmer rnOvement. Many ofthe activ,iiies included during the,
two and'one-half weeks of the project Avere elanned as "hands-on" as they
entailed uSing the media center Yor research, editing, and arranging slide

ek 1-iilosontations,dhd 'producing transparencies and. radio commercials'. Student
output s owed remarkable ingenuity, organization, comprehension; ahd origi-.

nality. In addition to becoming acquainted with the various aspects of
knowledge, skills, and iesponsible attitudes connected directly with the role of
the c.onsumer, students' were eXposed to group dynamics, media techniques,
and research processes. The umit could be successfully utilized as a self-
cdntained project in any nunOr of the social studies, business, media, or
vocational programs of malty. 0 rr

.
. .- .

JARRELL McCRACKEN and RICHARO JORDAN, of Manual High

School, rIenvfr, Colorado, wrqe a course entitled Simulations and Reality: An
Economic Experience. Simply stated; the course was developed to improve and
greatly expand the economic literacy of high school studeitts at Manual High
School and ultimately in all the .Denver public high schools. Composed of nine

'units, the one-semester course was organIzed around the components of the

circutar .flow model and imphasizes scarcity and allocation, money and
monetary policy, banking, the markets, government tax policy, labor, che Stock
market, the consumer and the household, and international trade and dconom-
ics. Eleven simulations were included to.give students an initial opportunity to
involte theinselves% actively it economics. In addition, there were twelve
community qudstion-and-answer sessions: with a labor leader tind a labor
economist, representatives from.sinall and large businesses, the Federal Re-
serve bank, advertisihg firms, consumer protection agencies, a local commer-
ial bank, an expert on world trade, the refional head of the U.S. Depaftment
li Health end Velfare,*and a tock broker. The purpose was to give students

nsights, and opportunitie to expirnd their thinking processes. Eighty-seii
individual daily lesson plans, a pre- and 'Post-test, a written evaluation, a
midterm testLktnd Afou'r progress tests, twenty-fi handouts, a primary and
supplemental text, and severafadditional readings were included to provide the
content, data, organization, and evaluation for the one-semester course de-

90 ,
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0
signed for high school juniors and seniors, Arter an Initial run followed by
necessary revisions as dictated by that experie,nce, the lesson.plans will be made

e available to any school upon request at cost: Write to Richard Jordan, c/ o
Manual High School, 1700 East 28th Avenue, Denver, CO 80205. The
materials, books, and siniplations, valued at approximately $700, may .be
purchased from the individual publishers.

, JOYCE M. WICKE, a language arts and, social sthdiei teacher at Our
Lady of Mercy Academyjouisville, Kentucky,'has developed a unit entitled
Experience gdOnomics, which was designed to allow students to "experience"
eqonomics as they play a variety'oof roles in two totally different economic .

systems. As a result of the unit, the students draw conclusions about the
.potential the two systems have fOr working together to solve global economic

.4

S. Theunit was designed to teach basic economic terminology and tb
mber of global economic problems, with emphasis upon dr major

world pro le ; overty and hunger. Stddents were assigned twg individual
packets wh .in sects of both' language arts'and social studie Each
packet ,contained assigninents, with the firSt,-entitled W iat is
Economics?, organized to Inc ondmics terms and the operation f a
market economy.The secoind in 'Ilonalhpac.ket 'Was called Econorn ics in the

ng

;

Third Werld 'and:Stressed .the problems of :Underdeveloped and...einerg
'economies anegaVe considerable .attention to ffood Crisis. The' unit
programmed to last. threejo...four,yieeks with- 50fr-minute classe-s each Oa
Students also' -participated, in two .siMulations, thec'fir'st of which is calle
ConsumerChoice. 19 it, the studentomes.both a consumer and a prOduce

. injamar:ket eConomy..,ln 'the'second, game..kiread Line, each student becomeS a
inkmber, or,a..Third World villagestruggling produceenoughfood tofeed an,

. # fr. d A tever: .tncreOidepopulatio.. w. h nide resources.... s a ,resu.,t o. the Un4.;
.;Studentssnot:onlystudy,alternati4economic systems but also experiefice them..

. ..
Q

WAt.,TE, R P: HERTZ-of Brewster Acade:*, Wolfeboro, New 11:amp7.
shire, has designed anecofiogacs course for seniors and pOstgraduate stiiaentS7'
COnsisting of three segmentsAl) IntrodUctien to, ECOMptics; (2) TheAnterican,

,

, EconOmic Ststvin;andp)Voild &Mon* Systems. The underlying philoso-
phy of thecoulse ti tO blend econdmic theory With the actual -appliption of

'basic;COnceptS-and theories. Content material, assigninents, Oa' ing materlals,
and organization Weije developsd with the objective that college-. und,Students ;

."would belfully prePared foil enlry into undergraduate Programs in busine§s and;
t economics; 4hose electing not to continue their education woUld beciime fully'

/ acquainted ,:with' economic concept's,. theory, and, princiPlee required ,in
, , ,- I persona14ecis3on making.;'At the outset of the courseoil tiarticOnts tookin.

, aVa
,

ireness test 'to'fiermit Ole to assess their .understanding of the econoinic,
, ,

saint, arid Political coneeptt. As part of the 'first phage, of the coittse, stu&nts .,-..
\PAre.give4cOpies of the annual report of a specific corp&ation . eifter becoming
familitg ..with the ..4ipori,,aisignmen,tion suth qestiOns as debt ratiO, groWth,N:

'oc,
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irproduet mix, ptofitability and equity were determined. In Segment U each
student was assigned a'tthther current earnings report for evaluation and was
expected to answer independently the'same 9uestions as Were assigned previ-

ously. During the course, the students-formed acorporation to Manufacture a
Produet of their own choosing. Problems involving rawmaterials, loans, taxes,
and, labor had to be Solved. In the final segme9t of the course, the corporation

,
became multinational as ecOnomiefeasibilitystudies of target countries were
conducted, To add spiCe to the actiVity, the corPoratiOn applied for, relief under

Chapter PC of the Bankruptcy Act of the United.States..Through their personal
1.-involvement as :officers, suppliers,' cuStomers,:and consultants, course partici-

yants:were able.to fully comprehend the inner workingscif a cOrporation and,its

place in the United States and *Odd econoinies.

FIELEN.:M.ONT:GOMERY, a social'. studiet teacher at Bellingtiam High
SrhOol1:011ingharri;: 134shington, 'has .deyeloped a unit designed tO help:
stUdents understand the impact of, taies on their daily activities Called,

.$ Taxes! Taxes! Taxes! the tunCwas Organized as a:response to a school
mandate requiring all seniors to earn one credit in a cour.de entitled itights and-
Responsibilities; This twelve-week program was *conceived as .tfr grassroots

; projectil organized to provide -Students with a practical 'Understanding of the
problems of urbanization, political structure, and political process. The unit on
taxation took four weeks. Its major purpose Was to involve students in the
coMplexity of and variation in taxes levied throughout the nation at all levels of

government: The primary classroom activity offers hands- n experience for-
students, as they are called upon to' solve specific tax pro lems which were

:P-developed to illustrate the basic principles of taxation. Th problem-solving
phase of the nnit is initiated' with a simulation of a rel ety simple tax
situation; following this, students proceed to more realistic jroblems. which are

more Complex but 'which reinforce previously learned co cePts of taxation.
Among the presentations and topics included. in.the unit are taxes as social
policy; what- is hot taxe0 how taxes can be judged; an e amination Of locaL
school, state, and federal taxes and budgets; and an anal sis of taxes paid by
five families. Pre- and post-tests, case studies, newspaper avid magazine articles,

and fiscal and tai data are among the yariotis materials found in the unit, all of

. ,which are effectively utilized in the many stimilatingi activities- which are
integrated within the-project. ,

pa P
.

LOREN J. DUNHAM a social studies teacher at/Fairmont Senior High
School, Fairinont, Minnesota, has 'developed a project/entitled Broilers, Beans

find Bellies:: A Unit on Commodity Futures Markets for High School Students,

( 'the three- to fiye-day unit was designed, to be integrated into social studt
courses in,grades 9-12 and was intended to introduce students to the purposes
and functiOns of'commodity futures markets and to indicate how these marketi

are related to .the economy as'a whole. Included in the upit are a series of'
worksheett and handouts and a list of teacher and student reference materials.

../ .
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, .
, .' 'Oast activities inClude tile analysis of several case studies on hedging and

. ,. investing, a simulatipq on investment, and three films on commodities trading.
The unit was developed in the belief that students living in the essentiallY
agricultural economy of,Minnesota ihould have a bisic understanding of hoi.v.
commodity futures markets operate, oltow they are utilized ,by agricultural
product producers and procssori, and the role of investors in Ae,eutureS
'market. Among the basic econotnic concepts which are emphasized are iupplyL
demand,analysis and price determination, the influence of the compon that
is maintained on the exohanges, profits and loses, liquidity; and ecoamic risk

. and reward. The unit includes kpowledge, attitudinal, and behavioral objec-
tives, an overview, and instructional procedures and strategies presented on a
day:to-day basis,

4,. JOSEPH B. GARVEY t;nd,THOMetS W. MULLAN: of West Essex
High School, North Caldwell;'New Jersey, organized a program of study that
was, designed to prevent subjdt-rnatter duplication fel; twelfth-grade students

i who participated in both the full-year elective course in ecopomics and the
nine-week unit in oconomiCs that is' presented as part of the United 'States
History II sequence. Entitled Economics Is for Real: A Series of Independent

_

Study AssignMents, the nine-week unit was,Organized so that the students
would spend much of .their time in ,the school library conducting their
investigations, research actMtiesf and repOrting? F011owing a modified case
study appr noach, students met with their instructor 'o a regihr basis to discuss
and determine independent study contracts. Among the t pes of assignments
which were successfullS, completed by the 200 participating students were
chapter Summaries of scholarly texts in economics, reviews and comparisons ofs

I maggzine articles written by ecopomists of various persuasions, anl.. the
analysis of contemporary issues and problems. 'the contrat t)etween the

. ,

student and teacher was detailed as to conferences and duet ates of assign-
ments. As actixities and projects were turned in, they were eValuated, graded,
and returned to the student at the duedate of the neltettssignitent. Final grades
for the . students were determined by the average grade of the,Contracted
assignmtnts. ,

WILLIAM R. CHEMERKA of, Madison Nigh 4cfiool, Madison, New
Jersey, has developed a highly popular program entitled The Music Industry
and the American Economy that is part of his introductory elective course in
economics. Using'rock music as the motivating theme of the unit, the students
learn basic economic concepts, principles, onderstanding, and terminology. As
one-example of how the unit is presented, the "guns-butter" trade-offs pr lem
N tiOed to explaintheprinciple of opportunity costs and to illustrate prod tion
possibility curves. But rather tha using traditional approaches, student were
asked to make choices between tttending a certain concert or purchasing
several albums at a special limite sale price; given the couStraint of limited
weekly incomes: This exam* ipfcalistic to most studints and when the guns-



btitter 'problem is finally introduced, not o ly doe's it seem mere relevant to

students but the principle of oppvtunity co t -has been retuforced through the

utilization of a direct,. pprsonal experie e of the students. Other activities

inchjdeclein the unit are analysis of costs of record produttion and how the sales

dollar is distributed, supply-demand analysis of a Spe,cific record, the effects o

adVertising, the inNtution of private !Poverty and copyright laws, and business

'organization in tht record industry. Th'e course has become a remarkable

success story in that enrollment has increased spectacularly apd students of all

socioeconomic, açademio, and racial backgrounds have electe&to participate in

the progra m.
4.

a
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